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PREFACE

The purpose of this study is to focus upon the life and work

of a nan who was pre-eminently successful as a minister to

students. There are many men who have had a student "following"

from time to time. But John Kelman,s ministry to the students

at the University of Edinburgh stands apart, I believe, from all

other such ministries in this century as unique in originality,

power and sustained appeal.

I have found it best to keep the "biographical details simple

and factual and to bear down upon the message that Kelman formu¬

lated for his great student congregations. Thus, I have

neglected almost everything that was right or left of his student

work unless it had a clear bearing upon his peculiar message to

young people. In the background chapter I have attempted to

draw a simple sketch of the religious movements which had an

influence upon the religious life of students at the University

of Edinburgh in the opening years of the twentieth-century; and

I thought it well to set out in this chapter the facts about

Kelman's call to the Operetta House to become Brummond's successor,

"il -re was ever present a temptation to dv/ell at length upon a

comparison of Xe Irian's message with that of Henry Pnumnond whom

he resembled in so many ways. But that is not within the scope

of this thesis and I have only drawn the two men together in a

few brief remarks in the concluding chapter. The reader will
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find that the usual "background" material for a study such as

this, trends in theological thought, scientific research,

literature and so on, have "been woven into the chapters on

JCelman's religious message and his Use of literature in the

service of religion.

His daughter, WTs. Barbara Hayes, ana his sister5 '*iss
Janet Kelnnn, who have been unfailingly kind and helpful, can

know that not only have they made this thesis possible by

allowing me to have access to personal letters and original

sermon manuscripts, they have added another to the host of men

and women who lore and honour John Kelman,
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CHAPTER I.

Biography

John Kelman was a son of the manse. Ills father, for whom he

wao named, wae "bom at Keith, Banffshire in 1830, had hear? ar.

honours student at King's College and the Free Church College,

Aberdeen, and was ordained at Port Glasgow in 1858. That same year

he married Margaret ISrcpBhart, the daughter of an Aberdeen chemist

whose family were connected with the church in various parts of

Aberdeenshire for many generations. In 1382 he moved to Pundonald,

Ayrshire and John Kelman, Junior was bora on June 20th, 1884. Two

years later the elder John Kalman accepted a call to theSt. John's

Free Church, Leith, where he was minister for forty-one years.

Kelman's mother had a great influence upon him. "Those who

knew both," wrote a friend, "could often hear in the son echoes

of the mother's thought an-? voice."he was a particularly gifted

speaker, "a woman of profound convictions and of an original piety."

His father was a conservative in theology, but he was warmly in¬

terested in all evangelistic movements and had played a full part

in two great Revival Movements: one in 1853-1880 and the Moody-

Sarikey campaigns, 1873-1875 and 1882-1883. Indeed, he had been

instrumental in inviting Moody to Edinburgh and had acted as

Secretary of the Edinburgh Committee during hie visit. Moody

wrote some years afterwards: n-y love to Kelman; I never think

of the work in Edinburgh without thinking of him."3 His two books

1 E. J. Kagan, "The Late Dr. Kelman, An Appreciation," The
Record of the United Free Church, June 1923, p. 257.

2 Loc. eit.
3 George Adam Smith, The Life of Henry Prnrtnonft. p. 55.
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of
of sermons , Redeeming Judgment, and The Sabbafch/Scrlptare show his

attachment to the orthodoxy of the -Old free Church, yet "his gentle¬

ness of nature inspired a deep affection, and while the son moved

far from the theological position of the father, never a shadow

marred their mutual love."*

Young John Kelmar spent the Saturdays of his boyhood among

the ships of Leifch. Re was an Imaginative lad, and the days of

his childhood remained ever vivid in his memory. hike his beloved

Stevenson, he often paraded the wet streets of his town with a

"lantern at his belt." He, too, had worn his Wellingtons with a

youthful swagger, and had hurried through the dusk to the open door

of home, breathless from a pirate chase. His first diary is filled

with the combings of a hundred youthful adventures. He was an

omnivorous reader and, from his earliest days, showed an amazing

capacity for remembering what seemed significant in his reading.

He was educated at the Royal High School in Edinburgh and in

1880 entered the University of Edinburgh for the course in Arts.

He struck the University when she was in one of the glorious eras

of her modem history. 7,he teaching staff was brilliant. It

included men like Professors Blackie, Maseon, Calderwood, fait and

Eraser. .And the splendid manner in which they threw all their

gifts of scholarship and stylo into their lectures compensated in

no small measure for the lack of social attractions and recreations.

It was the day of a uniform course for the M.A. degree without any

of the options now permitted to relieve the student of subjects less

1 E. J. Ilagan, op. cit., p. 257.
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congenial to hin and allow a certain amount of specialism. The

first two years were spent exclusively on Latin and Greek with one

class in Mathematics; the third comprised mathematics, Logic and

Physics or Natural Philosophy; the fourth and last, English and

Moral Philosophy,1
In 1804 John Kelman passed the examinations and received the

K*A» degree of Edinburgh University, He entered Hew College in

October to begin the four year divinity course. But before the

end of the first tern he suffered a severe breakdown in health

and had to give up his studies. In the Autumn of 1885 he was

ordered to Australia by his physicians,

JCelmau spent nearly three years in Australia, For a time he

i* helped.support himself by tutoring two children at an up-country

sheep "station," He studied one session at Ormond Theological

College, Melbourne. Of all the educative Influences in his life,

the years he spent in the Australian Bush 'where he lived among the

station hands and saw deep into the hearts of men, were among the

most valuable,2 These years contributed much to his -width of

sympathy and power of making contact v/ith the most various types of

men,"3 and afforded him a vision of the far-flung British overseas

dominions which remained with him ever after. He was able to read

a great deal and there was plenty of opportunity for him to preach.

When he returned to Scotland, after these throe years abroad, he

was strong in body and richly matured in experience.

1 C. Uackinnon, Reminiscences, p. 47.
2 John Kelman, The War and Preaching, p. 68
3 G. F. Barbour, Bar aye and Addresser, p. 87.
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He resumed his studies at Hew College and graduated in 1890.

There Is no evidence that Kelman was strongly Influenced "by any of

tile professors at Hew College. I'or did he play a prominent part

in the Theological Society which was the focus of the divinity

students' intellectual life. Henry Druronond's Oddfellows' Hall

meetings were then attended by a large section of the student body,

but, again, there is no direct evidence that Kelman was p&rticularl;

influenced, by Drunmond. However, when he was called to Queen's

Cross Church in Aberdeen following his graduation from Hew College,

it was to take up duties as assistant to a man who added much to

his vision and future development; this man was George Adam Smith,

one of the most brilliant and charismatic men of his day.

Kelman was in close association with Smith for nearly eighteen

months. Smith as a preacher had a startling imaginative genius.

It was from him that Kolman learned to draw upon the Bible, "not

merely as a text-book of divine revelation, but as a vivid, and

moving record of the saints* experience of Cod, culminating in His

Son, our Lord Jesus Christ."* Smith encouraged him to read and

study and cultivate his style; and he stimulated Kelman'o "already

roused desire to minister to the religious outsider."2 George

Adam Smith's robust physique and manly Christianity appealed to

Kelman as it did to young men of all professions who gathered

around him in his study where, "he read and talked them into

1 E. J. Kagan, op, clt.. p. £57.
2 Henry Sloan Coffin, "In Hemoriam, Rev. Dr. John Kelman,"

Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church, Hew York, bulletin, "ay IS, 1989,
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rapture."1
It was at Queen*s Cross that Kelman first "began his literary

study groups which were to become such an important part of his

ministry to students in later years. George Adam Smith wrote that

Kelman's preaching there, "already "breathed that spirit of personal

conviction, devotion and enthusiasm which with the addition of

spiritual experience and a growing definiteness of doctrine made

him the great preacher that he subsequently became."2 Smith (who

was noted for the wild confusion of his study) also conferred that

he learned much from Kelman*s great faithfulness to prosaic dnties,

his punctuality and his methodical arrangement of the details of his

life.5

In 1091 Kelman was elected minister of the Free Church in the

Peeside Tillage of Petorcultor, Shortly thereafter he was married

to Ellin Runcorn Bell, daughter of Mr. Hamilton Bell, Minburgh.

Ellin Kelman was a woman of great personal charm, with Iceen wit

and "sensitive sympathy with all oppressed and neglected folic."4
Later, in Edinburgh, the students were amazed to find that she

was on© of the most ardent Rugby supporters in the city. She had

a large share in creating the wonderfully friendly atmosphere of

their home, an atmosphere which was to cast its hospitable spell

over countless young men in future days. The couple spent almost

six years in this quiet country parish, and dtirlng that time they

1 John Kelman, "George Adam Smith." The Student (Edinburgh
University), February 2-6, 1S99, pp. 329-332.

2 George Adam Smith, "John Kelman, D.B.; An Appreciation."
University of Edinburgh Journal. Autumn, 1929, p. 164.

~

5 G. 2.Q Smith, op. clt.. p. 165.
4 II. S. Coffin, op. clt..
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were blessed with a daughter whom they named Barbara. Barbara

Nonteahh Kelman Hayes is their only surviving child. Another

daughter, whore mind never woke to life, died In 1907 at the age

of ten.

The period spent at Petoreniter was marked by wide reading.

Hie ministry there was long remembered for its originality and

power. Indeed, in consequence of the Itnion of 19P9 when a new name

was necessary for the United Free Church at Petercnlter, it was

named the Kelman Memorial Church in fitting tribute to his first

ministry.

In 1897 John Kelman accepted a call to become Dr. R. Gordon

Balfour's colleague in the Hew North Church, Edinburgh. The situ¬

ation there appeared most unpromising. The church was located in

the centre of the city, and only a handful of its original congre¬

gation had withstood the pull of the growing suburbs. People were

beginning to wonder whether there was a future for a congregation

in that area of the city, but Kelman surveyed the situation and con¬

cluded that the church had a real future if it would take to itself

the special function which lay near at hand. The Hew North Church

was located in the centre of a number of dwellings that had become

boarding-houses for students. Students passed it every day on

their way to and from classes. It stood not far from the Royal

Infirmary and medical students flocked from all parts of the world

to Edinburgh with its brilliant faculty of physicians and surgeons.

His mission, obviously, must be among the students; and he set him¬

self to the task with whole-hearted abandon, as was hie nature.
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Slowly h© began to gather around him a great student congregation.

He was on hand at most of the university functions; and soon his

figure was a familiar sight in the Uhion. He was called upon to

lecture at the various literary societies, and his home became a

haven for those men who loved good talk on the highest plane of

fellowship.

When the faculty and students were casting about for someone

to carry on Henry Hruronond*s unique Oddfellows' Hall no©tings they

settled upon John Kelman,* and hie series, begun in the Operetta

House in the winter of 1899, became a real and distinctive feature

of the University life. Likewise the Hew North Church became the

Students' Church of Edinburgh. It was said to have seats for

eight hundred and fifty, but on Sunday evenings during term nearly

one thousand students crowded in.2 The church was so constructed

that preacher and hearers felt themselves in close and informal

touch. For a time the church had no organ and it is recorded that

the unaccompanied singing of the young people In the church was

"something to remember.

Kelmon was a hero of the students. His name was a name apart.

Year after year the student magazine published his picture and wrote

glov/ing appreciations" of his work. Intimations of his Bible

Classes at the New North Church v/ere placed on the weekly calendar

in the magazine as though they were a part of the curriculum. He

was known as "the unofficial chaplain" of the University and only

1 The circumstances of this call will be given in the next chaptc
2 G. F. Barbour, Essays and Addresses, p. 79.
3 G, F. Barbour, op. clt.. p. 80.
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refused the official title because ho believed that it would

destroy his easy entree into the student life,* When he was con¬

sidering calls to the Presbyterian Church at Cambridge, Wellington

Church in Glasgow and Sefton Park Church, Liverpool, the student

magazine published the fact and called frantically for testimonials

of student loyalty. Truly, no man had a greater hold upon the

students than Kelman during the years he worked among them.

Although he was engaged in student work ho did not take cm

active port in the Student Christian Movement of Great Britain and

Ireland, He often spoke at their summer conferences, contributed

several articles to their official publication, and co-operated in

their missions, but that was the 11" it of his identification with

the national movement. For he always considered that his message

was peculiarly adapted to Sdinburgh students, and thai it would

hinder his chosen work to try to divide his efforts,2
In 1901, Kelnan accompanied George Adam Smith and eight others

on a memorable tour through Palestine and Overjor&bn. Smith wrote

that it was during this association that he learned Kelman's power

of mastering the contents of a book, as well as "his fine eye for

the lie and the lift of a land and his grasp of the main factors of

its complicated, history,"® Subsequent to this trip he published

a volume entitled The Holy Land, a fresh, impressionistic work full
~

1 G, F, Barbour, op. clt., pp. 87-88.
2 Kelman was held in high regard by S.C.M. leaders. The

Feverend Canon Tirsing';on Tatlow, who was for so many years General
Secretary of the Student Christian Movement, 'wrote the author of
this thesis that during the years Kelman was speaking at the Oneretta
House it was universally recognised that his was "the most outstand¬
ing piece of student work of the time." Letter of Z November, 1950.

3 George Adam Smith, op. clt.. p. 185,
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of literary grace and historic insight which was "tailversally re¬

cognised as one of the few works that had a claim to he published

on that much-written tonic."3- A few years later JCelraan made a

journey to Palmyra with his greatly admired friend, Dr. Fra 3c

Maokinnon of Damascus, and his impressions of modern and ancient

Syria -were later recorded in a volume entitled, From Damascus to

Palmyra.

During the summer of 1902 Kelman delivered six addressee at

the Y.M.C.A. Summer Student Conference held at Eorthfield, Massa¬

chusetts, U.S.A. His volume entitled The Faith of Robert Louis

Stevenson was published in 1903. It met with immediate success

and by 1912 was in its fifth edition. The same year, 1903, a

series of his student lectures were published under the title

honour Towards God. ICelmnn's popularity as a preacher and lectu¬

rer grew by leaps and bounds. Great queues formed outside the

doort? of the Hew North Church before services on Sunday. "During

the evening service a second congregation of students was gathering

outside, and, -when a part of those who had attended the service

left, these students flocked in and filled their seats, awaiting

the minister's class - a class so large that it could be held only

in the church and often crowded that."2
In 1907 the University of Edinburgh conferred on him the Doctor

of Divinity degree, and the newspaper account of the ceremonies

noted tiiat when he rose to receive the degree "the audience broke
'

^ 'Glasgow Herald. 18 April, 1907.
s H. S. Coffin, op. clt.
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into enthusiastic cheers."* Professor Patrick, in presenting him

for the degree, said that while his vrritings and his high reputa¬

tion as a preacher contributed of themselves a strong elain to

academic honours, it was not mainly on these grounds that "r.

Kolraan had deserved well of the University:

For eight years in accordance with their desire, formally
and informally expressed, he had acted as the spiritual
teacher and friend of thousands of students. An audience
at once the most critical and most sympathetic, quick to dis¬
tinguish the insincere from the genuine, had listened with
eagerness to a message that came home to them with power,
alike because of Its Intellectual keenness, its ethical fer¬
vour, its catholicity of spirit, accentuated by the personal
charm of the speaker. And it might be, when much of what
they had learned from other teachers came In the midst of
the years to lose its sharpness and definiteness of outline,
or only survived as an unconsd ous influence, that the word;
of 8r, Kelswn would abide as a force that ennobled and trans¬
figured their lives. To the man of whom these things could
with truth be said the whole University was a debtor.s
In 1906 the congregation of St, George*s United Free Church,

seeking a colleague for Dr. Alexander Tftiyte, had turned to John

Kelman. At first he declined the call, but when it was renevred

six months later he agreed to come to St. George's. A singularly

beautiful friendship developed between Kelman and ifhyte, two men

so different in outlook and temperament. Scarcely a day passed

that they did not exchange some fragment of congregational news

or discuss some question bearing on the work which they shared.3

Whyto v/as ever ready to stand aside in favour of "my princely col¬

league." And Kelman was more resolute that the Senior Colleague

should occupy the place which he had so conspicuously earned.4
1 Glasgow "Herald. 13th April, 1907.
^

« c 11.
3 G. F# Barbour, The Life of Alexander '■'hy te. pp. 527 ff.
4 G. F. Barbour, "John Kelman." The Tradition of St. George's

West. p» 62,
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Kelman continued hie work with Edinburgh University students. One

of the conditions he laid down before accepting the call was that five

Sunday evenings before Christmas would be set aside for his meetings in

the Operetta House. He continued to spend several weeks in summer

preparing his addresses for these meetings, and, as before, his home was

open to students on Sunday evenings. Naturally a large number of stu¬

dents followed him to St. George's, and, although his successor at the

Sew North Church, J. K. P. Selater, made an immediate impression upon

the student life, no one could take Kelrnan's place in their affections.
JCelman's ministry at St. George's was a demanding one. His ser¬

mons and addresses attracted large numbers, and there were always 'wait¬

ing aueues of the general public at the evening services. There were

many outride calls on his time, and he gave himself in "tireless per¬

sonal intercourse with individuals of all sorts, many of whom were quite
unconnected with his own or any church."1 The pastoral work which fell
almost wholly on his shoulders was not neglected. Still he found time

to serve with Sr. Whyte as co-editor of the Bible Class Handbooks and
to carry on his lectures to Bible Classes and literary clubs. These
lectures, along with his sermons from the St. George's pulpit were pub¬
lished in a number of widely read volumes.2

When War was declared, Kelraan, who was keenly anxious to Join the
troops in France, was summoned to undertake very responsible service as
one of the senior chaplains to the Expeditionary Force. But his health
suddenly gave way and a voyage to Australia was prescribed for him -

to his bitter disappointment•
"I felt as if my chance wore gone and myself flung aside useless

in the dust of weakness and humiliation," he confessed, "It was
bitter beyond words to be out of it all, when you ana your sons were
going, to be loft behind at the very moment when I was ready to go.1©

He recovered, and, on his return from Australia, plunged into strenu¬
ous work once more, A few months later, Kelraan was asked by the Britisl
Y.M.C.A. to preach and lecture to the British troops on the Western
Front. He quickly accepted and spent the bitter
j of the T«n.>le. Th» Ho.-ta H o volunesj

m.. P. R.



winter of 1916-17 with the Second British Array which occupied the

famous Ypres salient, speaking and preaching; as occasion offered

in Y.M.C.A. huts, hospitals and chapels. Wherever he went he

made the deepest impression and aroused the highest enthusiasm.

When his leave of absence from St. George's expired he returned to

Edinburgh only to be met with an urgent request to return to France

to carry on his unique role which Neville Talbot, then Assistant

Chaplain General, said was that of "liaison officer for the Kingdom

of God."i

But at this time an even more responsible task was presented

to him. He was asked to go to the United States "on a semi-official

errand, to lecture on the war aims of the Allies, at the critical

moment whan the American people were still undecided, though on the

brink of their final resolve to enter the war."2 The Foreign

Office was particularly anxious that he visit the large German centra

in the Middle West of the United States.

Kelman arrived in America quite unheralded. But as he began

his tour through the Middle West and into the Southern States, In¬

vitations to speak began to pour in from all points. "You have

given us a great quickening," wrote one who hoard him in a Middle

Western city. "Your messages have been trumpet calls to our city.

Ours is a city far behind the van in interest and readiness for

sacrifice. The German element is very considerable in St. Louis,"?
1 H. K. Holmes, "John Kelman, Servant of the Kingdom of God."

The Christian Herald (New York), June, 1929, p. 13,
2 G.1 F. Barbour, The Life of Alexander Whyte, p. 590.
3 Letter to John Kelman from R. A. Montgomery, Saint Louis,

Missouri, April 28th, 1917.
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He drew crowds of eight to ten thousand people in Chicago, Indian¬

apolis and Louisville. Yale University honoured hint with their

Doctor of Divinity degree. "One in high authority," wrote a close

friend, "has stated that no one - Lord Balfour himself scarcely

excepted - had done more to conciliate American sympathies,,?i
than John Kelsaan. On his return to Scotland, he threw himself into

the task of strengthening the "bonds of sympathy and understanding

"between the two great Engllsh-speaking races.

"From the pulpit and from the platform, in interviews and in
private conversations, he was assiduous in clearing away mis¬
understandings, and in expounding the great effort which
America -was making in the cause of civilisation and righteous¬
ness in international life."2

In 1918 he received the honour Officer of the British Empire from the

King in recognition of his war services at the front.

After the War Kelman was called to the Fifth Avenue Presby¬

terian Church in Hew York City. His friends sought to dissuade

him from accepting such a heavy charge and he yielded to their pro¬

tests. But when, a year later, the call was repeated, he accepted

because of his profound desire to draw his own loved country and

America closer together in common service for the peace and welfare

of humanity. It was a risk and he knew it. He was now in his

fifty-sixth year; he had passed through four years of great physi¬

cal, mental and emotional strain; and a ministry in Hew York City

would be exacting.

Like his distinguished predecessors in the Fifth Avenue pulpit -

John Hall and John Henry Jowett - John Kelman was invited in 1919

, op«»c^^t., p. 259.
2 "The late Dr. Kelman, A distinguished Divine." The Scotsman

4th May, 1929,
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to deliver the lyman Beecher Lectures on Preaching at the Yale

University Divinity School, the most famous preaching lectureship

in the world. The title of these lectures, The Uar and Preaching,

was not one that especially commended the book to the public. A

reaction had set in by that time against books about the war. Hie

fact that this book was not popular, however, is not a guide to

the real value of Kelman,e lectures. The most popularly read

living American writer in practical theology, Dr. Andrew W. Black¬

wood, Professor T2meritus of Practical Theology in Princeton Theo¬

logical Seminary, wrote the author of this thesis that in Kelman'o

Yale Lectures he found,

". . . more help in the way of strong thinking than in al¬
most any other series to which I turn for matters of homiletics
At least I have in .my books quoted Kelman's lecture series
more often, I think, and referred to it more often, than to
any other series except that of Brooks, which I still count
first."*

In 1919 and 1920 Kelraan delivered lectures at Harvard Uni¬

versity, Ohio Wesleyan University and De Pauw University on the

vital importance of the League of Nations. These were later

published under the title, Some Aspects of International Christlar-

1&L- When he found that his American friends were engaged in a

theological controversy that had been fought and decided many years

before in Great Britain, he sought to show the reconciliations whic

lay below the surface of the controversy in a volume of lectures

entitled The Foundations of Faith. He was invited to deliver the

I Letter from. Merion, Penna., February 20th, 1951. It is also
interesting to note that in B. B. Baxter's book entitled The Heart
of the Yale Lectures (New York: Uacmillan, 1947), a work which drew
counsel from the sixty-six gifted men who have taken part in this
lectureship on all matters of ho^iletical concern to the Christian
minister, Kelraan ranked sixth in contributions.
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Nobel Lectures at Harvard. University and his serieE on Carlyle,

Arnold and Browning entitled Prophets of Yesterday was well re¬

ceived. Princeton University conferred on him the degree of

Doctor of Divinity and Lafayette University gave him the honorary

degree of Doctor of Letters. He served on the Board of Trustees

of Union Theological Seminary and Lafayette University.

Kelrwx did not draw the crowds that had thronged to hear Dr.

Jowett at Fifth Avenue Church. His assistant thought that his

preaching was "too rare and too impersonal to bring success in New

Y ork City • • . they were not prepared for his thoughtful literary

preaching."1 But Kelman did a work of a different sort.

"Prior to his coming," wrote Andrew W. Blackwood, "the
Fifth Avenue Church had been known more or less as a preaching
station. When Dr. Kelraan started out to visit in person
every member of the flock, scattered all over the New York
area, he astounded everyone. Before he left - according to
Dr. A. H. 2$cKinney, the Sunday School expert, who lived on the
ground and loved the church - Dr. Kelman. had largely changed
it into a congregation. Such it remains to a large extent
up until the present time."2

After five years in America, Kelman announced reluctantly that

he must leave his heavy charge because he felt that he was not

strong enough to make full use of the opportunities the Fifth Avenue

congregation offered. Ee returned to London in ?5ay 1924 as pastor

of the Frognal Presbyterian Church, but he was only privileged to

stay in his new sphere for some months before he was compelled to

retire. He came to live in Edinburgh where he resumed with great

joy his intercourse with his many friends.

1 P. A. Wolfe in E. D. Jones, op. clt.. p. 94.
2 Letter to author of this thesis dated February 20th, 1951.

Dr. Blackwood added: "I do not mean to reflect on Fifth Avenue,
or any pastor there, but to stress the quietness and efficiency of
Kelraan'e ministry there.
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"How I am retired and on the shelf," he wrote to an
American friend. "That is not so "bad a place as it is sup¬
posed to "be. There is plenty of elbow space, and there are
long views. The "backward look Is fascinating, for ny life
as "been full of interesting experiences. The forward view
is rather hazy on this side of the stars. But "beyond that
is a mysterious and steady light towards which the spirit
moves and is full of thanksgiving, as well as peace and 3oy."d

But Kelman's eager spirit was a captive in prison, wearying

for release. And on May 3rd, 1929 he passed away. "There are

countless people, students in particular," said James Black,

"who owe their faith and hope to him, men and women whom he has

led out of the twilight into God's sunlight , • , He lit many a

torch, and the lights are still burning."2

1 Letter to Andrew W. Blackwood, Christmas, 1926.
2 James Black, "Rev. John Kelraan, D.D." St. George's United

Free Church "Botes" #261, June, 1929,



CHAPTER II.

BACKGROUND IHFLOERCSS UPON THE STUDENT SCENE IK

EDINBURGH UEITERS ITT AT THE BEGINNING OF

THE SOTH CENTURY

I. The Iloody-Sankey Revival

The Revival which had such a profound influence upon the life

of the Church in the middle years of the Victorian Era "bears the

names of two Americans: Dwight L. "'oody and Ira 0. Sarikey. Every

section of the Church in Great Britain benefited from the religious

awakening which is associated with these dedicated and powerful

personalities. Chief among the new forces of widespread influence

which they were instrumental in setting to work was the Student Move¬

ment .

Towards the end of the summer of 1873 Moody and Sankey, in re¬

sponse to the Invitation of some English friends, arrived in Liver¬

pool only to meet with the disastrous news that two of the men who

had suggested their visit had died and that no plans of any kind had

been made for their reception or for evangelistic meetings. Moody

contacted a man in York whom he had met in America on one brief

occasion, and hasty plans were made for a series of meetings there.

"The beginnings at York were not very encouraging - there were only

eight persons at the first meeting,"1 but they went on to several

towns in the Forth of England where at last, after a few weeks, largo

meetings were gathered and thoroughly roused. "So remarkable were

1 L. E, Elliott-Binns, Religion in the Victorian Era, p. 219.
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the conversions in these early meetings that the news of Moody's

personality and power spread like wildfire across Great Britain."-1-
The Reverend John Kelraan of Leith heard of those men from his "brother

in Sunderland and visited the meetings there and at Newcastle.

Strongly impressed he issued the evangelists an invitation to Scot¬

land and advised them to begin in Edinburgh, as from there the whole

of Scotland could be nost easily reached.s Within a few weeks after

their arrival in November a remarkable evangelistic campaign was

being conducted on a gigantic scale and the most respected religious

leaders and laymen in Scotland were participating,

A few days before Moody arrived in Edinburgh a New College

student named Henry Drunnond read a paper to the Theological Society

on "Spiritual Diagnosis" in which, "he maintained that preaching was

not the most important work of the ministry, but that personal deal¬

ing with those in spiritual anxiety would yield bet her results, that

practical religion should be treated as an exact science."3 Drurn-

mond was quickly drawn into the work of the campaign, likely be¬

cause he saw abundant opportunity to practice in the "inquiry-room"

that individual treatment of persons for which he had been pleading

in his essay to the Theology Society. It is not clear Just when

or how Drummond first met Dwight L. Moody, but it is evident that

Moody was quick to discern Druramon&'c gifts and "Induced him to sus¬

pend his College course and give his undivided attention to co-opera¬

tion with the evangelists in their tour throughout Great Britain."4
1 Clarence ?. Shedd, Two Centuries of Student Christian 'ove-

ments, pp. 832-233, -
2 George Adam Smith, The Life of Ilenry Drumr.iond, p. 55.
3 Tisslngton Tatlow, The Student Christian Movement, p. 6.
4 Cuthbert Lennox, Henry Drumr.ond, p. 25.
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This was soon arranged, and for nearly two years Drummond led nis-

slons (ehleriy among young men) and addressed great audiences in

many parts of Scotland, England and Ireland.

'During this period he came to know the life histories of
young men in all classes. He made himself a great speaker;
he knew how to seize the critical moment, and his modesty, his
refinement, his gentle and generous natiirc, his manliness, and,
above all his profound conviction, won for him disciples in
every place he visited."!
After some struggle as to whether he should continue hie studies,

Drummond quietly returned to Edinburgh in 1875 to complete his theo¬

logical course at New College. .During the winter Drummond. found

scope for his evangelistic gifts in the Gaiety .biBic Hall in Chamber

Street, which he rented for several Sundays. He induced a number

of his fellow-students and friends to carry on meetings there and

preferred to sit and listen to them rather than to speak himself.®
But whenever he did speak there v/ere large gatherings and crowded

inquiry-meetings. Drummond graduated in 1878 and after brief inter¬

vals of work elsewhere, he found his professional sphere as Lecturer

on Natural Science in the Free Church College at Glasgow. Six years

later in 1883, he published Natural Law in the Spiritual '■'orId,
\

(wherein he sought to reconcile the new evolutionary conclusions of

science with the fundamental truths of evangelical Christianity),

and a few days after it reached the bookseller's shelves he was

steaming down the Red Sea en route for the heart of Africa.4 When

he returned to England in May 1884, he found that the book had

achieved a most amazing popularity and that he had suddenly become a

famous man.

1' *Uenry Drummond, A Memorial Sketch" by ft. Robertson 1'icoll in
The Ideal Life by Henry Drummond, pp. 8-9.

8 Later the Operetta House, and the scene of John JCelman's mini¬
stry to four generations of Edinburgh University students.

3 J. Y. Simpson, Henry Srnnnond, pp. 51-52.
4 George Adorn Smith, op. cit.r"p. 151.
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Meantime in other parte; of Great Britain stii&ent religions

societies were being formed as a result of the religious awakening

that followed the Great Mission of 1873-1875. A conference between

Christian groups in Oxford and Cambridge was held in 1877, and as

a result the Cambridge Inter-Collegiate Christian TJhlon was founded

in 1878 and the Oxford Inter-Collegiate Christian Union in 1879.

This was the beginning of the series of inter-collegiate conferences,

In 1888, Moody was invited "by the students of Oxford and Cambridge to

conduct religious missions in their universities. After much hesi¬

tation he accepted. Both he and Sankey were initially subjected

to much embarrassment by the scoffing and ridicule of disorderly

students at Cambridge but their unfortunate start was soon forgotten

and lasting work was done. Eighteen hundred Cambridge students

attended the final service, many remaining later for questions and

personal conferences. At Oxford many leading students and profes¬

sors became Moody's supporters and helpers.1
The most sensational result of this mission was the conversion

of C. T. Studd, captain of the Cricket XT, and Stanley P. Smith,

Stroke of the Cambridge Boat, and their decision - along with others

of the famous 'Cambridge Seven' - to leave the country for mission

work in China. It was their visit to Edinburgh in December, 1385

which, along with other contributing factors, set the spark to a

great revival among Edinburgh University students.

1 W. K. Moody, The Life of Dwight L, Moody, pp. 350-357,
quoted C. P. Shedd, op. cit.. p. 83B.
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In April 1004 the University of Edinburgh had celebrated its
tercentenary. Among the University*s guests who had boor, invited
to address a meeting attended by over two thousand students were

"Ptofessof

James Russell Lowell, Count de Lesseps, Professor Pasteur, Packer
Virchow, Professor de Laveleye, and Count Sa"fi. The meeting took
a wholly unexpected turn in that several of the speeches were of a
definitely religious character.1 At the beginning of the following
session in October 1884, Principal Sir Alexander Grant, in his open¬

ing address "'claimed for his University, founded by the Reformers,
that it always had a distinctively ChriBtirun character,' and he
called upon the students to 'recognise and sustain this reputation."£
His sudden death shortly afterwards deepened the impression his
last words made upon the student body. The executive of the Medi¬
cal Students' Christian Association in that year was composed of
several men drawn from different parts of the Empire "who combined
personal piety with a concern for the welfare of others."3 And
a similar organisation among the Arts students had experienced an

unusually active and successful session under the guidance of Pro¬
fessor Calderwood of the -oral Philosophy department. Dr. I).
Anderson ttoxey, the Lecturer on Elocution at Hew College, had on- ,

couraged some of the student members of these two societies, to take
part in evangelistic meetings in the City. Thus it was that the
winter session began with an appearance of more than common interest
in christian life and work. When the notification came to one of

1 Tatlow. op, clt.. pp. 8-9.
2 The Year of Grace. 1984 in the University of Edinburgh by

Professor A. R. Glmuson. nuoted by George Adam Smith, op*", cit.,
pp. 296-297.

3 Lennox, op. clt.. p. 95.
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the medical students that Studd and Smith would he coming to Edin¬

burgh in December a committee of six medical students was appointed

to make necessary arrangements for a successful meeting.1
Seven hundred students were present at a meeting hold in the

Assembly Hall. The "manly appearance and eloquent address of

Stanley Smith, and the difficult speech and manifest earnestness

of C. T. Studd - who gave his testimony as to the call he had re¬

ceived to an 'out-and-out' consecration of his life to the service

of Christ - combined to disabuse the most critical."2 They made

such an impression that students stampeded for the platform after

the chairman's announcement that if any would like to shake hands

with them and v/ish them Godspeed, they could come forward as soon

as the Benediction had been pronounced. When the two men left

the city, the platform at the Waverley Station was crowded with

students, and as the train moved off, the noise and rattle of its

going was drowned by the full-throated roar of the whole mass in

the strains, "Stand up for Jesus."3
All Edihburgh looked on and marvelled. One of the medical

professors urged the students to secure Studd and Smith for another

mission before their departure for China. The two men readily

agreed to return the following term, and in January 1885, three

more meetings, attended by thousands of students, were held in

Edinburgh. Again the student life was deeply moved. "Numbers

of men confessed to a new-born faith and new resolve, jwhlle^j
many more gave tokens of an Inward struggle in which evil and good

1 Tatlow. op. clt.. p. 10..
2 Lennox, op. clt., p. 96.
3 The Student (Edinburgh University), Vol. 119, 8 November,

1922, p. 23.



strove for the mastery."1
It v/as obvious that things could not be allowed to lapse at

this point, so an announcement was soon nade that Professor Henry

Drummond of Glasgow, who during that winter had delivered an

address to the Medical Student's Christian Association on "The Con¬

tribution of Science to Christianity," would begin a series of

addresses on Sunday, January 25th, in the Oddfellows' Hall, Edin¬

burgh.

Nearly nine hundred students presented thoir matriculation

cards to the doorkeepers at the Hall the Sunday evening after the

last meeting of Messrs. Smith and Studd. Professor Greenfield,

of the medical faculty, presided. The young man whom he intro¬

duced to the student congregation stepped forward and began to

speak on the subject, "Seek y© first the Kingdom of God and His

righteousness; and all these things shall be added unto you."

Such was the beginning of a serios of addresses, prolonged through

ten years, "which is the most famous series of a religious character

which has ever been delivered anywhere to university men."2

III. Henry Drummond and The Oddfellows* Hall Services.

Sunday after Sunday Drumnond cam© from Glasgow to Edinburgh

to hold evangelistic meetings for the University men. Under his

leadership, and that of other professors interested by hin, deputa¬

tions of students visited Aberdeen, St. Andrews and Glasgow. Later

deputations visited London and Oxford. At Aberystwyth no less

than eighty out of one hundred students who came to a meeting

1 Lennox. op. cit'.. p. 97.
2 Tatlow, op, cit.. pp. 11-12.
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conducted "by Drummond and representatives from the University of

Edinburgh professed conversion. "It was Drummond," observed

Tissington Tatlow, "who first gave British undergraduates an

Interest in student campaigns, both Inside and outside the univer¬

sities."* In the spring and summer vacation periods Druraraortd

directed the work of students who had given themselves to a "Stu¬

dent's Holiday Mission." Deputations of threes, fours or fives

visited many of the more important centres of population in Scot¬

land, and even nenetrated into England and. Ireland seeking to carry

the gospel message to their fellow young men by telling the story

of the rise and progress of the movement in T3dinb\irgh and. witnessing

to their own newly found enthusiasm for Christ.s For the nine

succeeding sessions until the spring of 1894, Drummond was the un¬

official preacher to the students of Edinburgh university and led

all their aggressive evangelistic efforts among fellow students

both in Great Britain and America.3 Although 1884-1885 was the

year of the great "wave" of revival, and in no other year did this *
tide of work among the students, or of their work in the country,

rise to the high-water mark that it reached in that year, still

Drummond's services at Edinburgh University were attended through

the years by audiences of six to eight hundred men. And these

Oddfellows* Hall meetings came to be regarded as or. integral part

x Tatlow, op. cit.t p. 15.
2 Lennox, op. clt.. p. 111.
3 In 1887 he and Professors Greenfield and A. H. Simpson accom¬

panied by two students, G. Purves Smith and J. C. Webster, visited
American universities where they told about the spiritual revival in
Edinburgh University.
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of student life.

There is little disagreement anone Brums?ond's "biographers

about the essential characteristics of his message to young men*

Unlike most evangelists, "it was perfectly alien to this man to in¬

sist on repentance, simply because he had not the painful and over¬

mastering sense of sin which afflicts most religious minds, and

gives a strenuous turn to all their thinking. . ."1 Christianity

was more a way of ethical and spiritual attainment than an escape

from the grip of sin. He made his appeal to the heroic side of

a young man's character. The heart of Christianity, to Prummond,

was a personal friendship with Christ, and it was his ambition as

an evangelist to introduce men to Christ. "Friendship with Christ

was the secret of a pure manhood and a beneficent life - the true ,

strength for overcoming temptation, and the true inspiration for

manliness and goodness."2
Prummond spoke to men simply; he brought no theological pre¬

suppositions to his audiences. His scientific popularity made men ?

curious to hear him; his youthful face and unconventional manner

won their good-will and inclined them to hear him; "his striking way

of lifting up Christ, apart from thought-distracting considerations

about Him. , , concentrated their attention on the Son of God; and

as they sav? His love, and their own ingratitude side by side, hearts

were broken and wills surrendered,"^ Drummond's message was life;

1 John Watson, "Memorial Sketch of Henry DrumnonA," p. 33 in
The Ideal life by Henry Druramond,

2 Lennox, op. oit., p. 41, quoting D, If. Hose.
3 The Christian, February 19th, 1835; article: "Students'

Meetings in Minbirgh," by Dr, D. A. Moxey. Quoted in Tatlow,
op. cit., p. 13.
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"and he was its illustration."X His striking purity of character

revealed itself in such a way that in personal interviews <where

Drumnonft was at his best) men were brought face to face with great
g

decisions.

Henry Prumrnond*e name is indissolubly linked with the history

of Christian thought and effort in *fche closing years of the nine¬

teenth century. "To Druraroond*s work and Drummond* s missions and to

men influenced by them, the student movement of the present day is

largely indebted, both in America and Great Britain," wrote a leader

of the movement in 1899.3 But his finest single achievement was

the cleansing of student life at Edinburgh "University.

XV. John Kelman is called to be Drumnond*s successor.

Drummond had been too ill to conduct services at the University

of Edinburgh during the winters of 1895 and 1896, so various pro¬

fessors and students had kept the work alive, under his blessing

and counsel. When Drummond died in March 1897, his death resounded

with the melancholy crash of a forest giant. In January 1898,

Professor George Adam Smith of the Free Church C liege, Glasgow,

was asked to conduct a memorial service in the Oddfellows* Hall

and the hope was expressed that, "if Professor S$ith can be induced

to continue Drummond's work, we have little doubt that he will be

most successful."4 The memorial service was well attended and

Professor Smith agreed to conduct five other meetings that session.

1 John Watson, op, clt.. p. 29.
2 Br. J. W. Kennedy of Louisville, Ky., U.S.A., who is writing

a life of Brummond for Harpers, told the author of this thosis that
he has not been able to trace one flaw in the character of .Drummond.

s H. W. Oldham, The Student Christian Movement of Great Britain
and Ireland, p. 10.

*Xhe Student. Vol. xii, J5 February, 1898, p. 208,



"but somehow these meetings were not successful. The following

year the services were moved to the University Union but after Pro¬

fessor Smiths second series the University Christian Associations

decided that they should seek a man who resided in Edinburgh and

could maintain a closer relationship with the students.

Just three weeks before Smith's final address one of tho most

popular students in the University, J. R. Hunter, died very suddenly

He had been Senior President of the Student's Representative Council,

of the Fhilooathie Society, the Liberal Association, and of the

University Union. Because he had enjoyed the confidence of every¬

one who had cone in contact with him, there was a spontaneous out«-

burst of sympathy on every side.2 On the day of his funeral, his

clubmates gathered in the University Union to pay a last tribute to

his memory, and a member of the Union, the Reverend Mr. John Helraian,
was asked to deliver a short address. Helman's address, delivered

in a quiet yet telling manner, was an emotional and practical experi¬

ence for the men present, and when the service was over many men

marked this tall minister with the kindly smile as one who might

well be induced to carry forward the Oddfellows' Hall services.

Kelman was not unknown to the students by any means. He had

been assistant for almost two years at tho Free Hew Korth Church

1 From a conversation with the Reverend John Macrae who was
President of the Arts Students.' Christian Association, 1090 - 1099.
It may have been that Smith's addresses were of greater interest to
divinity students than to the medicals and General Arts undergradu¬
ates. Sample titles from The Student: "Temptation, view with
reference to God, the Power of tjv'ji, and the Man himself": " Prayer
as closely connected with Temptation and as based on the Father¬
hood of God": and "Alternation of Moral Light and Darkness."

s In Uemoriam. J. R. Hunter, M.A. by "A Fellow Student."
Edinburgh!—Pari tut Press, 1099, 03 pp.
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which was located "between the Old and the Hew universities. His

lectures and sermons had "begun to attract large student congrega¬

tions and he had "been active in the work of the University Christian

Associations, But this was the first time he had "been thrust so

prominently upon the general student scene.

Perhaps the greatest single factor in the religious condition¬

ing of the student body for the beginning of Kieloan's Operetta

House Addresses was the visit of John R. Mott, the founder of the

World's Student Christian Federation, to the University in 1899.

From February 8th to 13th of that year he conducted a mission in -tv*.

VcEwan Hall. Utott found the University of some Four thousand

five hundred undergraduates^ of whom nearly half were medical stu¬
dents, only vaguely Interested in his mission. Less than two

hundred men were present at the first meeting. But the next morn¬

ing a service held at the Infirmary Chapel was crowded to capacity

with Christian students. "At that service the tide of spiritual

power rose. In the afternoon a very inspiring meeting observed

unitedly the Universal Bay of Prayer for Students, when twenty-two

countries were represented."1 On Sunday night at a service in the

MoFvran Hall there were present fully two thousand young men, of

whom eighteen hundred were students.

""ever have I had closer attention," wrote Uott in a letter
home. "At the end of try address I announced an after-meeting
in a distant part of the building which unintentionally neces¬
sitated that inquirers run the gauntlet of their fellow-
students. So many came - fully three hundred and fifty - that
we had to go back to the large hull in order to have room. . .

Never have I seen so many men under deep conviction of sin.
Several came to me and decided for Christ who had not done so

1 Basil Uathowe, John R. Uott. dorId Citizen, p. 159.



in the meetings. I was made fairly dlssy with there inter¬
views. my experience was that of Henry Drumraond who said
after one such experience that he was 'sick with the sins of
these men' with whom he had "been talking."1
One of the lenders of the Student Christian Movement in Great

Britain wrote that this "... was the most notable evangelistic

meeting within the memory of the leaders of the Student T'ovenent

at that time, it raised their expectations or to what could "be done

among students."2 jt also set fire to the expectations of the

University Christian Associations, and, recalling the impression

that Kelman had made on the entire student body on that solemn

occasion ef Hunter's funeral lust two weeks past, an Invitation was

handed to him to carry this work forward. The waters had been

stirred and a way was clearly prepared.

Helman readily agreed to conduct a series of meetings at the

Operetta House In Chambers Street during the winter term, 1399-1900,

and spent the following summer preparing the addressee for that

crucial series. The first address entitled "Taking Oneself Seri¬

ously" was delivered on Sunday evening, October 29th, 1999, to an

audience of some two hundred students. It had been hoped that

Principal Sir William -<uir could be in the chair, but illness had

prevented, his presiding, and so Professor A. R. Simpson, a guiding

father of the university Christian Associations, had substituted.

The next Sunday Professor Greenfield, Brumsond's close friend and a

respected counsellor to the Medical Students* Christian Association,

was in the chair. Helman spoke on "The Reality of Sin and Goodness

1 Mathews', op. elt., pp. 160-161.
2 Tatlow, op. cit.. pp. 179-180.
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and the audience had increased noticeably. By Christmas, Kelnan

had delivered eight addressee on successive Sunday evenings to

audiences that had grown In size to almost five hundred students.

For the next fourteen years Kelrnan undertook a ministry to

the students at the University of Minbnrgh that grew in power and

influence. He spoke to thousands of men, gave personal counsel

to many hundreds in private interviews, and was easily the most

popular ancl influential person who touched student life during

his years as "unofficial chaplain" to the University, A worthy

successor to Drammond had arisen and the story of his ministry

to students also takes an unique position in the history of religious

life in Scotland.

V. U&lnburgh University Student Life in 1S99.

A few years before Kelman camo to Edinburgh a new corporate

factor had been created in the University life which greatly changed

the character of the training that was offered to students. It

was the rise of the Students1 Representative Council and the Uni¬

versity Union which brought a new spirit upon student life. Prior

to 1304 "the University symbolised in the grey solidity of her

walls the character of the training she offered to her children.

She instructed and fashioned the mine!, she stirred the speculative

intellect to great activity, she applied an effective stimulus to

industry and character in the persons of her great teachers.

But the light of the flame was dry and hard, for there was no con¬

cern for the pulsating life that lies above and beyond the loro of

1 Olios, A. F. editor, The Old Quadrangle MCIT-IJCUV, p. 111.



books. Students lived in "digs" in the city; there was no real

factor of University citizenship nor opportunity for social inter¬

course among students. The rise of the Students' Representative

Council, from a committee of students who met in 1883 to determine

tho manner in which the undergraduate "body should celebrate the

Tercentenary of the following year, to a responsible Council,* con¬

cerned with the government and welfare of students, brought about

this new corporate spirit. The University Union was opened in

1839; and an official University student magazine was soon in publi¬

cation. Thus student life, which had hitherto been centreless and

inarticulate, was giver, new guidance and expression. When Kelnan

took up his Operetta House work there were a number of debating

societies, political associations and denominational societies,

and literary clubs carrying forward the new corporate conscious¬

ness.

A great number of religious organisations wlere products of

the general awakening of the student sense of collective responsi¬

bility. The ID&iriburgh University Ifedical Students* Christian

Association had been founded in 1865. It had grown in Influence

through the untiring work of Pr. Grainger Stewart, Professor A. H.

Simpson and Professor Greenfield, and had been tho spark behind

the Studd-Smlth visit to the city. "When Urunmond war. an Arts

student,"wrote John Watson, "life in all the faculties, but

especially the medical, was reckless, coarse, boisterous and no

one was doing anything to raise its tone.s Rut twenty years later

d Sanctioned by the universities Act of 1889,
2 John Watson, op. eit., p. 36.
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It was the medicals who were in largest attendance at the Oddfellows*

Rail. They were of course keenly sensitive to the conflict between

Science and Religion and Drummond had been particularly effective

in helping resolve that conflict for them. It was the Medical

Students* Christian Association under the leadership of a student

named Henry Holland who had been Immediately interested In Kolman's

call to the Operetta House. The brother organisation among the

Arts students, also very active, had co-operated under the name

"University Christian AssDeflations" to arrange for the services

which Kelman conducted.

The Student Volunteer Missionary Union of Great Britain and

Ireland* had been organised at a Conference in Edinburgh in 1892.

There was an active chapter of the S.V.'T.TT. in the University of

Edinburgh when Xelawui came upon the scene, devoted to the promotion

of missionary activity among the students. Kelman had spoken at

one of their conferences in Birmingham in April 1898, on the sub¬

ject "The Call to the Ministry," and it is recorded that he "gave

a magnificent address which many of the students declared was alone

worth coming to Birmingham to hear."*
The greatest handicap to the students* religious life, accord¬

ing to many observers,swas the lack of a University Church or

Chapel.2 The Students* Representative Council had appointed a

Sunday Services Committee which attempted to alleviate the situa¬

tion by bringing preachers of distinction from all parts of the

j Tatlow. op. cit.. p. 121.
S The Student. 2 flovernber 1899, pp. 45-46; A, F. Gi3.es, The

Old Qua&rangle. p. 104; and J. I. lacphereon, Twenty-one Years of
Corporate Life at Edinburgh University, p. 29. ——
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country to services that were held in the ifeEsran Hall. F. W.

Farrar was the preacher at the first service held under the auspices

of this Committee.* These services were Increased in number

through the years and. moved from the FeFwan Hall to the Few Grey-

frlars Church, to tha Few Forth Church and finally, in 1905, to

St. Giles.

Alexander Whyto*s Bible Classes were attracting hundreds of

students on Sunday evenings and other ministers occasionally an¬

nounced that services to which "students were especially invited"

would be held in their respective churches. But the fact remained

that there was no real student church around which the religious

life of the University revolved until John Kelson arrived nt the

Hew Forth Church in 1897. From that time forward he proceeded

in the most effective way to speak to a class of people who (in

the words of one of them},

"... care nothing for orthodoxy as such, who have the
most magnificent contempt for churches and creeds, who by
their very environment are precluded from mingling with the
members of other religious bodies, and who almost without ex¬
ception - except in the case of the thoughtless, the flippant
and the uneducated - are in the deaths of their being con¬
tinually striving with all the stremzousness of Intelloctuality
to master the difficult questions of belief and practice which
inevitably suggest themselves to every thinking man,"8

* November 12th,1899; two weeks after Ktelman'e opening ad¬
dress at the Operetta House.

2 The Student 2 Hovember, 1899, p. 46.
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CHAPTER XXI

THE RELIGIOUS MESSAGE TC STUDENTS
•7,' '

I. The Gospel of Manhood

The dominant theme in John Kelnan*s early appearances

before student congregations was his "Gospel of Manhood•* It

was the general title of his first series of addresses at the

Operetta House in the winter of 1699 and, though modified, was

repeated In substance before student groups both in Great

Britain and America. For the purpose of this thesis the

Operetta House addresses will foe considered as fully repre¬

sentative of £elman*s thought and message to students* There

is really very little distinction between what was said at the

Operetta House and at Hew north or St. George*s, but any signif¬

icant points of divergence will be noted* Nineteen of the seventy-

six Operetta House manuscripts that are in his files were also

delivered at Hew north* He was able to deal more openly with

Science and Faith, Inspiration of Scripture, Agnosticism, and

general moral problems at the Operetta House* This was because

he could combine the advantages of the lecture and the sermon

under the conditions of his appearances there* The audience

was restricted, there was plenty of time at his disposal for
a detailed consideration of the matter at hand, an "after-meeting"

was always scheduled to continue points that had been raised,

and the atmosphere of the meeting lacked the formality
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of a Church service. From Kelaan*s manuscript notations it is

evident that the Operetta House addresses vers delivered to

more than one hundred and seventy-five student audiences through
the years. The themes fjrst raised there were echoed in his

published works arid general preaching. In the fullest sense

they can be considered representative of his finest efforts,

and of Ms deepest convictions.

The fixing point for the "Gospel of Lanhood* was ex¬

pressed as "honour towards GocI.n This was clearly an emphasis

upon the human side of religion in response to the divine

initiative. Looking back at his student work from the van¬

tage point or many intervening years spent in general pastoral
and chaplaincy duties, he wrote in 1919:

Jaong the students is Edinburgh I have found it [honour]
to be by far the strongest appeal for character and nobil¬
ity. It is a sound appeal, and draws forth the highest
elements in men. For His sake, even if He be very imper¬
fectly realised, - even if it be but the desire to be fair
to someone who has a claim upon their honour, - most
healthy-minded young men will do ouch and surrender much.1
The word "honour" was chosen deliberately. By far the

majority of men with whom he had contact in Edinburgh had been

nurtured in the traditions of honour and sportsmanship. It was

wrapped up in the word "gentleman" which gathers about it a fine
2

code of obligations expressed in other days as Chivalry; in

1 John Kelxaan, The Far and i. reaching, p. 84.
2 Hence titles such as "The honour of a Gentleman"

and "God's Gentlemen* appear in the list of Operetta House
addresses.
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"sportsmanship" which stresses "playing the game" in manly

honour\ in "social class distinctions" which have in them an

element cf acting worthily of class tradition; and even in

"patriotism" which is a& instinct of loyalty in honour to a

national ideal. These intangible cedes that had been bred on

school play-grounds wore pastoral inheritances that he appreciated
and valued and developed.

This side of human nature he characterised as man's "best self",

and he determined to relate it to God. Was this a natural part

of one's human constitution or was it evidence of something far

greater than man? His emphasis here, to evoke the desired human

response upon which he later dwelt at such length when he dealt
with practical religion, was upon the divine at work in man's
life. He called it "Unconscious Christianity*" And often he

preached on the words, "I girded, thee, though thou hast not known

me*"*; or, "There standeth one among you whom ye know not*"2 He

was convicting man of being more Christian than they knew;

-.Very stroke of conscience, every desire of better life,
every generous impulse, every victory over temptation,
every sudden glory when the spirit is set frte and leaps
to eternal love, every touch of compassion, when we feel the
sin and sorrow of our fellow-man upon our own heart, and
pitying him would fain save biza - there is Christ Jesus,
manifest to the eyes of those that will see*

J Isaiah 45:5*
~ John 1:26
3 John Kelman, Ephemera Efceraitatls. p. 165, This volume

contains briefs of fifty-two sermons, of which thirty-two are
clearly from his student addresses. Tlany of the other twenty
briefs contain themes that were also developed in his preaching
at the University.
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Any reserve of character displayed on the athletic
field or in th© classroom or in devotion to the routine of

study was evidence of Christ working silently in man* The

patient student who sticks to it in the lonely lodgings, lives

a noble life, denies himself, controls himself, hammers out the

best he can, and ia not aware that God is in it all is confront¬

ed with the admonition to:

Listen, in the silence of the midnight, with your books
all about you: *1 girded thee, though thou hast not known
me*. He gave you strength of body and-brain; He gave you
pluck, courage, patience, doggednessl ±
A "gentleman" who would sell his reputation rather than

part with that name, who hates eaddlshness and bullying and

meanness, respects a woman, can keep a secret and can speak

out a brave truth, is loyal to hie friends - here is a man whose

life is "hid with God in Christ." Even in the militant atheist

he saw glorious evidences of God at work; and he turned upon

the moralists and sceptics of his day, who were often, as the
students know, men with great strength of character, and accused

them of goodness that came from God:

"For a©," he said in an early address, "whenever I see
any mn or woman better than the rest; no matter what their
creed or want of creed; there 1 see God standing unseen
behind, girding His hero, active constantly in these higher
natures to draw the lower ones up to their level and so pur¬
sue His Internal purpose of saving the world."2

i# 13 "Cyrus,* (Rough Rotes - Copy 1), p.C.
Ibid.. (Copy 2), p.5.
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Far was this, however, from the bright optimism am breezy

self-reliance that pervaded moralistic thinking in that day#

Kelman was neither deluded by a false and unhealthy deter¬

mination to see more religion than was there, nor by a vain and

shallow hope to encourage those who championed the perfectibility

of human nature attained by the unaided efforts of man# This

Unconscious Christianity was not enough for salvation# "Though

I see goodness everywhere," he concluded, "I see much of it that

sorely needs stiffening, disentangling, drawing out, saving and

preserving#A gentlemanly concern for the welfare of others

or an honourable response to the demands of life were utterly in¬

adequate and insecure so long as the one who possessed these

good qualities was unconscious of the God who was working in his

life# It all tended to melt away into personal conceits# It
must be conserved, confirmed, and fixed in character by the recognit¬

ion of and personal allegiance to the One who was hehind it all#

The pull ox paganism against the Idealistic side of self was

more than a battle that had no real significance other than

the disquieting tensions that interrupt harmonious living# He

saw sin, not as aero childishness or immaturity, but as a

defect which because of consent becomes a rebellion# It was not

an invention of the priests, but was a patent fact of conscious-

nees, the effect of conscious choices made freely# And the

I Ibid.. (Copy #1), p. 10#
#20 "Christ and Evolution," pp# 24-25#
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sting of sin is doatii. There was no effort, ever, by John Kelman

to Mde or soften this fact. It is a sting that loaves a man»s

heart and conscience and nil! flaccid, helpless to stand or to

resist; and the unforgiven souls are "marched off to that which
claims them - their lord the voxi Although he preached that

sin was a fact in the lives of all men, he did not conclude that

it had consequently brought about a total corruption of the human

nature, "If there be original sin in us," he said, "there is

original -oodnese enough left to make us recognise the worth of

character for its own sake#.."2 Ills constant plea was to "cling
to what is left." In numerous addresses these words were repeated,

and they obviously represent his own experience of wrestling with
sin and conscience:

"Something is left, gentlemen,9 he said in 1699, "enough
is left for a new start in conduct that will give a new
aspect to fate ... k man may 'never quite lose" his manhood•
You have not loot yours yet. There standeth one among you
whom ye know not - It is yourself••« one passage jjfhieh has
greatly helped himj is from Stevenson, about Dumas: 1Honour
can survive a wound• The man rebounds from his disgraces
he begins fresh foundations on the ruins of the old; and
when his sword is broken he will do valiantly with his
dagger - to cling to what is left of any damaged quality
is virtu© in the man.* "■>

Why is it that after 1901 Kelman took this theme of

Unconscious Christianity and placed it at the heart of his

messages to young men? Why this emphasis upon sympathy,

1 John Kelman, Ephemera Dtor Itatis, p. 292.
f# 18 "ia it vmMmuf,* 'gag/
-* #4 ■'Second Chances," pp. 10-11.
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appreciation, and the encouragenent of nan*s nobler self? The

date 1901 gives the clue, most likely. It was the date of the

first series of William James1 Gifford Lectures which were

published In full form in June, 1902, and by January of the next

year had sold over tan thousand copies.^ James brought to a

world-famous platform the fruits of the important discovery

by F.W.H. Myers (which he dates as 1S£6) that the field of
consciousness at any moment is but a tiny section of ourselves,
that there are great reaches above, below, and around our usual

centres of consciousness which are integral parts of what we

call our minds. These extra-marginal fields he called the

"subconscious" raid related them to religious conversion. In

1901 in uiihburghf James said that the phenomenon of conversion

"... is partly due to explicitly conscious processes of thought

and will, but is due largely also to the subconscious incu¬

bation and maturing of motives deposited by the experience of

life."2 He concluded that a person deeply conscious of sin and

the disharmony of soul which such a consciousness brings cannot

find peace of mind as long as he dwells upon the fact of his

sinful state. The more he feels sin. the nore he deplores his

condition. "Then," writes one theologian as he interprets

James* conclusions, "he ceases to think of his sin and himself,

* U.S. Ferry, The Thought and Character of William James.
IX, 31-1.

2 illiam James, The Varieties of Eeligiouo Experience,
p. 230.
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and begins to think of Christ - that is, he surrenders the

struggle and submits, and this allot;® a chance for the Spirit

of God to coxae in The effect of this blending of

psychological inquiry with religion was electric# The stir
of public interest in Psychology was one of unprecedented

degree. .James* literary style and the abundance of abnormal

conversion experienceswhich he borrowed from Starbuck, his

friend and fellow-psychologist * brought forth sympathy and

praise from the reviewers who saw the immense value that

Psychology might have for understanding and implementing the

religious apprehension of truth.

Eelaan acknowledged his indebtedness to the prominent

attention that Masses had given to the region of the subconscious

and the immense influence of memories, thoughts, and feelings
3

upon conscious thought. This new realm of study had surely

giver. Impetus to a fcheee, preached upon only once and then laid

aside, but. reworked in the winter of 1901 and incorporated in all
Ms work with young men through the following years. Hie

vast majority of Edinburgh University students were, after all,
men who had been reared in Christian homes. Kelman*s task with

them was to bring to maturation seeds already planted - meet

the intellectual doubts, dispel the gloom surrounding religious

matters, and fasten loyalty to a personal Jesus whom they could

J Thomas Ii. Hughes, Psychology and Religious Truth, t. 68.
f 0. Hardman, editorTrsycholony am The Church, p. 34
#31 "Unconscious Christianity," p.4. .

■J"< . US
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recognise as "having been there all along." He was, thus,

fanning a spark already glowing within their subconscious,

extra-marginal ovens of experience. The radical change of this

approach, the emphasis upon the better self rather than the

darker self, from the evangelism of the "older school of

theology5' was nowhere more apparent than in his colleagueship
with Dr. l.hyte of Free St. George*s. For in Dr. Ivhyte there was

the mystic, the contemplative, the meditative elements which were

forced upon the old evangelicals by their vivid perceptions of

sin and depravity; xdiereas, his younger colleague wisely re¬

cognised that, "new times need new presentation of truth, or

rather the presentation of old truths in new forms.""*" The

result was, although this statement is exaggerated to heighten

the point, that Dr. Uhyte painted the saints black in the

morning while Kelraan, with his human sympathy, whitened the

,? ^v' sinners in the evening.
Rl U "*

Kelman was never apologetic about Ms approach to young

men, although some (but not Dr. uhyfce) who could not shake off
the evangelistic notions of the past felt that he bordered on

humanism. Here is advice that he gave to Christian ministers

and lay-evangelists at Northficld, Massachusetts in 1902:

There are some -who are going forth to various kinds of
rescue work. In whatever work you engage, wherever you
go, always trust a man and you xrill draw out the best of
him. There is little chance for you to help those x/ho are

1 Hector lacpherson, "John 1'elman, a Study. "The Youm:
Han, p. 133, June, 1903. TT



down unless they feel that you trust them. Their life is
over unless somebody believes in them, unless they feel
that they have someone who if they succeed will say, 'Yes
I knew tnat there were possibilities there; the man had it
in him to succeed by God's great grace.* God's grace can
do anything with a man, and the thing you end I have to do
is to trust the possibilities of the man we are living for
and not to allow ourselves to be submerged and saddened
and disappointed and made hopeless by the failures, the
thousand failures, in the cases that we seek to rescue
and elevate.

The whole question as Kelman saw it was one of leverage

as regards the good and evil la man. l.Mch of these, for the

person who would influence the conduct of others, is the real

truth of a man's character?*!

Are we to appeal for leverage to a man's worst or to
his best? Those who take the former course try to get
him upward into right conduct by suspicious watchfulness,
by bullying and threatening him into goodness, by hard
and cold commandments. To do this is to appeal to the
worst that is in him, to his fear and cowardice and sub¬
serviency. It may succeed. In some desperate cases it
my be the only nay. But in the vast majority of cases
it is the wrong way, and it will fail to produce anything
but a mechanical and slavish character. On such terms no
man will ever do his best.

Indeed, Kelaan drew upon the student's instinctive

response to trust not only by his own attitude towards them,

but by ruKfjoding them of the- trust of godly men whom they
held in high regard. Hare are the closing words of an address

which he delivered in the I'cIMin Hall in Edinburgh in memoriaia

J #36 "God's Trust in Man," pp. 3-4.4 John Kelman, Honour Toward3 God, p. 35.
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Sir * illiom I-uir vmo had been affectionately known as "The

Students* Principal":

e have seen this strenuous and gentle life| v;e have
felt that he trusted us for faithfulness to the best things,
and put us on our honour to fulfil that trust: we have
learned his secret of obedience to the will of God and
faith in Jesus Christ. Shall we not strive to be worthy
of this great inheritance. Shall we not keemfaith with
that dead friend of ours who row lives in God?

The supreme trust which Kelmaa sec before his students

was God's trust in man. This was the theme of a little book

entitled Honour Towards God which was published in 19C3. It

contained briefs of the first two years of preaching in the

Operetta House. H© set out in this book to blend the themes

of "honour" and "manhood" into a study of the tremendous

reactions in conscience of the man who is persuaded that God

trusts hl») for the demands of life now close in upon him with
new constraint. Hew light was played upon temptation, work,

strain, and discouragement. "Strain was a challenge not to give

inj herd 'work... was a summons to see it through} temptation,
an evidence of God's confidence that His children would not

yield."2
"Manhood" was essential to the message because when a

man came to understand how holy a thing his manhood was, as

2#63 "In Mcnoriam Sir William iluir."
Henry S. Coffin, "In Memories Rev. Dr. John Kelraan,"

Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church, Hew York City, Bulletin, May 12,
1929.
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Kelasan interpreted it to him, he felt that a high and dangerous
trust had been committed to him, and if he yielded to the temp¬

tations of the fle3h or the mind he was paying down his honour

as the price# These earlier sermons were peppered with the

word "manhood*: sin was a "betrayal of manhood*j Christ spoke

to men in "manly words"} when one began to work toward the good
in life he felt "his manhood stirring"} those who would strive
for betoer things but felt the burden of lust or evil companions

pulling them back "listen sadly to the call of manhood"} there

was the "unmanly penitence of those who think they can always
retreat from their sins*} repentance was not effeminate but
"the manliest word that any of us can speak"} purity was "realer
and finer manhood*; lust "ruins or decays manhood"} drink made
"an unmanly nightmare"} the message of repentance was for those
"whose hope of manhood is slain#*

After about 1905 these terms "manly" and "manhood* tend
to drop cut of sight in Salman's Operetta House addresses#

Perhaps they grew stale or evidenced too much anxiety about

the charges that Christianity was for "the weak brother#" The

fact remains, however, that through the years he laboured through
word and dead to prove to young men that Christianity was manly#
In 191$ he was reported as having said at a meeting of the

Glasgow United Free Office-Bearsrs Union:

How often the Church kept dangling over our masculine
young men a heaven they did not care about# Until the
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heaven the Church taught the young; man to aspire after
had got some young blood in it, and was a heaven that
would make the® feeljstrong and free and glad, it would
never interest them.

Lest this call to manhood seen shallot'/ and nebulous it must

be set in its proper sphere. Studd, the All-England cricketer,
had made use of the same appeal# It was an affirmation that the

true Christian was not an ascetic or an effeminate misfit who drew

his religion around him to cloak his short comings in masculinity#

Rather, Christianity had full place on the athletic field and

in the araxsenent centres# It claimed the whole of a man*s life,

not merely his weaker, dependent self# For Christ came to

redeem human nature in its completeness# Edinburgh University

men saw Kelaan's message written out in full in his own tall,

athletic appearance# A student correspondent wrote this about

an address that Eelraan had made to Boer War Volunteers: ^His

upright carriage and keen face made one think of an army

chaplain, and his simple, manly words, preaching the Gospel of

Manhood, certainly laid on the meeting an iapressiveness not
2

destined to be lost#11

Here was a fine figure of a man whose cheers led all the

rest when the Rugby XV scored a winning try, preaching a virile

Christianity to men who had been taught that athletics, amusements,

£
o Glasgow Herald, November 1, 191b#
i'iio "tivient 'iklihfoirgh University), Vol XIV, February 1, 1900#
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and happy talk wreathed in pipe smoke were, if not actually

sinful, beyond the scope or touch of the Christian Religion.
Kelman's daring expedition into the desert beyond Damascus, and

his lusty tales of life in the Australian Bush added to the charm
and pointedneso of his "Gospel of lianhood."

"it has been, '1 wrote one of his contemporaries, "the
secret of success of some of the most distinguished divines
in Scotland, that in some way or other they had been in
contact with what is roughly called 'the world1••.Dr.Eelman
shared the free unconventional life of the Colonies; and
knows how to speak to a man 'who has never been at a Mother's
Meeting in his life, nor was over likely to be.,fJ-

II. The Gospel of Healthy lEndodness

In a volume published in 1911 John Kelraan said that the

Gospel of Healthy-mindedness was "...that greatest Word of God
2

spoken in those latter days..#" Be was referring to a spirit

of the age for which William Janes had been an able expositor

in The Varieties of Religious Baroerience.^ It was associated

with some of the leading literary figures of the preceding half-

century, and had culminated in the indomitable, restless, and
determined joy of Robert Louis Stevenson. In his Gifford

Lectures James borrowed the phrase,n the once-born and the twice-

born" from P.W.Newman and used it to characterise two ways of

iR.H. Fisher, Hi© Outside of the Inside, p.17.
fJohn Salman, Vhe Road. TTTST.-'Lectures IV and v entitled., "The Religion of Healthy-

mindedneas.n
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looking at life: a bright, cheerful and buoyant tendency to

pronounce it good, as opposed to a morbid consciousness of evil

resulting in passive joylessness and dejection.* Bach of these

moods, in turn, considered the other to be either unspeakably

blind and shallow or unmanly and diseased#

Kelaaa gave a great deal of emphasis to the message of

itealthy-raindedness. A rough division of his Operetta douse

addresses shows that approximately one-half are devoted to a

development of this theme vdiila the other half are concerned with

intellectual difficulties of faith# But in his preaching to

students in general, that is, other than in the (Operetta House,

Koiman gave more attention to these matters of practical religion
which flow out of the Gospel of Bealthy-mindedness than he did

to the intellectual perplexities cf his day#

Although he fastened on to Jams1 term2 for this new spirit
in religion, Kelaan drew deeply from many other sources to rein¬

force his own expression of itj and, in the expression and

application, made it hia own# In one sermon, later incorporated

into a volume on Robert Louis Stevenson, he set forth those whom

he felt had best seen the growing complications of man's burden

\*iUlai5 James, The Varieties of Religious Experience.
pp. dMt, $7, i27, 145, Its. n —K

^'■Vd s Gj ffore Lectures, apart from all controversial points
they may have raised.have certainly achieved one end at least#
They have constrained Philosophy to take serious account of the
spirit of Healthy-mindedness, as a phenomenon of first importance inthe life and thought of to-day# In doing this they have effectively
served to fix it as a characteristic spirit of our time, and to lead
to its recognition as such." - John Kelnan, Tne Faith of Robert
Louis Stevenson, p. 27$#
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in society and had brought to the foreground as a corrective

the message of health and the economic value of gladness.

Its greatest exponents were Browning and Arnold in the depart¬

ments of Poetry and Criticism, Sir John Lubbock in science,

William James in philosophy, Frances Paget, Bishop of Ox¬

ford, for the Church, and, supremely, among the writers of re¬

cent days, Robert Louis Stevenson."*"
The message as John Eelraan preached it was, in short, a

call to turn towards the happy and good things in life with
determined effort. The hedonistic call to happiness as an end

in itself for the moral life was not the basis of this theme.

Happiness was never represented in any utilitarian sense as a

way of judging the worth of moral conduct. Mor was gladness

seen as some sort of bright wide smile (like that of the famous

cat) worn in the face of grave complexities and sorrows while

the wearer fades into well-deserved oblivion. Rather, Kelraan

believed that the student generation of his day was emerging

from a morbid past, an age where "to be bright and keen, to

be natural, to be heartily and simply human, has been regarded

as a lapse into irreligious secular!ty."" Throughout all his

writings there is this note of tilting with the depression,

morbidness, end melancholy which rested heavy on the souls of

those who had dwelt too long upon sin and sorrow - who had

lived in the darkness and not in the light. "Gloom" or "morbid¬

ness" was portrayed often in his sermons to young men as a

J #42 "The Religion of Healfchy-mindedness", (Notes)z John Kelman, Ephemera Eternitatis, p. 99
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deadly enemy to wholesome religion."*" He believed, however,

that the real danger lay in a resultant attitude of despondency

concerning the ideals to which one is called by God and a

consequent refusal to aspire towards high attainment. This

attitude of accidie* wrote Kelraan's beloved Bishop Paget, in
2

an essay that was widely read, is an exaggeration of the

difficulties which lie^ between man himself and noble achieve¬

ments, and it "... gathers power and opportunity out of the

conditions of the present day"^: namely, agnosticism and the

general apathy towards religious striving. It was an attitude

that was widespread. Phillips Brooks in Boston and R.¥.

Bale in Birmingham had "with impressive coincidence of

judgment JVunrkeu] how widely spread among us is the doubt
whether high moral effort is worthwhile, or reasonable

Kelman rose to this sombre despondency with sermons

entitled "Is It Worth While?,* "The Food of Faith," "The

Athletic of the Soul," "The Religion of Healthy-mindedness,"

"The Energy of Faith," "Strive," "The Open-Air Treatment of

Souls," "Strength and Joy," and many others. He believed the

1 Ibid., pp. 99, 114, 118, 123, 178, 197, 224, 227,
228, 24H

i? Stephen Paget and J.M.C. Crum, Francis Paget, pp. 123f.
'

Francis Paget, The Spirit of discipline, p. 42.
Ibid., p. 44*
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facts indicated that, "the first necessity of the present

day (1903-1912] is for an encoura, ing and heartening type
of faith, lost we sink to that fin de siecle dejection in

which ari age 'goes dispiritedly, glad to finish*""*-.
Against the solemnity of gloom he preached a "religion

of the morning". It rang with the gladness and joy of

one who felt the vitality and challenge of life, which is
the gift of (rod and promises strength through weakness:

that
Inch fcsrm has been done by/anaemic presentation

of the Christian life which gives the impression
of something spectral and so far as possible dis-
eafco-'led# it is a /treat mistake to imagine that
to he en invalid is in itself a Christian grace.
Certainly Jesus held no such view ... His gospe? was
emphatically the gospel of health.2
He did not* equate health with natural robustness

but rather thought of it as a magnificent result of the

interplay between mini and body which came from discerning

that behind law there was Love. It was the character of

God that made each day holy and reassured him when he looked
at life. The age-old question, "is the Universe friendly"?,
was met with a ringing "Yes!" Actually this sort of health
which was neither pleasure-loving nor wordly was rooted by

Kelfsan in the word "holiness." He recognised that it must be

3 John Kelman, The Faith of Robert Louis Stevenson,
P. 275.

2 John Kelraan, bpbemera litemitatis, p. 270.
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safeguarded from light-nearte<i moral indifference by con¬

science and a permanent sense of earnest moral factors, else

it could no more b© called true health than "the comfort

and painlessness which sometimes smooth the downward
w,

coarse of disease# But he did not often sound this note

of warning in his earlier preaching#

It my well be asked, what is the practical outcome

of such a view of life? How does this guide us in faith?
Keloen answers, and this is the mainspring of his Gospel of

Healthy-nindedness, that the Christian is thus called upon

to live intensely, glorying In the duties of life, gi\xng

p3ay to the noblest things of character by placing them in

action. Character is not grown in a sunny field where the

elements are always gently suitable to the needs of

nourishment# Seal and vital Christian character is

storm-born, p3.aced into the arena with a confidence that

behind it all is the form of the Galilean reinforcing

our bravest efforts: *¥© can rejoice only by overcoming,

and the strength we reach thus is the strength of victorious
p

men" , The Gospel of Healthy-raiadediiess was the doctrine

of the stenuous life for strong men# It was a %••• direct

attack that scorns diplomatic cunning,###will and main force

John Kelman, The Faith of Robert Louis Stevenson,
p. 2$1#

2 John Kelman, Ephemera Eternitatis, pp •
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whose self-reliance waits neither for the backing of friends

nor of circumstances.** Reinforced by this attitude, mn

"••• may do supsrhuissii things, taking the citadels of destiny

by assault. Destiny goer? den before '?ill«#»Hot even the

sense of sin £iid failure, nor the disheartening memory of

the irrevocable past., is able wholly to daunt such spirits."^
Kelman knew that the whole body must become actively

involved in religion, not. just the spiritual nature# A

disembodied religion was neither appealing to young men

nor true to the message and Person of Jesus Christ who

caiae in human form to redeem the body and the soul#

•Studente wore encouraged to place their whole natures

into faith am morals intensely by disciplined management

of 1&ought, feeling, and will# He spoke of this as "an

athletic" which was not to be understood as an end in

itself but as a preparation for temptation and the lonely
onslatri t.s of melancholy. Ha believed that few of us

are biassed with the involuntary happy and glad state which
is so desirable; the rcre voluntary and systematic

approach was the solution for most man# Hence, he

embarked upon applied psychology. In this connection the

1 Ibid., p. 233#
2 3bid., p. 239.
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majority of hie quotations in the Operetta House addresses
1 2

come from two sources: William James and Francis Paget •

But, again, it is a matter, not of a borrowed message,

but of his having appropriated the religious implications

of early psychological inquiry to stamp them with his own

vision and thought#

The essential spirit of the discipline of character

for Kelinan was that of "enthusiasm." In an address on the

"Hood of Faith", in which he struck the note of discipline

in religion that was repeated so often for the next thirteen

years, Kelman said that,

...enthusiasm is preeminently the mood of action.* the
brisk and living spirit of energy. It Is * sending
yourself after your work* - your whole self...Those
who have an enthusiasm are at leas' raen.Ifeith with
no enthusiasm [is^ mere traditional orthodoxy, belief
that is dull as ditch water, religion that is mere
routine.-*

This enthusiasm was to be channeled Into three great

drives, all implemented by the will: appreciation,

attention, and expression.

Appreciation would show its merit as it was thrown up

against gloom and depression. These are but habits of mind

which come to the surface in criticism, cynicism, and slothful-

There are 43 clear references to James* Psychology.
Will to Believe« and Talks To Teachers, in twenty-one O.H.
manuscripts•

2 There are 30 references in tvfelve O.H.manuscripts to
Paget *s Spirit of Discipline, and Faculties and Difficulties for
Belief am Disbelief.

3 #7 "The Mood of Faith," pp. 21, 22, 23.
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ness, lie management of feeling can combat this despond¬

ency and its attendant dangers if one will but take as his
task "determined appreciation." "He who sets out", said

Kelman, "to admire what is admirable will find that there

are more admirable things and raen in the world than he had any

idea of."* There are so many things that are pure and lovely and

generous and of good report, clamoring for the attention of youth.
The practised eye, disciplined to find these good things, will
see the joys and brightness that play around life:

Appreciation is not so much the duty of a man as it
is his health...To remember that the world is full of
harmonies, and to spend your time listening for them and
singing them to others, not in seeking out the discords.•#
To rejoice in the good sen's faces around you and in the
great men's deeds. To keep alive the freshness and breesi-
risss of young days and. set them to master sorrow anddifficulty^.
The nearest cousin to appreciation was, Kelman noted,

"attention," best used when temptation feeds fuel to the flames

of lust and desire* The task is to think, to force the attent¬

ion for a time off the temptation and on some other object:

There is no real Christianity that is not strenuous, and
its very essence and tack is to produce a race of men who
can discipline their souls to meet future temptation,3and
their minds to think true thoughts and purs thoughts.

We can force our attention back into the past and recall the

I #1$ "Is It Worth hile," p. 21.
#? "The Wood of : aith, '• p. 2W.
#16 "The Athletic of the Soul," p.29.
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old self, the self when it was noble and pure and trustworthy;

or we can transfer attention to our excellent companions, off the

unmanly act which lures us to betray our manhood. Still better
we can force a change of atmosphere. Here Kelraan is on a

favourite theme:

...sake a break for the open air, and the clean, wind¬
swept world, and freshness. There are books that will do
it - sport will do it - any healthy thing will do it for
you. i-reak for the open airlx
Even our faith is, in many ways, a matter of attention*

There is underneath it a framework of desire^ dispositions,

preferences that determine the fibre of faith far more than we

knc&r. It was this quality of attention to matters of faith that

Kelnan termed "the mood" of faith. The word "mood" was chosen

to carry his point that, "faith is by no means an act of isolated
2

intellect." The medical student, declared Kelman, was intent

upon scientific phenomena; he had the world so much with him

that the spiritual seemed to be purely a religious preserve, if

a reality at all. If he is to move in the spiritual world, the
medical waist give attention to the spiritual and start out with

what he does believe, however small it might be:

Teu act "-ad think as if the Material were not only real
but were tm only reality* 1M© is not fair, Treat the
spiritual in the sues© way, cm it too will seem real to
vim. Engage your attention on spiritual things and you will
become m overwhelmingly convinced of their reality as you
tend to hmmm of the reality of the material* Treat your

1 #28 "Temptation," p. 18.2 #7 "The Mood of Faith," p. 14.
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own souls fairly - attend to their highest truths of good¬
ness, beauty, love, thought, - and you shall never find the
sense of their reality fade away.

"Expression* was a practical aid for the stiffening of

character# We chain our thoughts and attitudes when we put them

into words* If the good and religious desires, thoughts, and

purposes in the mind are left unexpressed they will die sway into

stillness. But if they are given expression they will fix and

develop the whole of character. KeXm&n was much impressed with

William James1 inquiry into the evidences that outward attitudes

of fear or trust will affect with great power the inner thought
and character.2 James theory had been that the feeling in the

coarser emotions, results from the bodily egression* Thus,

when ws lose our fortune and are sorry and weep, we feel sorry
3

because v;e cry, we do not cry because we feel sorry. Kelman

concluded from this inquiry that in religion we should become

increasingly concerned with the effect that words will have

upon our attitude of faith. H© believed that this principle
of expression pointed up the need for prayer and decision*

"Prayer", he said, "has a tremendous purpose to serve in
the spiritual life. It is the highest point in the life of
mind, feeling, end imagination. Alone with your faker you
can find utterance for many things that simply cannot be said
to your nearest friend. But once they have found utterance,
all these thoughts will mean more to you than they did
before...find words for your faith - for some of it - for
as much of It as you can." 4

"The Scepticism of the Dissecting Room," pp. 15-16*
S£ The laith of Robert Louis Stevenson, p* 252 and

Salted with Plro, p.SO. Also in - 6 "The Scepticism of the
Dlsspcbing Toom." and * IS "Diffinult.ioe #vc «

3 William James, Psychology, p. 375 (One Volume Edition).
4 #47 "Speech and Life", p. 22.
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As to decision, the need was even more urgent because it

means committal and clears the ground for faith that will grow:
There are words which, if you would but speak them now

from your heart, would perfectly satisfy the demands of
God,,, ill you speak them and c £ it ,y<wrselves? Will you
take the risk of remaining silent?

Because the exercise of will for the development of

character must be performed in the routine of life, Kelman

stressed the importance of "our* common days"# Much attention

was given to the psychological nature of habits, in which,

"...the soul is given over to the body#"* Often, he said that

all these useful principles of psychology, expression, attention,

appreciation, and concentration, must foe chained into hat its

because great choices are not sudden departures from what

the routine choices have boen,^ Good habits simplify movements,

diminish the conscious attention, relieve will of its labours,

and are drills of discipline that help fix character# Kelman

often presented sin through the medium of "tad habit":

then a man's mind is habitually turned away from Christ,
unimpressed by Kim or even actively repelled, that fact ma-
indeed be discussed as a purely intellectual phenomenon#
But it is more than that. The Spirit discovers in it a
whole world of sin, manifest in previous habits of choice
with which it has apparently no connexion#^

1 IMd*, p. 23#
2 #22 "Habit", p. 3.
3 It is to be found in #3, #16, #17, #22, #65, and #66#
^ John Kcloan, Bpheraera Dtornitetis. p# 156#



Punishment is "being filled with one's own way," or "bad

hahits accumulate and harden in a man and pull his host self

into a hell that may well "begin in this lifo.^

III. The Centrality of Christ.

In order to study the central themes in John Kelman's

preaching to students it has "been necessary to excise them

from the "body of his work. Thus, the two consistent notes of

"Cod's trust in man's "best self," and "the duty of joy and

gladness achieved through strenuous discipline" may appear to

have stood upon their own foundations, human foundations,

But these themes are not the true centres of his message, .hat-

ever importance and truth may rest in them is there because

they have been tasted by the touchstone of living Truth.

At the very heart of all his preaching was Jesus Christ.2
The evangelistic sermon, Varus of Nazareth," was used

in its full form in the Operetta House more often than any

other address.3 It was also delivered at eleven other

student centres through the years. in the winter of 1007 the

Operetta House series was entitled, Thrift's Victory Over:

The Body, The World, Temptation, Doubt, and Death." *fhe

1 #17 "The Redemption of the Body," pp. 13-04.
0 in this connection there is a revealing incident related

to the author of this thesis by Miss Janet Kelman, John Hainan's
sister; "One time someone remarked to Mother that he often
appeared to defend extremely liberal religious positions. Che
replied, calmly, 'Yes, but he always keeps Christ central.'"

® Four times; 1888, 1904, 1909, 1918.
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emphasis In them all was upon the Christ who has achieved

the victory# The winter series in 1909 was entitled: "Creeds,"

"Reason," "Character," "Forgiveness," and "Christ#" The note
on which they ended, and which culminated all that was said

through the winter, was in that last address, "Christ#"
It is actually a rare thing to find a student sermon in

Kelman's files that does not conclude by relating the entire

topic to Josus Christ# Here are random examples of the last

lines of some of his University addresses: #54 "The Energy of

Faith": "Christ is the source of power#" #21 "Peace and Joy":

"Rejoice in Christ#"; #35 "Progress": "Progress to what; my

brothers, you and I have nothing to do with that - keep your

eye on Christ - His eye is on the distant goal!";#62 Thy Will

3e Done": "Jesus Christ is able to keep you in the will of

God"; #6l "The Eyes of a Fool": "Back to Jesus Christ and
our relation to Him. Then go forward to the ends of the earth

with open eyes#"; #69 "Desire": "Pray that you may desire

Christ!"; #4 "Second Chances": "Gentlemen - my brothers -

Try Him!"; #16 "Is It Worth hile?"; "Faith#•• whose centre

is Jesus Chrl3t, and for the sake of which any love, any v ~

discipline, any effort is a thousand times worth while#";
**2 "Taking Uneself Seriously"; "###true manhood, and the

only Power by which that can be achioved is the power of Jesus

Christ."
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Because of Kelman's Intense interest in the literary

figures of his day, a subject that must be considered later

in detail, it might appear from the titles of some lectures,
that he allowed this interest to take precedence over the

central theme of Christian proclamation. This is far from

true. The first four addresses of the winter of 1913 were

entitled; "Work and Obedience - Thomas CarlyloJ "Sweetness
and Light *• Matthew Arnold," "Courage and Gladness - Robert
Louis Stevenson," and "Strength and Love - Robert Browning."
But the pointed climax to the series was the final address

which shows in its very title the drive of his thinkings

"The Voice of the Master - Follow Mel"

The series of 1910 gives added reinforcement to this

most important point. These addresses, which were later in¬

corporated in the volume, Anong Famous Books, were studies of
Greek myths: "Prometheus," "Medusa," "Orpheus," "Apollo,"
and "Herakles." Only the rough note cards from which Keloan

spoke are In his files. But the final division that appears

on each set of notes is, simply, "Jesus Christ". For,

although he was vitally alive to the literature of all ages,
he would not set it up as final truth; everything in the past

and all that lies in the future is subordinate to Jesus Christ.

Whenever Kelman dealt at any length with Christ's relat¬

ion to a topic under discussion he would usually open the sub-
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ject with words to this effect; "He lived in history# Nobody

doubts that* And nobody doubts either that He is responsible

for tluit system of thought which we have spoken of as the

Christian revelation#"* Such a statement as this would then

be followed by a brief argument to establish the historicity

of Jesus as a "crude fact," indicating, of course, that
doubt was being cast upon the existence of Jesus of Nazareth

as He was presented In the New Testament#

The root of this problem lay in a trend of historical

study that had added a great deal to the understanding of

the Christian faith. As one great theologian had said about

this trend;

••• the second half of our century {nineteenth] may
be described as the period whan tho history of the How
Testament has, through its literature, been recovered,
and in this history by far tho greatest result is the
recovery of the historical Christ#

Hut tiiis study had not bean without 3orae results that had

seriously damaged the very cause it had attempted to defend#

One feature of it had been a flood of "Lives" that had varied

from the *013100110 carpenter' of lienan^ and the radical work

of Strauss^ to the liberal reconstruction of the "historical

*#39 "The Difficulties of Unbelief," p#17* Other ©xaiaples
of this arc in #65, p. 15, #23, p. 9# #36, p# 6, #30, p»17,
#20, p#9, Jind #9, p# 2f#

2 A#il# Fairbaim, Tbe Pj-ace of Ofrrj,3t in i-iode^; Theology p.ig.
> Renan, ?he lifc of Jemw» 4?b3J.4 David Strauss. The Lixe of Jobus. (1335)*
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Jesus" best exemplified, perhaps, in Harnack,s famous lectures.^
One observer had found that the earlier studies had contributed

much to what he termed, "an age of doubt"j "In the vivid
and picturesque historical studios of Sen&a and Froudc,

scepticism is at once ironical and idealistic, destructive
and dogmatic.As to the more liberal "Lives" which came

later in the century, a modem scholar has said that the main

charge to be levelled against thera is that they gave, "a

lay figure quite incapable of accounting for th© rest of the

New Testament."3
She results of these studies had evidently filtered into

th© knowledge of the laity in such a way that many, rather
than being brought to a fullar understanding of the Jesus

of history, were terrible confused. >orae had tended, as

Kelman remarked in one address, to follow those who had throvm

up the whole matter and had, "taken refuge in a purely undograatic

Christianity, without history, without doctrine to trouble their
faith - a Christianity built up entirely out of beautiful ideas."4
Others had broken off parts of these subjective "inquiries*1 and

\ Adolf Harnack, ..hat Is. Cl^r^anjty?, (1901).
~ Henry Van Dyke. The Oosnel lor an Are of Doubt. (1&96) <?. s>9
■f A.K. Hunter, The ft :>ra mi,4 #30 "The Question of Miracles," p. 17#
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used then as clubs to beat off any who would claim that

Jesus was more than man, and to throw doubt upon uhether Ho had
ever existed. The popularity which attended reconstructions of

Christianity and professed to give simple and true readings of it
was very significant, said one writer in 19GGs "It is sij^nifi-
cant of an uncertainty as to what Christianity Is and how far

the traditional version of it is to be trusted as genuine."*'
docause these treatments that had dissolved Gospel

history into legend and myth ware known and discussed in student

circles, Kolman undoubtedly considered it necessary to moot

them with clear and straightforward assertions about the

historical fact of Christ. He therefore drew from the splendid

fruits of the study that had characterised the last half o? the

nineteenth century to meet the ill-efxects that had sprung from

it.
2

Hainan leaned upon P. Carnegie Simpson's fast of Christ/*

for assistance in setting out his arguments. Ha considered that

the moat telling evidence for brief presentation was two-foldj

the witnesses who testified to a divine Personality totally

different from their ideal Soldier Messiah; and the rise and

\ P* Carnegie Simpson, The Fact of Christ, p. 17,4 This excellent book was first published in 1900 and soon
went into many editions. It was translated into French, Italian
Norwegian, Spanish, German, Japanese, and Chinese#
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survival of the Christian Church which attributed its origin to a

perfect Life, the death on the Cross, and the Resurrection.^"
One favourite theme with Kelraan as he discussed the Jesus

of history was to picture Him as essentially a poet in His

interpretation of life:

The constant play of metaphor - weird, horrible, or
pathetic - Satan falling like a lightning flash from heaven,
the rubbish heap of teraple offal with its undying worms and
unquenchable fire, the hen gathering her chicks under her
wing - these show Him as a true poet.2
And yet, this in no way, to Kelman, implied that He spoke

less truth as a poet:

The fact is, of course, that poetry is often the only
medium of expression for a more direct and larger truth;
ikmy truths are too subtle and too far-reaching to be ex¬
pressed otherwise; and it was inevitable that God should
have chosen to make use of poetry in His supreme reve¬
lation.3
Exaiaination of his statements about the Person of Jesus

shows that Kelman presented Hira both as human and divine.

He took extreme care to correct any tendency to dwell over¬

much upon either side of Christ's nature lest the mysterious

balance be disturbed: "He is so much more human than all

that has lieen said about Him - so much more human and so much

more divine. ^

* As in, #20, p.9f.f #33. #39. p• 17f. and #30.
" #9 "Jesus of Nazareth," pp.10-11. Of. The Faith of

gPfeJfr frPtfe Stevensoq, p. 91, and Kelraan's Some Aspects of
tatornatim^l ChrlsUapfoy, p. 103. ^^ John Kelraan, "Jesus as Poot," Dictionary of Christ and
Tfr? Gosp^s, II, 372.

4 John Kelraan, Ephemera Eternitatis. pp. I64-I65.
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The Janus whoa Keliaan presented was limited to the

knowledge of His day, but it was made clear that the kenosis

to which Ha submitted involved no breach of His divine

identity!

•••He seems to have been as other men - limited by
their limits, and subject to their mistakes. No one
imagines that His idea of astronomy was other than that
current in His time; no one supposes that He knew the
contents of your latest text books of chemistry, or that
He could have described the steam-engine or the
electric battery#

But in moral character and spiritual insight He did
exceed the limits of His time. In these the*judgment of the
world has pronounced Him absolutely perfect•

The human Jesus was shovm as One who understands our testa¬

tions and trials because He too was tempted. This identification

of the huraan Jesus with us in the common battles was a theme he

repeated very often. In the sermons circa 1899-1903, as an out¬

growth of an early phase of his Gospel of Manhood, Keltaan tend-
2

ed to picture the human Jesus as a manly figure, the Hero. This

disappeared from hie later sermons.

Was God in Christ? Keliaan's on© statement that might

show kinship to the obtuse Ritschlian views must be set in a
3

much broader view of his work. It can certainly be taken as

,#20 "Christ and Evolution." p. 5 {also in 9f P« 10),
4 "Jesus Christ; the manliest, most soldierly figure in

history." - #10 "To the Volunteers, Boer War," (Notes).
"Christ certainly did claim to have the religious value

of (3od; i.e., that you may take it that everything He was and
did is the sort of thing that God is and does; that not only
His doctrines and sayings but His whole life and self reveal
the Father." - #9 "Jesus of Nazareth," p. 20.



another way of saying what he often set out in much clearer

terras:

In Jesus Christ I see the Maater-soul - full of pity,
full of hope* I see Hiia dying in agony and rising into a
new life where death is conquered. I oav there is the God.
tav soul knows and recognises.x [Italics not in the original .j
It would be futile and incompatible with his essential

role as preacher to attempt to reconstruct frora Kelson's state¬

ments about the work of Christ a fully developed theory of the

atonement • He surely preached the reality of sin and. the

necessity for the atoning work of Christ for the mastery of

sin, but he usually prefaced his treatment of it with words

like theses "I cannot explain it to you. There is no dogma

adequate for it. Nowhere doss the attempt at theological definit-
2

ion break down so completely as it doos here." Then, he would
turn from the disappointing theories to an examination of

atonement in experience. What emerged from such an examination

was two aspects of atonement i the Cross as a demonstration of

God's hatred of sin and identification of Himself in l&Yk with

our misery; and a hint of the moral influence theory in which,
concerned with a vindication of the love of God, he is
inclined to represent the Cross as intended to produce a

Also compare with, "Who is Jesus Christ? ... He is Gcd
manifest in the flesh, who for us men and our salvation lived
on earth and died upon the cross and lives for evermore." -
John Kelnan, flpfremora gaaa&£fi£&ft» P» 319-

#20 "Christ and involution,* p. 26 Also #9$ p. 23,
#3, p. 24f., and #4, p. 23f.
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change in the moral life of the sinner. Four examples of

this treatment of the atonement follow:

Gentlemen, I do not profess to know the full meaning, or
unytliing like the full meaning, of the Cross of Christ. But
its value for ms is that there I see how God is affected
by the sin of those He loves. The death of Christ is the
Eternal revelation of God's attitude towards sin. This
supreme love must undergo a deadlier suffering than any
human love, and from that Cross men turn back to life able
to overcome sin. They have seen what their sin means to
the heart of God."*

Indeed the transition from legal to fatherly thoughts of
God is the characteristic note of modern theology. Yet in
this transition there is no escape from law. The law of
fatherhood shows sin not as an insult to God's authority
but as a wound to His heart; and so our sins are brought
rather into the light of His countenance than before
His judgment bar. Law is thus, as it were, absorbed into
the very nature and being of God. It is no longer regarded
as an external thing, either constructed of submitted to by
Him. The law of God is ju3t God Himself, the Father.

...the crucified Christ, in whom wo see the sin of the children
sraiting full upon the Father's heart. Calvary offers the
supreme example of God's faithfullness to His fatherhood,
and reveals how all transgression affects the Father.

How the Cross is the Climax of this revelation of God
to the world. That agony, that shame, that pity - that is
God facing human sin. Our sins are real to God. but His
love for us is greater than the pain we wound Him with. 3

That death of His reveals to their consciences God
bearing the .burden with them, - its misery, its remorse,
its shame. *

However, hovering on either side of staftonts like those was

the main point to which Kelman was driving, not an adequate

\ #9t "Jesus of Mazareth," pp. 23-24.5 John Kelrnan, ISpheiaera gSgml&a&tef PP- 7^» 79.
f #£ Second Chances," p. 24./u #20 "Christ and Evolution," p. 26.
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dogma about; the atonement or an attempt to present it in full

terras to student audiences, but the message of absolute eor~

tainty that in Christ men find God once more after the alienation

of sin#

The Gospel of^ahcod was related to Jesus Christ because
it was His message# The "best self" which manifests itself in

our noblest moments is not our own offprfc but Jesus Christ

working in us* All the Unconscious Christianity that we

master is evidence of the fact that Christ has armed us

silently by His own Spirit which we have inherited through our

culture or have direct from His presence within us! "•••He is

at least this - He is your best self* He is you at your best*

Only that He is outside your thrust*Christ Is the ijidapend-

ent cent, re for our finest ideas and the unchanging ideal for our

manhood. Uithout Him whatever wo have been able to produce

in manhood is nothings "...finer quality of manhood can only

be had from Jesus Christ. It is not in a man's power or reach

to attain to it or to cultivate it.*.by sheer force of doternin**
2

ation. xt lies in His gift." Whatever may be the noble

qualities of self which respond to God's trust, to understand
thorn we must turn to Christ. "To do them justice we have to

interpret them in tanas of His life and words*B The salient

1 #29 "Som Difficulties of Belief." p. 20.
. #2 "Taking Oneself Seriously," p.2#
3 John Kelaaa, $OmSS& P* *65.
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fact about God,s trust in man is that the trust is expressed

through the gift of Christ and works to draw men to the

side of Christ* The true life of manhood is "hid with

Christ in God." The heroic efforts that lie in all of U3

need faith to save and complete them. It was hero that

Keloun's evangelistic note became clear and urgent;

There are heroic elements in you all. But heroism
needs faith... Will you believe It he best selfJ
a heavenly thing, arid pleclgo yourselves to God and con¬
fess His name?1

bo it was with Keiman'a Gospel of Healthy-isindodnoss.

Christ is at the very centre, and if He is removed all the
brave works: about duty, discipline, and strenuousness become

senseless ciui&teor. it. is> not mere action that is trie aecxuu

of tiie life of health and gladness, but action performed

in devotion to something that lias boon seen;

• ••lie turned work into a sacrament. It meant for Him
a constant cooperation with lis Father. There is His
interpretation of life for you. Put that alongside of any
other doctrine of duty. Lo your grind for God's sake,
do it £o God. So it will become a sacrament to you and
you id11 be able to keep religion alive through the bus lest
week of all the session. Aye, and in that grind, the
great Interpreter will i*evoaJL Himself.2
The Gospel of Health was Christ's Gospel, and the commands

of aeix-cumial ana self-discipline He took seriously to Himself,

being obedient unto the Cross. And if this is Christ's message

\ #13 "Cyrus,"" pp. 11-12 (Notes).d #9 "Jesus of Nazareth", p. 17*
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and wisaxon, He is the frame of reference for all of life's
demandst "There is all the difference in the world between

doing tiiat 'which we have seen in Jesus Christ, and blindly

dding the best we can."

IV. If,he Djstfoiption between Thflolpgy and

In the prefaces of three of his volumes and in a full

chapter in another, Kelman variously stated that he was attempt¬

ing in his work to show that religion is not the removed and
2

sacrosanct report of life, but its immediate sense. Throughout
his student sermons this conviction was abundantly evident.

It may be called a distinction between theology and religion.

"Theology is the science of which religion is the correspond¬

ing art.One is concerned with organisation, the other with
the restless movements of the heart as it goes out unceasingly

towards God. One tends to detach itself from the very life in

which it was born and dwell in the vaporous heights of

abstract propositions. The other is rooted in life and stays ther

welcoming each new form of faithful expression which rises to

reveal facets of truth hitherto lusterless. One would squeeze

all human encounter with God into a single mould and make that

mould normative:

p Kelman, dphepem dteypltatjt,^, p. 38.

f ' 3hp l-a^th of Rpfiert Lotfts dtevepsoQ (§nd edition),Ifr?/ouftflffiiohg °C and Return II,
ogma and Gxperlenco," of Tfte, ,-/ar ap$ Preachiry-.

3 John Kelman, The Faith of Robert Louis Stevenson, p. 2&7
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Theologians, generally, and especially those who wrote
in an age which tended to define its faith with extreme
precision of detail, have been apt to demand too much uniform¬
ity in religious experience•i

The other recognises that each man's view of the spiritual world

will he deterained by those deepest and most pressing needs that

brought the vision of it before his eyes.

His usual method of weaving this theme into his message

was to start with a restrained disparagemeit of unbending forms

in faith. The fetters and unreality of creeds which began as

records of experience and had hardened into orthodoxy were

antagonistic to the intellectual well-being of young men who

were broatliing deeply of the rarefie^d atmosphere of University

scholarship. If the young mind is presented the fundamentals

of religion in a hard, logical framework his revulsion is

profound because it attacks the very spirit of free inquiry

which he has come to hold so sacred. Therefore, it was Kalian's
considered opinion that young people of his day were no# longer

impressed by the dogmatic methods of the older preachers who

delivered their messages along narrow liness

One thing is quite obvious, and the change in the spirit
of the age between 1373 said 1903 has made it already familiar.
That is the distinction between essential religion and the
forms in which it may be embodied for the time being...It
is daily becoming more obvious that while religion my
appeal to ourselves only in certain 3tated forms of doctrine
and observance, we must allow that there are some to whom it
will appeal only when expressed in other farms. To wholly
identify the Christian religion with even the raoot venerable
of the forms in which it has expressed itself- is to throw
it into immediate contrast with the breadth of our in¬
tellectual life, to give it an inhuman aspect, and to exclude
many from its acceptance.

P Kelraan, The Koad I, viii.John kelman, The r'alth of Robert Louis Stevenson, pp. 104-5.
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The roal danger was that the revolt would break away

from tho fundamental truths that were enshrined in the creeds

of tte past and become allied with the extreme humanistic

movements that were concerned only with an attenuated morality

expressed in social action, an eccentric professor at the

University of Edinburgh had already sounded the note of this

revolt when he had written:

"Let prideful priests do battle about creeds} 1
That Church is mine that does most Christ-like deeds."

The charge helraan made against fcbs search for truth by

formulae was that it had n...roagnified trifles, lost perspective,
and given an air of unreality to faith."2 Then the evidence was

so clear that men who feared for their intellectual wo11-

being because of the circumspection of dogma were not only

avoiding fellowship with the Church, but playing with the word

"atheist," it was time to remove the gloves of restraint and

spook sharply about dogma. On one occasion he read to his

Operetta House audience some selected passages from the

Athanasian Creed, theologically resplendent and obscure, con¬

cluding with the works, 'This is the Catholic faith which ex¬

cept a man believe he cannot be saved,* "Gentlemen," he said,
a3 he laid tho Creed aside, "it is a God of words, and tho revolt
from it is an atheism of words. He reminded them that the old

forme arts full of mystery and have been thrown up as barriers

\ Jolm S tua rt Blackie2 Jrten Keiman gphenera Btgrnltatis,, p,.22$.
"19 "Atheism, Practical and Theoretical," p.4.
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against pernicious heresies rather than as full plumbings of

the infinite depths of divine mystery:

He who thinks that he has looked God full in the face
when he has asserted His Personality or the doctrine of
the Trinity, —s- he only shows that he has never yet
begun to think.1
He did not advocate a couplete departure from doctrines,

but rather called for a compression of their teachings into

living principles that were capable of being grappled to life:

"Instead of inspiring us, our crowding articles of faith be¬

wilder us, and it would be better for us if we believed fewer

things, and made wiser use of what we did believe."**
In well over sixteen Operetta House messages and all

through his published sermons Eelman placed in juxtaposition

to t ;e words, "creed," "form," and "dogma," certain living
truth that had been cut out of the indisputable facts of life.

The "key" to this theme lay in his use of the word "experience,"

its restraints, demands and disclosures in relation to religious

truth*

For twenty years I have been addressing students in
Edinburgh and other British Universities. Many of
these, especially medical students, were quite ignorant
of the literature which I quoted, and had made no study
of philosophy or theology. Yet it was through experience
and not dogma that they were able to find their way into
faith...It is experience alone which they find convincing,
and he who would build up a faith must use this method.*'

l#29 "Some Difficulties of Belief," pp. 16-17.
~John Eelraan, Honour Towards God, p. 11.
JJohn Kelraan, The 'war and i^reaefdng. p. 40.
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k new emphasis was needed to keep open the door for a large

number of young men and women who would be absolutely shut out

from Christian belief if they were offered the traditional

presentation of Christianity# Kelman believed that he could

save these earnest people for Christ by offering them a new

point of view in which they arrived at eternal truth through

principles that were found inductively from life itself •

It cannot be emphasised too often that Kelman felt that
the very spirit of his age was the tendency to pass from dogma
to experience# This was the thesis of his second lecture in

The -Jar and Ireaching entitled, "Dogma and Experience• " The

Ritschlian School was the notable exponent of this process in

Theology# From the Pulpit had come Dr# R«W# Dale's,"••• ex¬

pression to his belief in the value of the argument from

experience in his highly prized volume entitled The Living
Christ and the Four Gospels#>»#Lord Balfour's The Foun¬

dations of Belief2 had run into many editions and it had

displayed a singular*, ".#.affinity to the Ritschlian position
in its restriction of the sphere of science, its distrust of

speculative philosophy, and its constructive basis in nan's

practical needs."3 Professor James, in Psychology and

Philosophy, had defended,n...*experience* against 'philosophy*

* James Stalker, Christian Psychology-, p# 24#
f A#J# Balfour, The FounTatioksoi Belief {1&95)*3 A.E# Garvie, The liiTTscftlian 'ineology,"""*p# 30#
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as being the real backbone of the world1s religious lifo..."-
The metaphysical systems had been under attack by men of such

diverse interests as Benjamin Kidd, Anatole France, Professor

G.J. Romanes and Robert Browning# The result of it all was
•y ■«, »

that students had absorbed a portion of this mood without

knowing from whence it had sprung. Kelman wisely pointed
out that?

...the spirit of every age is determined by tendencies
of thought of which it is ignorant and whose books it has
not read. Without knowing why it does so, it follows
those tendencies and finds itself unable to do otherwise
...the reasoned conclusions of contemporary experts in
thought become the unconscious axioms of the inexpert,
the atmosphere which they breathe.2
This point is important for two reasons: (1) It affirms

Hainan*s essential role of preaeher, as he was probing for the

general concepts of his hearers so that he could nail his message

there; {2) It obviates the necessity of considering his religious

thought as though he were primarily a theologian, weighing it

for freshness and contrasting it with the weighty tomes of men

who were forging real systems of thought. Basically, Kelman
followed th© Ritechlian theology.

He differed fron Ritschl and his School in two ways that

are worthy of mention. Ritschl made a vigorous application of

his theory of knowledge, both negatively and positively against

1 Letter from William James to f-Uss Frances R. Morse,
quoted in R.B. Ferry, The Thought and Character of William
James, II, 327f.

2 John Kelman, The h'ar and Preaching, p. 40.
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mysticism.* Kelman felt that no Christian need blush at the

name "mystic." It associated hi® with a notable company,

and, there" ...will always b© a place and a necessity for the

mystical point of view. So long as human nature remains, there

will be those to whom this will be the most convincing way of

receiving truth.Hitachi had elevated the conception of the

Kingdom of God to a central place In his system, understanding
it to mean, "... the kind of life in community for the establish¬

ment of which God works in the world and desires the co-operation

of men. "3 Eelman mentioned the Kingdom of God in only one

Operetta House address and there he used it expansively to

include "the entire Christian point of view#"4- In the few cases

in which he used the term in other writings it was never inter¬

preted as, primarily, a call to social action.

Having briefly qualified his relation to a particular

school of theology, it is well to return to the central con¬
siderations of this study: the way in which the new theology

shaped his preaching of the Christian faith to students in the

opening years of the twentieth century.

Because of his insistence that doctrine must grow out of

experience, Pelman did not begin his Operetta House addresses

* A.T. Swing, The Theology of Albrecht Hitschl, p# 144#2 John K9lnan.~T5T'Jar affl '.reaching, p. bTTCf. The
Foundations of Faith, pp. 66-&8.

Tullle, 'The Belief in Progress, p. 192.
* #37 "Taking One*© Own l/ay," p. 4»
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with theological presuppositions• He did assume in a series,

however, that once a religious reality had been grounded in

experience, be then had licence to use it as a basis for

further doctrinal construction within the five or six services

held that winter, It should be noted that he adhered much

more carefully to the principle of experience in faith in his

Operetta House addresses than he did in his student sermons at

Hew Horth and elsewhere.

As regards the divinity of Christ, HeXsasn followed the

pattern of Sir John Seeley*s Scce i'omo^ and. presented Him as an

historical figure whom the human soul recognises as divine*

•Mo change is sore significant tha£ this," he wrote,
"that while the older theology came down upon the record
of Christ*s words and deeds from a doctrine of His Person
found in the region bordering upon. Metaphysics* the modern
order is from the human Christ to the divine.nZ

He argued that Science could not prevail against Christfs

divinity with the shibboleth that such a conception was "un¬

scientific." Godj if manifest at all, is manifest in human

qualities*^ And although Christ is divine we are not to recoil

from the mystery of the divinity but shal '• take Him as a friend
who has interpreted life because He has mastered it. Faith in

Him is not assent to theological terms or doctrines. "...it is

a magnificent realisation of the eternal love as it is in Him

who interprets life and reveals the Father.

"Sir John Seeley, -dee Homo, (I065), Kelman called this
work, !f«, .that wonderful book which comes 1x2:e a revelation to
every jpan when first he reads it." ~#9 "Jesus of Masaretn," p. 5.

* John Kelman, The load. I. 114-115.
I#36 "Difficultres~oT~Faith," p. 6.4 John Kelman, Ephemera Eternitatis. p. 154.
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Christ*a miracles were not to be considered in the abstract,
nor affirmed as a requisite of faith. The argument for them

was rooted in the character of Christ; for would not "love set

free" have worked miracles such as those of the Sew Testament?

The ultimate authority for miracles was applied when he enjoined
his students to, "...deal directly with that personality for

yourselves. Bring your sin, your sorrow, your effort, to this

supreme spiritual Revelation and test His power and His love
in your own cxj^erience."-

Kelroan held that sin and atonement were also rescripts of

experience. The region of sin and righteousness is a region

of realities whatever intellectual subtleties may be invoked to

call it a lie. The proof lies within each man's conscience.

1 appeal to a higher court...to your own experience.
Is there o man here who has never, at some moment in his
life, felt the touch of moral degradation?...a mean act,
a degrading lust, a wrong done to a friend, a breech of
honour, a cruel piece of selfishness. Then, when you
realise it in its ghastly irrevocableness—that the
thing is done, and that it was you who did it—then,
can you doubt for one hour the reality of sin? I appeal
to your experience. It does feel like a real fight,
this fight for goodness, and to have been beaten in it
do s feel like a real defeat and shame-— quite real

1#30 "The Question of Piracies," p. 2$.
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©sough for me.l
lelBian declared that sis was on© of the great "facts* of

the Universe, and he warned the men who played with it that

they were running counter to the collective experiences of men

in all cultures. It has been noted how often Kelman pictured

the punishment of sin in terras of habit.2 This is again an

example of his reaching into *common days' to rivet religious

truth to life.

IJhen the Atonement was under consideration, Kelman

snatched it, too, out of a forensic atmosphere and placed it

in experience. It is a psychological fact that the whole
world feels the need for atonement. Kvea pagans in the

imperfect religious systems are driven to deal with this patent

fact of consciousness. Only sacrifice will avail against sin

because experience shows us that life has no power to resl3t

self-sacrifice. "All purity, freedom, truth, good conscience,

peace, have been brought with the blood of oin-bearing men who

#3 "The Reality of Sin and Goodness," pp. 5-&* That this
approach was grounded in psychology, yet that Kelman was not deluded
by the extremes of current psychologists is noted by comparing this
statement with a similar one from tlilliara James that is surrounded
by questionable theology. "God himself, i^bhort, may draw vital
strength and Increase of very being from our fidelity. For my own
part I do not know what the sweat and blood and tragedy of this life
mean if they mean anything short of this. If this lire be not a
real fight, in which something is eternally gained for the universe
by success, it is no better than a game of private theatricals from
which one may withdraw at will. But it feels [James* italics] like
a real fight,-— as if there were something really wild in the
universe which we, with all our idealities and faithfulness are needed
to redeem..." —William James, The Bill to Believe, p. 61.* Supra, pp. 58-59.
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have loved their fellow* unto death.tod standing behind all

these sacrificial acts that men know and recognise in life is

the supreme sacrifice of Jesus Christ for all mankind. One

student sent Keliaan a question in which he asked how the death

of Christ could possible avail for the sin of man. The notes

for his answer shm clearly how he wanted to place the whole
matter within the orbit of experience.

We see atonement all around us-—others bear our sins-
share the shame of them, bear the punishment.

The dearer the love, the more complete the identification.
Christ revealed God—revealed Ilia in terns of human life.
Every incident of Christ's life the revelation of the

deepest meaning of son® part of human experience.
ihe Cross revealed this suffering with and for sin in the

heart of God which we all experience.
Showed that wherever a sin is done, God is on the Cross.2

In contrast to his frequent discussions of the Atonement,

the terras "Resurrection" and "Incarnation" rarely appeared in

E«3jtttJt*s Operetta House messages.3 Once when he was forced to

speak of these doctrines because they appeared in questions sent

through the post to be answered from the platform he countered

with an answer that can be easily discerned through these rough

notes:

1 John Kelman, Ephemera Sternitatis, p. 79#
? #50 "R«llglana iHffleultl.., " (Koto.)♦
'' An interesting comment on this matter was made by Kelman

in his Yale lectures following his observation that the doctrine
of the Resurrection held little interest or meaning for soldiers.
"The stories of the resurrection of our Lord are very beautiful,
but they are out of the sphere of the ordinary man's experience."—
John Kelman, The War and Preaching, p. 93.
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Leave them alone.
Christ professes to be a Person, not a doctrine.
Think what that life and death stand for...What does

that story mean to your life.
What attitude do you take to Christ?.••
From experience to theory, not v.v.
Proceeding from the human end.1

True to his principle of finding value-judgments regarding

these great mystori@c, he affirmed that both the Incarnation

and the Resurrection have practical messages. The Incarnation
means that God be manifest in a human life, and we are to

look within for the God who is nigh and can be known through
His whispers to our souls.^ Resurrection is a principle of

history; old forms of faith die and from them new ones spring

alive to heighten our knowledge of God. Religious development

is never a smooth and unbroken evolution.^ The Resurrection of

the body of the believer, ho said once in passing the general

subject, has been absurdly misconceived.
what has the body done for the spirit here on earth? Its

main use? lias been to be the egression of the spirit...AH
that we assert of the future is that the life of spirits
there shall be not less perfect but more perfect than here.
They shell have moans of coamurdcation, of egression,
adequate to their life and needs. l'r
Kelman»e reading references for the- subject of "Immortality"

show that he went to Salmond, Illicgworth, James, Koyce, and

J#20 "Difficulties of Faith," p. 13 (Motes).?#54 "The Unknown God," p. 20.
-s7his theme of pro-gross by sacrifice and resurrection was a

favourite one with him; it appears in Foundations of Faith, pp.
13 £-139.* The :~ar and "reaching, p. 94, rrEenera emitafir, pp.93 -94*
#58 "FroCT-eisT^'and #53 '''jhc 'gstefulness of dell'-iiacrlfice."

!"#17 "The Redemption of the Body," pp. 12,13.
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Bruce for material. But the practical substance of his

message was that when God was revealed purely by Christ, the

doctrine of Immortality was no longer a problem because what
had previously been darkness to men was now light. "He who

is sure of God can never again doubt his immortality*" Yet,
even from our human end v/e can find assurances of Immortality

that are interpretations of experience.

One of the most powerful arguments for immortality is
just this twofold fact, that in our desires we catch
passing glimpses of convincing and evident good, and that
in many cases these are all which is allowed us. To
doubt that these are waiting for fulfilment in some life
complementary to this, is to pronounce all experience
meaningless..

The Trinity was likewise declared to be a doctrine which

when considered apart from men's own lives is a mere mathe¬

matical problem absurdly consecrated by a creed. His way of

expressing the usual order in which man finds God revealing

Himself in the world is v/ell said.

The little child, whose environment is the Christian
hoc®, naturally first views the world under the dominating
idea of fatherhood. His parents are to him inevitably
the first revelation of the Divine, and he knows the
Father. Later, when life has led him to its battle-fields
of joy aid. sorrow, of sin and righteousness, he needs more

1 #40 "Immortality", p. 6, (Botes).4 John Eelman, Ephemera Bternitatia, p. 124.
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in God than he needed in the innocence of childhood.
Then it is that his whole nature craves for and responds
to the revelation of God which is given in Jesus Christ*
Farther on in the journey, when the passionate days of
youth are over, the meaning of life1s work and thought
discloses itself. The continued labour and interest
of the years require an interpretation which will keep
the man strong and keen* So he finds God revealed as
the Holy Spirit.1

Finally, concerning the existence of God, Kelman again

showed hew he relied upon the pulsing disclosures of human

experience. He found no footholds for thought or conviction

in the so called "proofs" of God. The matter must be brought

to regions much more familiar and nearer than mere arguments.

"A faith which depends upon reasoning of this sort [proofs]
because

appears to be precarious, largely/it to some extent exter¬

nalises Him. The God it reaches is a God of theory rather

than of experience."^
The following two quotations will summarise what he said

time and again about God as One who reveals Himself to the

souls of all ment

In all our knowledge, knowledge of Kim is included.
To know myself is to know God; to know the world is to
know Him. God is included in consciousness, and to doubt
Him is to doubt part of what we call ourselves. Without
Him we could not think nor live as men. He.is the only
possible interpretation of human experience.-*

No one sees God clearly. let all of us.have some
revelation of Him...You cannot have no God.^

I Ibid, pp. 147-143.J ffWniie Unknown God," p. 11.
, Ifcltk pp. 3.5~3J>*4 #29 "Gome Difficulties of Belief," p. 17.
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In a familiar passage Emerson once related how he had

very nearly thrown over the church after hearing a minister who

had droned through a heavy hour of irrelevant preaching. He

added a biting cocsaent. "The capital secret of his profession,

namely, to convert life into truth, he had not learned• John
Kelraan had learned that secret. He knew that the faith that

breasts the barriers of the spiritual world in a desperate or

lonely hour cannot be disproved, because it does not rest upon

logic but unshakable experience.

It was his own story. H© did not disclose this fact

through any of the Operetta House addresses that remain intact.

But in an impassioned moment before a student gathering in

America he opened his life.

In my college days all the questions that had been
dear to me ami had meant everything to me simply vanished
from me, and I was left absolutely without them; and one
by one, God guiding me, I went back and bade, and things
went, any amount of things that had seemed absolute
certainties in one's childhood went, but at last the great
moral facts of life [Italics not in the original] stopped
me;' there was no getting behind them.^
Upon such fundamentals of human experience as this he

rested his soul, and it was the dedicated purpose of his

ministry to bring men and women to a similar certainty.

Quoted, John Henry Jowett,
'"ork, pp. 103-104.

2 "The '"trugrle V.lth Doubt,'*
"not corrected by Dr. Keliaan").
Northfield, Mess., U.S.A.

The Preacher, His Life and

p. 16, (stenographic report—
elivered 5 July, 1902,
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?• Difficulties of Belief*

In 1901, 1902, 1903 and 190$, Eelman deputed an entire

Operetta House meeting to a consideration of questions of belief

that had either been sent hie through the post or were selected

from the most common and frequently raised points growing out of
his conversations with men. The student s1 response to Kelman's
offer to deal publicly with their problems was always enthusi¬

astic. So many questions were sent in that he often found it

necessary tc arrange them by categories and answer only one

specific question which was representative of the others in that

group.^ He face! these questions candidly, gave what he could to

help, and admitted that he was far from being an expert in the

roany fields touched upon by their religious difficulties* llhat
he had to offer them in most instance© was one or the other of

the following: (1) In some cases he had arrived at certain

definite positions - always he urged fchsia to make a test of his

position even if it were discarded; (2) In other cases the

detailed positions were still in dispute, and so he offered a

X "Professor Kennedy of Hew College, told me once," wrote
& friend, "that he had supped with him QielmsuQ one evening
long ago in Hew Horth days, and the post had come in with heavy
correspondence, Salman wailed, ami said that the mail was
smaller than usual, but that the bulk of the letters were from
University men about the difficulties and problems of life** •
"John Eelraan, An Appreciation," by Rev. L.K. audie. newspaper
clipping, source and date unknown) property of Rev* John KcRae.
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fair and useful way of stating the problem rather than a specific
solution to it. He took these questions from his young people

seriously. There was never a hint of ridicule or of minimising

the importance of the matter at hand. But he was careful to warn

his hearers over and over again that he expected the same con¬

siderations from thorn. There were two types of questioners

with whom ho had little patience: the quibbling sort of person

who was really seeking conversation rather than conviction;

and the one who was taking cowardly refuge in his religious

difficulties. He made his attitude towards each abundantly

clear by laying questions about Gain's wife or Jonah and the
Whale firmly aside, and by calling for straightforward decision

on the great Christian issues which demand active allegiance.

He did not want his hearers to rest on their difficulties, nor

did he ever allow them to think that positions other than

Christian were free of intellectual difficulty. It was

customary with him that he followed up "Question Night" with
all or part of a splended address entitled "Difficulties of

Unbelief," in which he developed a position, set out popularly

by Prank Ballard,"1* that the cumulative difficulties of unbelief

^Frank Ballard, The Miracles of Unbelief. This book was first
published in November, 1909 am: had gone into four editions by
November, 1902. Kelraan wrote that although the main theme of this
book was the same a3 his own, "I had found nine before reading it.
In some ways the book seems to me liable to criticism. It is
redundant end ill-written, and while many of its positions seem to
me open to question, there are some of them with which I entirely
disagree. Yet it is a remarkable collection both of arguments and
quotations, and I have used it very freely." - #39 "Tht Difficulties
of Unbelief," p.l.
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are even greater than those of faith#

Before ordering these problems it is well to point out that

the four question nights and the answers given on these occasions

could not be considered realistically as adequate documentation
of the student mind from 1&99-19X4* The discussion which follows

is based on the fact that Kelman indicated in his "Question

Nights" that he intended to leave some of the questions

unanswered and carry them forward into full addresses later#

From notations on his manuscripts it is clear that the

addresses entitled, "Miracles,* "Jesus of Kazareth," "Christ

and Evolution," "Agnosticism," "The Unknown God," and many others,

had grown out of the issues raised by their questions# And so

these evenings in which religious difficulties were considered

aro valuable simply as soundings taken to correct or confirm

his preaching through the years• It will be seen that some

of the natters raised by students ware allowed to fade away, while

others remained or became dominant in his thinking and preaching#

The groupings of general subjects which follow are based on the

relative importance that Xelzaan gave throughout his Operetta

House series to matters of faith and practice - indicative

as to what he believed were the great religious difficulties

of his time#

Science and Religion# When Kelman spoke of evolution,
and he did so often in the first four years of his Operetta House
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Meetings, he did not attack it as a principle# He accepted,

apparently, the correctness of the theory and did not hesitate
to summarise for his hearers the cumulative evidence in its

favours

"I feel," he said, "that the arguments in favour of
evolution are such that today a man is bound to show
cause, not for being an Evolutionist, but for refusing to
be one, and that so far as I can see, the immense
preponderance of likelihood is in favour of the view that
God created man in this manner#"J-

He did not take refuge in the fact that there were

cleavages between the different schools of evolutionists, but

concluded that the discussions were within the principle which

had survived its fight in earlier times for life and could now

turn to implications hitherto only partially examined# Thus

Eelisan was entirely sympathetic towards the great personalities

whose nasaes were associated with the theory# He took great

pains to preface Ms remarks about them with the assurance that

he did not wish to associate himself with the hue and cry that

was so often raised about their findings# He felt that relig¬

ion had, in attempting to save what it considered to be essential,

done itself and others much injustice# And it was characteristic

^
#29 "Some Difficulties of Belief," p#U# Also in #8, p# 6#

Cf# Ephemera Eternitatls, pp. 256, 3G7» in which he seems to
accept evolution as an established theory.
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of his longer discussions of the relationships between Science
and Religion to begin with an apology for Religion's past

mistakes in the struggle and to avow that he was in no way an

expert in scientific matters# He relied heavily upon

Professor Ward's Gifford Lectures-*- for statement of the technical

problems involved in scientific considerations. Yet his

lectures show a wealth of research along the entire field. He

quoted from Darwin, Spenceaj Huxley, Haeckel, Professor J. Arthur

Thomson, Professor Chiene, Professor Flint, Professor Geddes,

Henry Drummond, Dr. liartineau, Oliver Lodge, Professor Bergson,

Professor James Qrr, John Morley, W.H.Hallock, William James,

Dr. Peyton and Lord Kelvin, to mention only a few of those

who had contributed to his understanding of the problems

involved. The fact that he was invited to contribute

an essay to a symposium^ on the new rappra&chment between

Science and Religion along with such men as Sir Oliver Lodge,

Bertrand Russell, John ffuirhead, Patrick Geddes, and

J. Arthur Thomson, would indicate that he was certainly not

considered to be inexpert along this line.

His arguments against the conclusions of those who felt

James lard, naturalism and Agnosticism, 2 Volumes,
Gifford Lectures, Idyt-lriyd, {Londoni a. and C. Black Co.,)
1£>99)A

'J.S*HiuuL editor, Ideals of 3cience and Faith, (London:
George Allen, 156 Charing cross itoad, 1904).
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that evolution explained away religion because it had hit

at the root of religious verities were based on Dr.

Martineau*a statement of forty years past-*- that had been

fully developed by many other apologists} the argument that

origin had become confused with cause, that the facts of

©volution were "God's facts•"

He followed J. Arthur Thomson in denying that Science

dealt with certainty while Religion was concerned with

mystery, and pointed out that the growth of Science (whose
path was strewn with abandoned causes and theories) had

2
reduced and not increased the number of ultimate certainties.

He shoived how Science, like Religion, must rest ultimately
on faith regarding the reality of an external world, the
connection of cause and effect, and the reliability of the

inquirer's powers of observation and reasoning. These

familiar arguments had been distilled into common knowledge

even in his day, and so he wasted little time elaborating
them. There are actually only six addresses that deal

directly with the issues between Science and Religion, and it

A??Science discloses the method of the world, but not
its cause: Religion its cause, but not its method} and there
is no conflict between them except when either forgets its
ignorance of what the other alone can know." - Quoted p.221
iri John Kelman's essay in Ideals of Science and Faith entitled
"A Presbyterian Approach,r' pp. f19-245.

#£ "evolution, Immortality and Inspiration," p.2.
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is quite evident that he considered the direct conflict

between them to be a thing of the past, no longer a major

problem in the rainds of his students#**" He was far more

concerned with two elements of danger to religious faith

that resulted directly from the evolutionary theory: One
2

was a general Pessimism, and the other was a light attitude
towards sin because many now believed it to be part of man1 a

hereditary nature#

Pessimism, he believed, came from those who felt that

manfs hwibls origins have thus degraded him. Extreme

Pessimism will be considered in another chapter because

Kelman felt that actually it had been cut away from its

roots (evolution and its explanation of man*s degraded

beginnings) and had become an unreasoned mood or spirit of

PCf. John I'elman, Among Famous Cooks. pp«244 - 245*
Tn a lecture entitled "Optimism the Attitude of Faith,*

another preacher, quite independent of Eelman, confirmed this
observation. "Professor Orr opens his admirable Kerr
Lectures on the ♦Christian View of God and the World,» with
an exposition of the German idea, 'Weltansicht,* and pleads
with much force for a Christian theory of the world. It
is an interesting coincidence that the two eminent men who
delivered the last Gifford Lectures have both addressed
themselves to the same subject in their treatment of religion#
The Master of Balliol, in his Evolution of Religion, and
Professor PfleiJerer, in his Philosophy of Religion, have felt
it necessary to embrace 1 totlira,am ami Pessimism#» it is a
sign of the times: it is also a reflection on the past#" -
John V/atson, The Mind of the Master, (1&96), p#225#
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many literary figures of his day# He countered the

arguments of the pessimists with the proposition that evolution

had really made optimism scientific. Rather than becoming

a danger to our* spiritual life, it had given us every reason

to believe that we are moving towards better things:

Gentlemen, the belief in progress has been ill-
treated#. .Evolution lifts it'out of the debated field of
politics altogether onto the ground of calm scientific
fact# And in doing this Evolution becomes the champion
of optimism. It is impossible for the Evolutionist to
regard the world as a sinking ship...

The Zeitgeist - the Spirit of the Age - denied

miracles, said Kelm&n. And the watchwords of the present

Zeitgeist were Evolution and natural Law. But this spirit

which has actually been present in every age, although

engendered by different phenomena, has always denied miracles.^
As ha® already been indicated** Kelman did not press the matter

of miracles on his audience. But he did not avoid a

scientific consideration of them either. Rather than follow

the time-honoured definition that *miracles are breaches

of the natural law,f he prefcred to think that they were

likely the operation of much higher laws (spiritual) on

the lower (material) nature. Here he was following view.

?;#£> "Evolution, Immortality and Inspiration," p.12.
#30 "The Question of Miracles," p.7.
Supra, p,'79.
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promulgated by Henry Drummond in his Hatural Law and the

Spiritual torld* He also warned men that, scientific coifc-

siderations aside, it is much more difficult to account for

Christianity without miracles than with them#

Along the same line of thought Kelman considered the

matter of electa.on in the religious sense# There was a

query about it every night he held the floor open for

questions? but he did not once consider the subject in
his other Operetta House lectures because he did not think

it was a genuine hindrance to faith# He always offered a

"useful principle" by suggesting that the matter of

election was beyond full discussion because it was in

metaphysical realms* But he was sure that the elect were

responsible for the non-elect, and that election was

possible for all* Christianity modified the principle of

natural selection by proclaiming itself the Gospel for the

unfit* Thus, election was placed in a much wider area#

The useful way of thinking of this matter was to recall

that we are elect, not to privilege, but to service#**" Again,
2

he had found dnaaaond helpful*
The other danger which was also related to Pessimism

2 #29 "Soma Difficulties of Belief," pp. 12-14#
Henry Druromond, The Ascent of Han. Chapter VII.



lay in the belief that the doctrine of heredity encouraged

men to view sin as a natural tendency:

The steadily increasing acceptance of the doctrine
of evolution by the modern mind has been one of the most
illuminative influences in our times. But undoubtedly
one of the dangerous elements which it has brought in
with it, is a tendency to fatalism consequent upon a
too exclusive attention to the doctrine of natural
selection and the survival of the fittest. The weak
are apt to excuse themselves from effort on the plea
of their weakness, until a fatalistic paralysis of
will and distrust of their pa./era sets them wholly j
at the mercy of outward circumstances and inward moods.

He felt that it was actually dangerous to show any

compassion for the weak brother lest he trade upon the

sympathy and cease to strive. This attitude is found

often in Lelman's works:

This is a plain word to all the neurotic, and to
that very such over-indulged member of society, the
weak brother...To all men and women who are tempted to
trade on their weaknesses, to be exacting, to expect
ant? demand special terras and allowances...Ton have no
riflit to your weaknesses#• .play the man and rejoice#

There is little doubt that this fatalism was a

genuine problem in his mind and not just a theme around

which he had been able to gather some good material# In

four Operetta House sermons preached on several occasions

throughout the first decade of the twentieth century in

2 John Kelman, The Road, II, 105#
John Kelraan, ^phenera litornitatis, p#ll&# Of#

The Read, II, 256, iJpnemera kternitatis. p# 71*
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Edinburgh he inveighed against its dangers*1
It was in this context that he set a call for

repentance, although it is important to observe that

repentance was not a usual part of his preaching in the

Operetta House. He held that Goci was lord of nature and thus
was Lord of heredity and retributions

Before Darwin had said that the fittest survive
and the unfit perish, God had said *the soul that
simiuth, it shall die.*...But you can ask God to forgive
you, and repentance before Him is not wasted time#
He has set these stern laws about us just for this
end that they may drive us back to Him to find there
is a sort of second chance that Ifature knows nothing,
of. For Nature is merciless, but He is merciful#••

The evolutionary hypothesis was of immense value to

religion, he believed. It had he3.pod us to realise the

unity of the universe, and gave us more insight into the

marvelous workings of God in the world. Yet, in one

particular he would not budge an inch before evolution#

That was in its attack upon the Person of Christ couched

in the argument that He is the sort of Person one would

expect to find at the end of the road of Evolution; and,
because He is presented in the Hew Testament as a Perfect

Type that has emerged in the midst of the process, either

the picture has been idealised or He never existed at all#

#3, #4, #17 and #65 - these were preached in the years,
1SS9,91901, 1902, 1905, 1907 and 1909.

#4 "Second Chances," pp# 20-21#
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Kelman seemed to think this view worthy of refutation and

he devoted one whole address to the subject "Christ and

Evolution.51 His central argument was that the facts

attesting both His existence and the perfection of His

character are. beyond dispute# Therefore, seme other

solution must be found. He suggested that one element in

consciousness is that it moves towards an ideal which it has

seen. When we were granted consciousness by God, He then

permitted us to see the ideal towards which we are progressing#

Oven the lower creatures are going towards an ideal that God

has willed for them, but in Christ He has permitted, the

creatures which share the attribute of consciousness with

Him to see that ideal. This particular suggestion, which,

when pressed, plight lead to the conclusion that Kelman

believed all men were progressing towards a divinity of

perfection was offered only once. AM its single

purpose obviously was to defend the divinity of Christ,

rather than postulate a future divinity for man#

The Higher Criticism and the Inspiration of Scripture#

On the two occasions in which he dealt with Inspiration in

the course of his regular Operetta House series, Kelman pre¬

sented the view that the Bible is to be looked upon as a

development. He felt that this penetration of the

evolutionary idea into religion in what might be termed *the
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historical sense * was a most helpful way of getting at

revelation. And he believed it to be much truer to the

facts than the claims of the literalists. He did

not condemn the literalists but he did very little to

commend their views to his groups because he knew that

their positions had led to difficulties which had tended to

cut men adrift from their faith. Heither was he willing

to join those of the Reconciliation School who clung to the

accuracy of Scripture but tried to interpret it to make it

harmonise with modern discoveries. He was frank to state

that he believed the *new view of revelation* which denied

the infallibility of Scripture was a..."fairer, broader
and more scientific dealing with the Bible.•.And one result

is that many men, who like Romanes, were bitterly opposed to

Christianity...are now finding their way back to faith."**"
Thus, he did not believe that there was any real danger in

the Higher Criticism, because its aim was positive and not

negative. True it was that many of the early German

critics had leaned too much towards the negative and had

busied themselves with accumulating defects, discrepancies,

and errors {even when they did not exist) without carrying

^ ft "Evolution, Immortality and Inspiration," p.25.
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forward towards their true goal# But the trend of the

present (1902) shaded clearly that Higher Criticism was

a great friend of the Christian religion and its aim

was,"###to preach a true view of revelation - a view

consistent with the discovered facts#Rather than

having denied Inspiration, the Higher Criticism had asserted

it in the strongest way, had helped us to understand it, and
had demonstrated that it was true to the facts of individual

ana national development#

Students were encouraged to take this view of

development in the Biblical revelation direct to Scripture

as a principle and apply it to every difficulty there#
As examples, he pointed out that the two Creation stories

in Genesis were "Creation myths," yet in them is "the

simplest, truest, and most eternal story of temptation,

sin, shame and punishment, and of the justice and love of
2

God#" God let men make their myths, but even through
thera He was revealing Himself# Through the whole of the

Old Testament men can be seen receiving the highest

possible revelations which at that stage of their development

they were capable oi understanding# God speaks to each

i #29 "Some Difficulties of Belief," p# 5** #6 "Evolution, Immortality and Inspiration," p# 9»
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generation through its own materials and forms, not to

reveal historical and scientific fact, but religious

truth about roan's relation with God• The scientific

ideas of any part of the Bible are just those of that

particular age. Through -mch. a view of rov©lation 'Joshua
and the Sun and Moon* was presented as "a poetic fragment

from an ancient book of lyrics" which could not possibly

be taken literally but is yet truth of Israel's stopping

tho march of the gods of foreign nations#^ He dealt

with Jonah, the historical discrepancies in Kings and

Chronicles, and the hero stories in Judges in the same way.

lie postulated, also, a development of moral and spiritual

teaching in the Bible, pointing out that the low moral
tone of some of the sentiments in Old Testament utterances

was the best mn knew at the time and was not evidence of

en impious God# Men received His revelation imperfectly

even until the time of Christ when the revelation was made

perfect in the flesh.

Mhat, then, does Kelwm mean by Inspiration and where

is the Authority in Religion? He has one consistent answer

to this question which never varies throughout his ministry:

3
Ibid., pp. 30-31#
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There is an inner witness, and, as I-lartineau has it,
an inner *3eat of authority,* which must inevitably
be the final court of appeal, and which is necessarily
paramount, over Church and written Scripture,

Because the Bible must be rejected as an infallible

book, true inspiration, which is never an external force,

"is not to be sought for in the mere book, but in the

revelation of God which that book reveals,"2 And that

revelation is always direct to the soul of man. It is

true, Eelman admitted, that the revelation will vary from man

to man, but this does not mean that it is not a safe guide

to truth or is merely a reflection of life rather than

God*s presence in the spirit of man:

"So the images vary," he said, "but their
diversity does not change the fact that it is the
Sternal God which each of them, in its ovm imperfect
fashion, is reflecting# It is true that God is in
one sense a reflection of life; but in a deeper sense
it is.,true that back of that life is a reflection of
God."-*
When one goes behind the canon of Scripture he

discerns that it was experience that formed the main

criterion for determining the canon# The revelation of

God to man is accomplished through intelligence which

? John Kelman, The Road, U, 151#ft "Evolution, immortality and Inspiration," p#33#
Cf« Ephemera Ebemitat is, pp. 31-32.

"~r * ""/ho Unknown God," pp. 14-15*
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actively judges the world of experience while will is

continually changing it."*" Therefore we emerge with the

doctrine of the Authority of Christian Experience, a

doctrine which holds that every external authority must

become internal by its appeal to living experience, and

only when it has been proved true or false by this inner

criterion can it rightly be held to be commanding.-'
This doctrine was clearly set out by Kelman in his

and in his Yale lectures, MftC
and Preaching.5 But for the purposes of this thesis it

shall bo presented in its stages of development as seen

through his student sermons.

The practical content of this teaching about the

Authority of Christian Experience is not that Kelman tends

to depart from Scripture, but that he commends it to Ills
students as a record which is a convincing Interpretation

of their o\m spiritual lives. He does not appear to

imply that there is saving revelation outside the Bible.

3-#9 "Jesus of Nazareth," pp. 21-22.2 In this connection it is interesting to note that
R.H. Stradian* a Alexander Robertson Trust Lectures delivered
at the University of Glasgow in 1929, entitled The Authority
tt£ j&C&lfeyaI . were dedicated, "To the Memory of
John Keltian, Q.B.E., D.D., D. Litt. In Gratitude and Affection

.o<?iqj[s, iim corcuypp, EortQ syftfrragfrug*"
T For its application in his preaching see Supra, pp. 71-85
7 Particularly in Lecture II.*

pp. 30-44*
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Once in an aside about the value of Shakespeare's works,
Kelrian remarked that although Shakespeare was helpful

and inspiring, and that every book that is read will become

part of the inspiration of the Spirit, still,
The Bible has given us the Vision of God, the

spiritual truths which reveal to men their destiny.
Other books give us many other good things but
nothing of the same sort as this. The form in which
it is given is a secondary matter. The revelation is the
reason for calling it important

Ifor does Kelman hold that the hero stories of other

nations are to be compared with the revelation to Israel. The

Assyrian tablets or the Herkales stories are not in the same

category with the Bible:

Israel has this peculiarity, that certain great
religious truths——truths which nowhere else than in
Israel have been perceived with anything like the
same degree of clearness and of spiritual power
were revealed in Israel at every stage.2
A highly remarkable and revealing fact about John

Kelman* s treatment of Revelation and the Inspiration of

Scripture is that he did not often speak about these matters

to hia Operetta House audiences. He gave then full

#fi "Evolution, Immortality and Inspiration," pp. 3V-35*2 #29 "Some Difficulties of Belief," p.9.
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attention, only twice In the course of fifteen years of

these nestings. Once he introduced a student * s question

about the Higher Criticism with the remark that, "at
some future time I may have the privilege of talking with

you about it in more detail."^ But he never mentioned it

again. The conclusions that can be drawn lead in two

directions. He may have felt that the battle for this

'new view of revelation' was over and that it was no longer

necessary to give it a full place in his message. Onea

in preface to an address on "iicionco and Religion" he said

that the Robertson Smith views on the Bible and Inspiration

had cone to stays

Three cases have been tried since then, and they have
gone in favour of the new view—-the last by an over¬
whelming majority in the year 1902 Qtelraan said this in
1903} that case the long battle may be said to Imve
been won at last.

Perhaps ho felt that the battle was pretty well won in

the student^aJ minds, too. Perhaps, also, and this is surely

true, he felt that it did little good to continue to

emphasise a way of looking at the difficulties of Scripture

21^4$ ^Science and Religion," p. 22. In 1902 Hainan had
made some statements about the new view of revelation before
the Assembly in the case which was aimed at George Adam Gwith.
He had reminded them that his work had led him among hundreds
of doubting young men and women of his time. He had n«an that
in their hearts they longed to be sure of God and this way of
thinking about revelation was one along which many of them would
find find had found God.—Minutes of the General Assembly for
Friday, May 23rd, 1902.
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oneo the principle had been enunciated. But the vital reason

he did not spend more time on the subject of Revelation

and Inspiration of Scripture (or Science) goes much deeper.

It is that young students wore not so much troubled with

specific attitudes towards the Bible, difficulties in

certain passages, as with something much more deadly and

subtle which arose from the whole onslaught by Science

and the Higher Critics upon Religions a hazy and often

inarticulated vagueness and uncertainty of belief based on

the fact that they did not know what to believe; and

consequently they became prey to a multitude of unexamined

theories and passing fancies of belief.

ihtnosticiaa. The mask under which most uncertainty of

belief among young men and women hid was the popular word

"Agnosticism." Kelraan thought that this attitude towards

knowledge was in the foreground in his day for many reasons:

(1) Science had shown how limited knowledge really is; (2)
Many voices were crying out in praise of some special theory that

would satisfy all deraands of belief and living; (3) The
sudden and immense advance of the sciences and the misunder¬

stood findings of the Higher Critics had resulted in an ago
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of 'lutlf-bolief * in which there was no certainty, only

probability; (4) The exaggeration and past mistakes of

dogmatism in religion which had countered geniuna

intellectual inquiry with siiaia proofs and crude and un¬

thinking statements had repulsed those who needed religious

certainty so badly.~

In portions of twenty-three different addresses delivered

before twenty-nine Operetta House audiences Kelman wrestled

with the student tendency to take refuge in Agnosticism.

There can be little doubt that he considered Agnosticism, with

its related attitudes, to be the most deadly eneray of

spiritual life In his time.2 His utterances against it run

through his entire ministry to students, and they increase

rather ttein subside through the years.3

\ 49 "Agnosticism," pp. 4-7*d Compare this observation with statements made by an
observer in America and another in Britain circa 1900: "There ar
two notable and significant features in the condition of the
question of religion at present....On the one side, unbelief
has very markedly settled down into agnosticism. On the other
side, Christendom, more perhaps than ever, is confused and
contradictory as to what Christianity most simply and essentially
is."—P. Carnegie Simpson, Afro flag ft of QhriUfc, P. 9; the
American, justifying in the preface to the sixth edition of his
book his having characterised the present age as*an age of
doubt,* wrote, "I mean simply that it is one of those periods
of human history in which the sudden expansion of knowledge and
the breaking-up of ancient moulds of thought have produced a
profound and wide-spread feeling of uncertainty in regard to the
subject of religion."—Henry Van Dyke, Tfrfl Qp?poj for,, m Aftt
9f P. xvii.

Pilius in 1912 the titles of two addresses given on
succeeding Sunday evenings were, #111 "Can God Be Known?" and
#110 -The Great Mystery."
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The consequences of this Agnosticism, doubt, or 'half-
bolief* were many. One was an ethical agnosticism which he

characterised as "our most clangorous spiritual enemy, "3.
expressed in some quarters quite openly and hiding in others
under the vague tern, * relativity of morals. * Another was the
habit of doubting without particular reasons assigned. This

attitude which he described as "typical of our Zeitgeist"

resulted in a kind of, "... chronic impotence, a lack of

power to believe, a paralysis of faith," which rooted in

past difficulties of faith and now coloured the habit of

student mental processes.2 Another consequence was a sort

of chronic suspension of judgment in which the 'agnostic*

allowed natters intellectual, spiritual, and, even, moral
to swim about before him while he played with the emptiness of

scepticism and planted his foot on nothing solid from which

to work*'

!Celmn*s answer to this mood of doubt was to attack the

general factors which he believed had contributed to it. One

was the vague feeling among many students that the great

#3 "The Reality of Sin and Goodness," p. 4; also in
#7 and ##9.

~ #6 "The Scepticism of the Dissecting Room," pp. 6, 7.
3 #70 "Alternatives to Christianity," p. 1.
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intellectuals were generally sceptical about faith. This, he

said, was contrary to th© facts. The marked trend of the

day was the drift back to faith by those intellectuals who had

taken their own way. And regardless of whether or not they ware

allied to Christianity, they v;©ro not experts in the field of

religion. Students did not take their politics from tho3a

men, why try to lean upon thorn for religious belief?*
Another factor was the general confusion on matters of

historical accuracy of Scripture which he answered, as has

already been seen, by offering the principle of an evolutionary

development of the Bible, emphasising that it was truth with
which they were concerned rather than the form in which it was

revealed.

The problem of the expanded conceptions of the Universe

which Science had revealed was also contributory to 'half-

belief.1 It was tho general feeling that God 'loses us in

the crowd*f Eelman countered with an affirmation of the

larienae value of soul.

But the most serious general contributing factor was the

Found in #29, £39, and MG, All are entitled,,
"Difficulties of Belief."
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problem of evil* Here, he said, "we are at the very centre

of the doubt of this day* That centre has shifted from

questions of everlasting punishment, Inspiration, etc*
to this point—the cruel neglect and unfairness of life

to many*''"*- Kelraan was completely sympathetic with doubts

resulting from the problem of evil and he turned to consider
2

it in six different Operetta House sermons* In accordance

with his usual pleq4 to lean upon experience he advised men

to leave the metaphysical side unsolved, take hope from the

fact that this problem showed a God-given concern for the lot

of our fellows, and have absolute trust that behind the non-

moral lasts of Nature is the One whom they have found in their

own experience to be good, just, and loving*

Against the whole range of Agnosticism which generally

resulted in materialism, Kelraan asserted the reality of the

spiritual. He based his argument that the spiritual lies
i
within a real department of knowledge on an unyielding

i

idealism: "Hegel," he said, "has left as his permanent legacy
to modem thought the profound conviction that thourht is

reality...on that primary knowledge we take our stand."3 He

did not attempt to argue against materialism point by point

because it was unnecessary to do so*

I #19 "Atheism, Practical and Theoretical," p* IS.
\ #19, #29, #38, #50, #65, and #0.

"Science and Religion," p. 32*
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It was not so much the tenets of materialism that were of

concern now as the mood it had cast upon the age:

Materialism, in its fully expressed form is an old-
fashioned and out-of-date form of scepticism now. It
has boen dead these dozen years or more* Yet what one
raight call the spirit of materialism, lives on#1

fiie great attempt by Ilaechel to identify matter with spirit^
had been heralded by the Rationalist Press, but it was an

unsuccessful latter-day attempt to revive an earlier materialism

that was no longer attractive to thoughtful minds# But the

general spirit of it, fostered by the medical student*s concen¬

tration on physical phenomena and the student of commerce* s

attention to business affairs, was still very much alive# Me
advised these young men to turn their attention to the spiritual

world of knowledge# It was advice which had such a dominant

note in his practical message, as has already bean seen#-* The

management of mind and faith to harken to the internal witness

to the reality of spirit was the greatest ally in the fight

against uncertainty in belief:

Is God only a magnified Nature, or is God the Almighty
and Eternal Soul# For my part, I cannot hesitate# In
spite of the show of things around me, X hold by the truer
ipq.ypji^lQn wlfchta*4
The voices that cried for assent to spiritual discernment

1
0 #6 "The Scepticism of the Dissecting Room," p# 5#2 Ernst F# Haockel. flip fff fchf Vnivsm (1901).

Kelman brought this book to one 0#H# meeting, said that it was a
book that was presently being "widely read and talked about,"
and proceeded to demolish Haeckel*s arguments in short form by
pointing out that all of his former supporters had returned to
raithy"5cience and Religion," pp. 26-32.* 4$

^Supra. pp. 55-56..
4 #29 "Some Difficulties of Belief," p. 33•
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and yet denied that there could be knowledge of spirit through

reason were not highly regarded by Kelraan, just as he did not

agree with the sort of argument advanced by Pascal that faith

will pay liest in the end whether it prove true or false.* On

many occasions he took issue with the cult of irrationality in¬

stituted by John Henry Newman and now led by Kidd, Balfour,
2

James, and others. He believed that those who upheld religion

while yet avowing distrust of reason in matters of faith gave

aid and comfort to the agnostics who opposed religion. There

was a decided place for reason in faith; for we believe because
we think it reasonable to believe, or we have no ri$\t to
believe at alls "Belief against knowledge is simply dishonesty;
belief beyond knowledge is simply speculation..."3 Such

religious agnosticism which yet asserted the fundamentals of

the Christian faith, claims a right for theology which is

shared by no other science; its faith, divorced from reason,

is groundless; and it enlists in its ranks the very forces of

agnosticism which it tries to combat, leading to a dangerous

I John Kelman, P- 21g-
'! 3pa4» 16f and II, 122> PpofoSb

PP« 2*?3-286; Sffle 43pegt^ of, fatprnqfcifflql CftrtffUanfoyt
PP. 73-74J Salted with Fire, pp. lgf.: Xfro tiobpgfcLouis_Stevenson. pd. lL8f•: also. #L8. #37. and #49.

3 m "Agnosticism," pp. 17-1".
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corollary attitude of scepticism towards moral absolutes.-*-
Keliaan urged his students to read Flint's Agnosticism**

on this subject, and said that he was bored with young men

who prattled about 'agnosticism' and had read absolutely

nothing on the subject* In his lecture on "Agnosticism51
he followed the Kantian assertion that certain primary

■ (tua
objects of knowledge are given in reason—-are self-evident:

TKnowledge of self (as spirit), God, and the world. Kelman
was not enough of a philosopher to develop this epistemology,

nor did his purpose demand a development of it. He believed

that however dogmatic this idealism might seem, yet any man

who was willing to bring his experience to bear upon those

self-eviaent objects of knowledge would find God in his own

heart. And when God was seen, as surely He would bo, then

Agnosticism would be vanquished.

Because Keliaan quoted so often andwith such approval fhm James'"BIL
eve, his disavowal of those who have no place fox reason
Lth may seem anomalous. But a close study of his

quotations from the book shows that his admiration for it was
not based of its basic tenets, but on the conviction that James
had brought much helpful light to bear upon the moods and
attitudes that lie behind belief.

2 Robert Flint, Agnosticism (The Croall Lecture for 1£$7-
loBB, first published in 1903). Kelman told his hearers that
this was "a great book, the greatest ever written on this
subject."— #49 "Agnosticism," p.3. Flint was chairman the
evening Kelrnan gave the address entitled "Atheism, Practical
and Theoretical."
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vx« Jamsi Vm in JXolat Jftg
A notable part of John Kelman's ministry was performed

in time of war. It carried hira to the trenches in France,

to Italy, and to America where as an emissary of his govern¬

ment he presented the attitudes of the men in the field and

interpreted the moral issues at stake in the conflict. In

a study of Kelraan*s ministry to students this phase of his

life is important because in a very real sense these men at

the front line who crowded inside the "Y" Huts to hear hira

speak, or who shared their bedding with hira in shell-torn

buildings v/ere * students in uniform. * Although they had

suddenly grown old in experience, they had, collectively,
the raind of the young man, a mind that Kelman knew wall after
his long association with University students. And he knew

their hearts, too. For this man who came to the front lines
as a YilCA official when his health prevented him from coming

as a Uhaplain brought with him a sincerity of sympathy and

warmth of understanding that endeared him to thousands of

soldiers. As one who served with hira during that period

has written:

Ho man came to the Armies during the war so popular
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with all three groups, the High Command and officers, the
chaplains, and the soldiers. All felt instantly drawn to
lila. The war had taken the young men of Britain find
Dr. Kolman followed them. He suffered with then. His
tender, sensitive spirit was tortured and, like many others,
Ids years were shortened by the tragedy of the World War.*

The question briefly to consider is, in what way did

Kelmait change his preaching themes in this period of intense

sacrifice, hatred, fear, and distress? To answer this question
two publications can be brought forward as evidencei a book

of sermons preached in the early part of the War (1915) entitled
Salted with Fire* and two chapters in his Yale Lectures on the

2
subjects, "Then Came the War," and "The Soldier*s Creed."

Many of his other sermons to soldiers are in his files. But

they are sketches as a rule, not fully written, and a study of
them indicates that what was said in the two publications just

mentioned is representative of his entire wartime preaching.

How did his preaching to men in uniform differ from those

sermons delivered before students who crowded the Operetta House

in earlier days? Essentially it did not change at all. He,

like many other chaplains of his day, presented Jesus as the
"Great Mate." But, unlike many of them, he fully recognised the

dangers of moral insufficiency in this *heavenly pal* type of

approach and used it for but orie^ commanding purpose: to focus

upon Jacun Christ the tremendous sense of honour that v/as

generally directed by soldiers in the moat self-sacrificial ways

^
Harry N, Holmes, "Jolin Kelman, Servant of the Kingdom

of God," The Christian Herald (TTSAJ, p. 13, 8th. June,2 John Kelman, The "War and Preaching. Lectures III and IV.
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towards their comrades-in arras. Whatever the faults that accomp¬

anied this sort of preaching, he was sure that, "the thought of
Jesus as Mate did carry with it a desire to keep honour with

Him."1
He noted that the sense of sin w as not strong in the

soldier's creed. And, as with students in earlier tines, he

did not attempt so much to fix sin upon them by passionate

accusations of sinfulness as he did by holding before them the

Person of Jesus Christ who died for their sins. Discussing tliis

point before his Yale audience, he said:
TIi© flaw in their armour will probably be found most

frequently with the view of Christ as Comrade, in the
thought of honour towards Him, and in a deeper under¬
standing of His sacrifice for sin. The more fully they
grasp the reality of His love, and especially of His
sacrifice, the more they will realise the poverty of
their response...an appeal to conscience was sure of an
answer so long as it was given in a manly and a loving
spirit.

It does appear that Kolnan preached more about the Cross

po his soldiers than he did to students. He found that the

soldier's constant experience of sacrifice evoked a response

to the preaching of the Cross such as perhaps could never be

had in times of peace. For the war revealed to men a,"...
human Cross," said Kelman, "whereon God came to the side of
sinful and suffering man, and man found God nearer to him

1
IL&I., p.85.2 3E55-, p*97.
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than all his griefs , nearer than his very sins«n^
As in his student preaching, he appealed to the idea of

manly honour in his call for noble living amidst the temptations

of such times. He wrote after the war that, "The principle that
remains firm in the hearts of all the noblest of the fighting men

is that of sportsmanship."2 And at the front h© had observed that,

"The sense of honour, and the unwritten and unwritable law that
a nan must play the game, 'were everywhere apparent."3 In a senaon

preached to the members of the Officer1 s Training Corps of Sdinbiurgh

University in 1915,^" he cautioned them to hold fast to their faith
in the reality of goodness for the sake of their honour and self-

respect,

With all his might he preached the love of God to nen in

wartime. The sermons in Salted with Fire are full of this note.^

Indeed, as he confessed in his introduction to the volume, "Above
all other things, (in such times] the supreme lesson which we

need to learn is love...."^
He prcached more about immortality tc soldiers than he

did to students, and the reason for that is obvious. They were

i P.dS.
J John Kelman, Ap.pegfrg of Christ jffljLt.Y, p.143.
f John Kelman, The flfcr P«59.4 Jolm Kelman, Wfttih pp.11-21.

Tho sermon entitled "Untimely Virtues," for example, ends in
a mighty crescendo of "love." The word "love" is used nine times
in less than one page (p.l67).

Ibid.T P.v.
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in constant company with death, and he noted that the fear of it
in some measure had vanished and was replaced with "the firm con¬

viction that all does not end at the grave, but that those who

die ore still alive somewhere, still active and awareThis

discovery was brought by Kelman into the orbit of the Christian

faith. Ho attempted,as h® had with students, earnestly to

build doctrinal certainties from the wartime experiences of his

hearers. The result was that many an Operetta House address

was reworked and incorporated into his sermons to soldiers.^

But the notable change in them was that they were based on

propositions upon which the light of the day was beating. This

meant that on Trinity Sunday the mystery of the Throe Persons of

the Trinity was spoken of, not from the experiences of halcyon
student days, but 3in the light of this war."3 The Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit were then viewed through the eyas of men who had

been driven to the tranches of Flanders or those at hone who

anxiously scanned the casualty list3. Eelman was a master at

keeping pace with the attitudes and events that changed or

modified the experiences of men, yet he does not appear ever to

have changed the ultimate evangelical conclusions towards which

* as%25g:: PP.^
in QtiLvfL WltffrLflLEff* ^ t _

- John Kelman, Calteti ViUh ¥Xr%» P* 107.
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he allowed these fluctuating experiences to flow.

/mother observation that Kelman raade about soldiers is in

direct and familiar context with his earlier preaching! "One

was constantly impressed and almost haunted by the sense that

these wen were more religious than they knew* "**• It evoked from

him the 3awe theme as before, Unconscious Christianity* In 1920
he wrote that as a result of the war there was now a,

Vast amount of unconscious Christianity among wen who are
outside the pale of the Church* They have been doing the
v/orks of Christ, and in many ways following his example of
nobility and sacrifice, and yet knowing not that it was His*
The first task of the Church must be to gather this vast
wealth of unconscious Christianity, and reveal to those who
have practiced it the true nature of their treasure* She
oust convict men of being Christians in so far as these traits
of character go, and challenge them in fairness to consider
what else is involved in their partial following of Christ*^

Throughout the war he preached to man about Cyrus who was girded

though ha knew it not, wooed thorn away from fatalism, and con-

damned dogma and creed that was not truo to experience*

There is one change from the preaching of student days

that is most important* There is but a hint of it in his published

works, but the hint is strong* The direction of the change

lay in u correction of the somewhat attenuated and buoyant strains

of his earlier interpretation of the "Gospel of Healthy-nindedness*"

J John kelman, ffie %&£ fig$ ffcpg&lag# ?• 74.* John Kelman, "War Memorial Issue,Tf The Stuaent> (Edinburgh
University), Volxxm 16, pp* 29-30, 2d May 1920.
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In one sermon he vowed that,
Mot all the net/ lights and gospels of healthy-iaindedness

will ever change the fact that there are times when duty is
a heavy burden which must be strenuously borne, and
conscience a cross that must bring triumph through bitter
agony.1
In another place he wrote that,
It is no wonder that all philosophies of hedonism and

gospels of the healthy mind have a strong appeal. Yet their
appeal is not without questions that inevitably arise...
They appear to be Christian in virtu© of a healthy body and
a fine natural disposition. They are almost too gay, too
sure of themselves, too immune from sorrow and distress

The thing that is wrong here seems to be that theirs is
resurrection before death...however attractive may be the
type of character they have reached, it is not human life."
Can it be doubted that a rian v/ho had seen his nation

plunged into a war for survival and had experienced a severe

broakdovai in health would fail to correct the obvious

inadequacies of a "Gospel" which tended to gloss over pain

and death?

2 Ibid Keppan^S|9t'ed P#



CHAPTER IV.

RELIGION AND LITERATURE

I. Background

John Kelman's nan© Is usually coupled by those who "knew him

with students and with literature. His great love for litera¬

ture and his wise use of it in student circles could not bo

severed from a study of his life and work without committing ir¬

reparable damage to a full picture of the man. Of his published

works, five volumes 1 on literary subjects took shape first as

addresses to Bible Classes and the various literary clubs with

which he was associated from time to time as lecturer. The his¬

tory of his ministry finds literature and religion marching to¬

gether from the earliest days. Very soon after arriving in

Aberdeen to be assistant to Ckjorge Adam Smith at Queen's Cross

Church, Kelrnan organised an informal literary club that met fort¬

nightly In his study. The nucleus of this club was drawn from

Queen's Cross, but young men came from all quarters of the city

to participate in Kelman's illuminating perusal of the Inferno

and The Ring and the Book. Those who fell in with this group

were not necessarily divines, wrote one member of that club:
"
. . . men of all callings were drawn together by the magne¬

tism of our host and leader . . . Those who worked through Dante

with John Kelman will never forget those nights, nor what they

i Kelman had gathered material for a third volume in the
Bunyan series on Bunyan's sources but it was never put in final
shape for publication.
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owe to him,"* Kelman accepted his first independent charge at

Peterculter», Aberdeenshire, in 1891 and there he continued to

add a literary flavour to his Bible Classes. As he noted in the

preface to The Road, this winsone, devotional study of Bunyan's

Pilgrim*s Progress was built up from notes of addresses to classes

in Peterculter and Edinburgh. One of his first acts upon moving

to the church in Edinburgh which cast him so close upon student

life was to arrange a succession of lectures for his Bible Class

under the general title, "The Religious Aspect of Contemporary-

Literature." In them he dealt with the religious messages of

:Tatthew Arnold, Robert Louis Stevenson, Robert Browning, D. G. Ros-

settl and Alfred Austin,

During the next fifteen years he was to speak to many Univer¬

sity organisations on subjects related to the field of religion

in men of letters. The lectures he gave were quite varied. A

glance through advertisements in the Edinburgh University Student

for two years, finds him lecturing to the German Society on the

"Parsifal" of Kolfram von Eschenbach, to the Summer Debating

Society on "The Religious Attitude of -atthew Arnold," to a denomina¬

tional society on "The Religious Poetry of Rudyard Kipling," and

to another group on "Chaucer and Lar.gland." All along the Student

carried notices of his weekly Bible Classes in which he combined

Biblical studios with intensive forays into Dante or Browning.2
1 "John Kelman and his message - at Queen's Cross" by "WK".

This is a clipping from an Aberdeen newspaper, circa 5 May 1989.
I owe this reference to Miss Janet Kelman.

2 See APPENDIX A.
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After the first World War when Kelrnan went to Hew York City, he

opened up for his American otudenta a new world of literary study

that captured their interest and imagination. He was invited to

deliver the Hotel lectures at Harvard University in 1924, and

this series entitled Prophets of Yesterday was an analysis of the

religious messages of Carlyle, Arnold and Browning. Union Theo¬

logical Seminary in Hew York City asked him to give a course in

his chosen field of religion In mod.ern men of letters which "was

received with hearty appreciation."1 And when he left the Fifth

Avenue Church for London, the Clergy Club of Hew York City re¬

quested that at their farewell banquet in his honour he speak on

"The Value of Robert Browning to the Preacher of the Present Day."2
This was not a mere expansion of the interests of one man.

JCelman's own student generation, because of their very proximity

to the men who strode across the literary horizon, had been

nourished in the appreciation of good literature. One who gradua¬

ted from the University of Edinburgh in 1082, Just two years be¬

fore Kelman's graduation, spoke of this great advantage of proxi¬

mity in a half-bantering way to theological students of a later

era:

"
. . . so if I think v/e had a little advantage over the

present age in what we deemed no small distinction, in the
days when Carlyle, Tennyson, Ruskin, George Eliot, Matthew
Arnold, Freeman, Froude and quite a few people besides ...
wore still alive, and Browning and Lowell had actually spoken
to us, and v/e knew people who had seen Scott and many who
had heard Dickens read his own writings and an intimate friend

1 II. S. Coffin, "In Hemoriam Rev. Dr. John Kelman," Fifth
Avenue Presbyterian Church, Hew York City, Bulletin, May 12, 1929.

2 Frederick Lynch. "John JCelraan." The Christian Worker
(Hew York) March 22, 1924, p. 363.
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of Thackeray's walked oar streets, you can say here is a
relic of that notoriously self-satisfied age. And we did
have in this literature great satisfaction, and made it the
central subject of all our discussions."1
The student generation of the early 1900*8 had an even

greater advantage in some ways over Kelman's, They were able to

"bring these figures of the past into sharper focus "because they had

moved "beyond them; yet they were not so far removed that the

authors appeared old-fashioned and irrelevant. It had even become

a practice in student circles to examine these literary men from a

theological standpoint, as well as from a platform of general ap¬

preciation.

Literature was the important avenue of thought and new growth

for most thinking young people, and Xelman, who shared in the excite¬

ment, yet could view the trend dispassionately and evaluate it

shrewdly. In 1900 he wrote an article for the student Movement

in which he observed that:

"The conditions of the present day are peculiarly interest¬
ing. A few years ago Science was everywhere in the air.
The new doctrine of Evolution was the one thing interesting
and every pulj)it in the land was at the work of ridding up
the debatable land between Science and Religion. That phase
is past now, and for the present Science and Commerce are more
interested in each other than Science and Religion. The
majority of educated men are content to leave the details of
Science to specialists, and Literature in an unexampled abun¬
dance and variety, claims their interest. This is a fact
which the pulpit must recognize. . . "2
The programmes of the two Presbyterian denominational societies

in the Tbiiverslty of Edinburgh for the years 1899-1900 (when Xelman
held his first series of Operetta House meetings) offer striking

1 John Oman, Concerning the "Inlstry. pp. 187-168
2 John Xelman, "The Value of Poetry to the Pulpit," TheStndent 'ovenent. 1900 (exact date unknown) p. 8. """*
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evidence for his conclusions in regard to the student's interest

in literature. Here are some of the debates, essays arid papers

read before these two societies during that two-year period:

"Three Essays of Katthew Arnold," "Scottish Hinor Poetry," "Chris¬

tina Rossetti," "That Carlyle's Doctrine of Hero Worship is False,"

"The Tempest," "That Burns had a wider influence than Scott,"

"Whitman, Lowell, and Whittier," "That Carlyle's estimate of Crom¬

well was correct," and "**acbeth," In 1902 the united Free Church

Society included the following discussions in its schedule for the

year: "That the rise of the novel will lead to the decline of the

Drama," "Charlotte Bronte, George Kliot, Jane Austin," and "Barrio,

Ian JJaeLaren, Crockett."

Uany of the other societies in the university were engaged

in the same sort of literary pursuits. During the year 1900, for

example, the Philomathic Society had a programme on "Realism in

Present-Day Literature," the Classical Society,'on "The Influence

of Alexandrian Poetry on Present-Day Literature," the Dialectic

Society/'on "Browning" and another on "Kipling," the German Society
on "The Legend of the Holy Grail." The Dumfriesshire and Galloway

Literary Society invited an Edinburgh minister, Dr. A. Wallace

Williamson, to discuss "Characteristics and Development of Scottish

Poetry and Song."

After 1905 the United Free Church Society did not have such

an abundance of literary programmes. The tendency of the denomina¬

tional society as well as those societies of a more distinct

literary character was to turn to musical evenings and humorous
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debates for their agenda. These in turn were followed "by poli¬

tical discussions and debates evidencing increased concern about

social trends. The height of the interest of the students in

general literature, in so far as the society programmes are an

index of such interest, was between 1898 and 1905. This does not

mean that there was a complete departure from literary interests

after 1905. But never again was there a period in which University

men and woman were so completely absorbed in poetry, novels and

drama as in that eight year period which coincided with the open¬

ing years of John Kelman,s association with student life at the

University of Edinburgh.

Although Kelman was among the first in Scotland to exercise

the belief that pulpit exposition need not necessarily be confined

to the early ages, that much was to be learned from the philo¬

sophy, and the example and life of near contemporary leaders of

thought like Browning, Tennyson, Arnold and Carlyle, he was not

alone in his efforts. The Reverend ISr, John Hutton Inserted a

notice in the Edinburgh University Student in 1899 to the effect

that he was beginning a series of addresses at his church entitled

"Guidance from Robert Browning in Matters of Faith," and that,

"students were especially invited."1 Reports reached the student
\

paper that these lectures wore "highly successful and well attended."^

Stopford A. Brooke, an Irish clergyman who had left the Church of

England, became well known as "a reconciler of things secular and

sacred" after the publication of his Theology of the English Poets

1 Edinburgh University Student. Voltune xiil, 26 Jan. 1899,
pp. 264, 276.
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in 1374.* In 1899 he delivered two lectures in Edinburgh that

were later published under the title Religion in Literature and

Life.2 In that same year an Edinburgh firm published an exten¬

sive v/orlc by the Reverend S. Lav; Wilson entitled The Theology of

Modern Literature .g Later there came from the pens of Scottish

divines many more books which showed the felt need for relating

great literature to life: James Stalker wrote How to read Shake¬

speare. L. MacLean Watt drew up a general chart of thefield In

his short handbook, Literature and Life. James "offatt interpre¬

ted George Meredith. J. S. Carroll 'wrote rich English commen¬

taries on Dante in three volumes.4 J. K. P. Sclaterfe lectures

on the message of George heredity to the Sunday Evening Class

at I»ew ITorth Church, shortly after he followed Kelman there, were

published under the title The Sons of Strength, and John Ilutton

carried his abiding interest In this field to the pages of the

British Weekly and added volumes in which he studied Pater, Tolstoy

Francis Thompson and many others5following the huge success of the

publication of his Browning lectures. It was a spirit of the age,

and was by no means limited to Scotland. Brooke*s works have been

mentioned. Thomas G. Selby*s Fernley Lectures delivered at

Liverpool In 1896 were entitled The Theology of Modern Fiction.

The Unitarian minister, R. H. Hutton,swrote in this field, and so

did Dean R. W. Church? Later W. Boyd Carpenter, one of the
J- L. i*. Jacks, Life and Letters of Stopford Brooke, p. 247
2 Published London: Philip Green, 1900.
3 Published Edinburgh: T. & T, Clark, 1899, 446 pp.
4 J. R. Fleming, The Church in Scotland. 1875-1929, p. 260.
5 Pilgrims in the Region of Faith and The Winds of God.
6 Modem Guides of English Thought in Matters of Faith (George

Eliot, carxyie, etc.;
7 Dante and other Essays (Wordsworth, Sordello, etc.)
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outstanding Anglican orators in the latter part of the nineteenths

century, delivered his Nobel lectures at Harvard University in

1904 on the subject. The Spiritual Message of Dante; he also wrote

The Religious Spirit in the Poets. T. R. Glover's Poets and
«

Puritans was popular reading. The highly influential American

systematic theologian, A. H. Strong, wrote two works in the open¬

ing years of the twentieth-century entitled The Great Poets and

their Theology a^td American Poets and their Theology. The Ameri¬
can preacher and literary figure, Henry van Dyke, said in his Yale

Lectures on Preaching in 1896 that because literature was such an

important element in the ethical life of his day he believed that

. . & course in modern novels and poetry might well be made a

part of every scheme of preparation for the ministry,"1
There was no doubt in Kelman's mind to whom his own church

was indebted for opening the way in which religions experience was

placed in vital connection with great literature. In an address

to the General Assembly on its Welfare of Youth Night, he spoke

feelingly of the shrinking sense of difficulty and the first chill

of doubt which comes to youth, and added:

This is largely a result of science, and still more largely
the result of literature. We owe an immense debt of grati¬
tude to our Welfare of Youth Committee for its work in this
field; and (if I may venture to say so) we owe an immense
debt of gratitude to our revered Hx-Hoderator, Dr. Whyte,
for enlisting literature against literature in this, and
bringing to many a young life the acquaintance of great minds
who have guided and corrected and blessed its thinking. 'Why
I have been told that when Dr. Whyte intimates a literary
subject, so great is the run upon the books connected with it
that he cannot get those he wants in any of the libraries I
Certainly we are realising as we never did before the value
of literature as a practical force in life, and our Bible-
classes are finding a new field for religious guidance . • ,2
1 Henry van Dyke, The Gospel for an Age of Doubt, pp. 4-6.
2 The Proceedings and Debates of the Coner.'-,! Assembly of the

Free Church of Scotland. Friday, kay 26 18^9, p. 219.
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Whyte's contribution had been that ho brought men to the

classics of devotional study, to great religious autobiographies,

to the 'lyeties, the Stoics, Milton, Dante and the Religious Buil¬

ders of Scotland, He had begun his Classes for young men and

young women in 1885 and had continued them through 1911, Indeed,

his lectures to students on biographical or literary subjects

extended back to the early 1870*8 following the Moody-Ssnkcy Re¬

vival, But they were given at University centres and at churches

other than his own. The Free St, George Classes actually began

to consider such material in 1885,^ As "/hyte*s biographer said,

H, , .no one else has conducted classes in a manner comparable to

his, or maintained the same freshness and power over so long a

time.What Whyte did for the students of Edinburgh from the

standpoint of the religious classics, Xelman carried forward into

the realm of contemporary men of literature. But it is a tribute

to the catholicity of Kelraan's mind that one who was so occupied

with popular writers yet could give such a fresh and inspiring

treatment to Bunyan.

Kelman'e love for literature seems to have been a part of

him from his earliest days. So many who have written brief

sketches of his life have remarked that he had the soul of a poet.

The sensitivity to shades of light, to colour, and perspective,

the child-like enthusiasm and intense human sympathy, all boar

that out in his nature. Before he had left the Royal High School

for the University he was known In his own circle of friends as

1 G. F. Barbour, The Life of Alexander ffhyte. Chapter X.
2 Ibid., p. 318 and Appendix I (A), pp. 647ff.
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on© particularly distinguished in literary studies. The years

he spent in Australia h A given hin opportunity to road exten¬

sively in his chosen field. He had drunk deeply of the flavour

of his age and had found the taste to his liking. The works of

Browning, whom he had once seen at the tercentenary celebrations

of Edinburgh University in 1884, had helped restore his faith

during a period of doubt and despair. He had never met Robert

Louis Stevenson, but his early life had been spent near the Leith

docks and he knew the scent of the sea, the rigs of the ships,

the excitement of far-away places that had so captured his fellow

townsman. Both men were fervent admirers of many qualities, had

known the shock of physical breakdown early in life, and had full

measure of that flogging drive of energy which often accompanies

the artistic temperament. As Robertson Hicoll once said, "'To

one can fully appreciate Stevenson who has not himself put up a

little blood." Kelman had clearly entered into this bond of fellowship.

While in the University Kelraan found abundant literary in¬

spiration in the classes of Professor John Stuart Blackie, who,

notwithstanding his eccentric personality and humanistic Christ¬

ianity, was yet a keen scholar and lecturer in Greek Studies.

But it was Professor David fasson's classes that were of the

greatest delight to Kelman. He mentioned Masson often as a great

influence in his life. fasson was Hilton's biographer, a friend

of Carlyle, and an energetic ancl fascinating lecturer who brought

his students into living touch with Thackeray and Dickens.s Sir

1 Related by Kelman to Hiss Mabel Garret, Upper Uontclare,
Raw Jersey, his secretary when he was pastor of Fifth Avenue Church
in Rew York City.

2 L. MacLean Watt, The Preacher's Life and Work, p. xiv.
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James Barrio and many others owed to JTasson their life-lone

absorption in the study of words and delight in literary nuances,

John Henry Jowett, vsrtio studied under Hanson, had found his lectures

inspiring, and admitted Ms own deep debt to this man who had

opened such vast vistas into literature, had Quickened his criti¬

cal perceptions, and fanned into an undying florae his admiration

for the English Classics.1 Kelman's frequent treatment of "Faust"

was based on an interpretation by Hasson in his essay "The Three

Devils." His love of style and. his handling of Hilton and Bunyan

also reflected ITasson,s influence.

II. The Forces which Literature can Combat

The nearest Xelnan came to setting out 'what ralght be called

a "charter" for his use of modern and classical literature in pro-

serving the religious well-being of young minds was in his address

to the General Assembly on the work of the Welfare of Youth Com¬

mittee Just a few months before he began the first series of

Operetta House meetings. He said on this occasion that the value
«

of literature as a practical force in life was now being fully

realised? it was needed to offset a "great danger of our times"

which grew out of a particular type of literature:

A certain pessimistic habit of thought has come upon us;
a mood of the time, difficult to explain, difficult to meet,
difficult to drive out. It is significant that so acute an
observer as Dr. Bruce should, in his Gifford Lecture, treat
this as the most formidable opponent of modem Christianity.
It takes the form of a distrust of life; a premature cyni¬
cism, as if that were the grown-up thing; a moral scepticism
as to the reality of right and wrong. It leads to a weaken¬
ing of the sense of free-will, and a subtle, deadly idea that
peculiarities of oneTs natural disposition are unconquerable.

1 Arthur Porritt, John Henry Jowett, pp. 29-30.
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There is a real danger here • • • that it is rendering
young thought morbid "before the life has "become so, and we
fear the life nay not be long in following the thought.1
Morbidity, Pessimism and Cynicism. Ttich has already been

said about Kelroan's determined opposition to the forces that con¬

tributed to morbidity in religion. It has been pointed out that

he felt this v/as due to some extent to the older type of evangel¬

ism which dwelt overmuch on man's sinful nature. But to a much

more damaging degree he believed that the blame should be laid at

the door of popular writers of his day.2 Ilany a young roan, he

knew, passes through the Byronlc stage of sad dsillusionment, of

cynicism and bitterness, and disbelief in the good of life. But

the danger was that this attitude might become chronic and life¬

long, and there would emerge a " • • • Thomas Kardyism with its

1 The Proceedings and Debates of the General Assembly of
the Free unurcn or Scotland, Friday, )% ay. lb99, j>, 219.

2 How penetrating was Kelman's analysis of the essential
mood in the heritage of hie students is corroborated by some obser¬
vations from a contemporary writer (in 1896) and an historian of
the religious attitude of the Victorian era:

"The Pessimism which goes hand in hand with scepticism in
this nineteenth century is a cry of suffering. The closely
reasoned philosophies of Schopenhauer and Hartmsnn, with their
premieres of misery and conclusions of despair, are only the
scientific statement of a widely diffused sentiment of dis¬
satisfaction and despondency in regard to life • • • for the
roost part modem doubt shows a sad and pain-drawn face, heavy
with grief and dark with apprehension ... An inevitable fate,
seen through the gloom of falling night, - that indeed is the
aspect of life which the literature of doubt displays to us.
A grey shadow of melancholy spreads over the questioning, un¬
certain. disillusioned age ..." - van Dyke. op. cit.. pp. 24.
25, 27.

"Beneath all the nafve optimism of the era there v/as always
an undertone of pessimism; of apprehension in face of the un-
known. It can be caught In much of the poetry of the tine. .

there was a kind of 'moan of lost battler,* and their [poets]
sufficient popularity is a sign that they found something in
the heart of the people to respond. The later Victorians were
a little more outspoken in their pessimism ... doubt was be¬
ginning to creep in and they were more critical than their
fathers aid apt to be disillusioned more readily." - L.E. Elliott -
Blnns, Religion in the Victorian Era. p. 500,
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diabolical assertion that fthe old fashioned revelling in the

general situation grows less and less possible,It was Hardy

who was in the van of the pessimists who showed such bitter dis¬

trust of life, and railed at those who would strive with bitter

ivordr about the vanity of human wishes. Kelman declared that the

answer he and his kind gave to the mysteries of the universe was

poor and futile, a maudlin answer that should reasonably call for

suicide by its proponents:8 "... you who are wailing over the

evils of the times and reading melancholy books; you who are spend¬

ing all your strength in other service while your noblest powers

are rusting from disuse - rise up and play the man!"3 Hardy*s

attempt to pass off his basic fatalism as a Philosophy made it

attractive to those youthful minds in search of "theories," who

were drawn to any viewpoint presented as a "philosophy." "Pessi¬

mism," said Kelra&n, "which dampens the ardour of youth by labori¬

ously reminding them of the mirage of life, is not Philosophy but

Leprosy."4

Hardy was not the only one who stood back and spat out a

bitter word for striving or made religion appear as an intrusive

problem. George Gissing and Lucas Malet had contributed to the

mood, and there were traces of it in the manly works of Mark

Rutherford.5 Flaubert, Mrs. Humphrey Ward, and George El/iot
had disclosed how sad is the face that must turn from former vision

in disillusionment. There ivere others, and the effect of all their

1 #7, "The Hood of Faith," p. 17.
2 #18, "Is It Worth While," p. 3.
3 John Kelman, Ephemera Ktera!tatis. p. 241.
4 #8, "Evolution, Immortality and Inspiration," p. 11.
5 S. Law Wilson, The Theology of Podem Literature, Chapter I.
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efforts was to lay a pall of deepening gloom upon eager readers:

A great philosopher has spoken of the stars as a *leprosy
on the face of heaven*; a well-known art-critic has criticised
a sunset on Richmond Hill as *a second-rate Turner*; a power¬
ful novelist has written some of his ablest books to show our
human life in the light of the cruel sport of Destiny. Thus
we are in danger not only of losing Joy, but of actually per¬
verting it, and rejoicing in the ugly and the evil,*
An outgrowth of the work of the earlier pessimists was a new

crop of writers who were flooding the book stalls with cheap liter¬

ature in which they focused interest upon the evil side of man*s

nature, the side that was fettered by an inexorable evolutionary

pull upon man to dishonour himself. "Realism" in literature is

with us to-day, so much so that there are definite trends in "great

writing" to turn away from it lest the writer be classed as "popular."

In Kelman*s day, Realism was making its first claim upon the general

reading public. Kelman saw that its amazing success led to serious

consequences among young readers. This pondering upon our lower

natures led to introspection that was morbid, and - far more danger¬

ous - the cheap literature presented the lov/er side of life in

lights that quickened curiosity rather than revulsion.2 As a pro¬

test against the school which failed to recognise truth and made

life conform to beautiful ideas while ignoring the unlovely side of

existence, the Realistic reaction was inevitable and Justifiable.

Yet, although this form of literature which dealt with repugnant

facts to satisfy its extreme curiosity about life may be necessary

as a protest," ... as a principle it is decadent and degenerate.

It replaces one vicious emphasis by smother still more vicious."3
* John JCelman, "The Guidance of Thought," Associatos Papcsr

(The Scottish Girls* Friendly Society) circa. 1907, p. 93.
2 John Kelman, Ephemera Rteraitatis. p. 109
3 John Kelman, Salted with Fire, p. 162.
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If young ininds were caught in this maelstrom of despair, if

those voices which cried that life is a mirage, doomed to failure,

and clamoured for an unhealthy interest in the lower side of life

were so potent, how were they to he answered? In what way could

"literature he enlisted against literature"? Here Kelnan was

sure and unyielding:" , , . the "best way to cleanse a generation's

life is hy letting in fresh air and sunshine and beauty upon its

thought,"1 If there were hooks that had contributed to morbidity,

there were also many which had struck a confident note of return¬

ing faith and hope, Tennyson and Browning had seen the smiling

Face behind the relentless forces of nature. Robert Louis Steven¬

son had risen above the decadence and despondency of gloom to affirm

the 'great task of happiness,' ?^alter Pater had Idealised the

man who 'has faced life and is glad,' G. K. Chesterton had found

that,". • . Christianity has quickened and intensified life all

along the line."2 ISatthew Arnold had arisen with his , great

protest against the single elements In life, and his plea for whole¬

ness,"3 That quality which must be gained by youth through litera¬

ture 'was simply, appreciation. This word to Kelman stood for much

more than favourable criticism. It meant the power and the habit

of noticing and valuing the truth, the good, and the beauty in the

world. These, rather than their opposites of gloom and depres¬

sion, must hold the attention and interest.

"How literature is full of help for us here," Kelman de¬
clared. "There is the apostolic success ion of the glad and
the hearty running on from age to age - the men who believe
'in an ultimate decency of things'; and from this belief has

1 Loc. clt.
2 John Kelman, Among Famous Books, p. 231
3 Ibid., p. 247.
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flowed the true spirit of heroism, the idea of joyous helpful¬
ness to our fellowmen. You have it from the Herakles of the
Alkestis, down through Dante with his ,Duty of Joy*, through
Bunyan's Great-Grace, that lived in the tovm of Good Confidence
down to Browning's Optimism, and Robert Louis Stevenson's
"Glorious morning face."

This appeals to boys and girls with a directness and a
strength whleh may well be a match for that other dark spirit
of which we spoke. Let it be used to the full, and recall
them to their own noblest selves, to the duty of joy and the
duty of helpfulness ... in recalling them to gladness and
to helpfulness you shall have brought them also face to face
with God and Jesus Christ."^

There was a vitality of appreciation in Kelaan'e lectures and

sermons. Indeed, ho took seriously St. Paul's admonition to think

on v/hatsoever things are lovely and of good report. There is a

feeling of confidence and joy running through all of his volumes on

literary subjects that is inescapable. His book on Stevenson is

filled with this spirit of "glad helpfulness". Ke declared there

that had Stevenson done nothing else than set the bright words,

'glorious morning face' in the hearts of his readers, "he would

have still been a man with a message to his generation."2 The con¬

cluding chapter of this work v/hich struck so many themes that were

developed throughout his ministry to students gathered the whole of

Stevenson's contribution into a judgment that he had helped war

against a one-sided view of things:

... he directs us to dwell on the pleasantness rather than
on the miseries of our lot; he presses on our conscience the
positive instead of the negative virtues; he lays stress on
hope instead of on remorse, and trains our eyes rather on the
beauty of goodness than on the ugliness of sin. In a word.
he counsels us to live in the light and not the darkness, and
to believe in life as an unfailing opportunity of seeing God's
glory in common joys and sorrows, and doing God's work in
simple duties.®

1 The Proceedings and Debates of the General Assembly of the
1Vo° ?. F43. '

3 Ibid., p. 283.
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Stevenson's gospel, which was so badly needed in this day of

pessimism, was simply "... that he took seriously, what so few

of us take seriously, Jesus Christ's command that Ills disciples

should rejoice."*
Robert Browning was the other great Optimist brought in most

often to buttress Kolnan's call for a brighter view of life.

There are seventy-six quotations from or references to Browning in

the four volumes of literary works published during his ministry

to Edinburgh students. And Browning was not under consideration

in any of these works!8 Browning's role, as Kelman interpreted

him to students, was that of a master psychologist who never com¬

promised with truth, but affirmed that Cod is a direct fact of con¬

sciousness, revealing, thus, that our eyes should always turn beyond

the world for ultimate truth and beauty. In Browning Hebraism and

Hellenism 'were blended; for in his voice the passion for righteous¬

ness and the passion for beauty spoke together.3

Irresponsible optimism, Kelman was persuaded that a certain

group of novelists and poets contributed to a danger which was the

very opposite of pessimism. That which they set loose upon youth¬

ful minds was not realism, but a perverse lack of realism which

pictured the world only in terms of beauty. There v/ere men like

D. G. Rossetti, Swinburne, Walt Whitman, and others who saw the

1 Ibid., pp. 289-290.
8 Among Famous Books, the two volumes of The Road and R.L.S.
3 Kelman often used the theme "Hebraism and Hellenism", from

Tfatthew Arnold's Culture and Amrchy, in his works to throw light
upon the conflict "between the spirit of paganism and the spirit of
idealism which exists in all men. This is the framework for his
Prophets of Yesterday and Among Famous Books. Also see references
in The Road, Volume I. p. 4, and Volume"lI, pp. 2, 36 and in The
Faith of Robert Louis Stevenson, pp. 108, 214 and 269-291. The
theme of "Hebraism and Hellenism" was much in the air in his day
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world as very fair. They wore pure Hellenists who had the in¬

finite curiosity and the Immoderate love of "beauty that went with

an excessive Greek spirit. They peered with rose-tinted spectacles

at the sordid, the ugly, the sinful and lifted their hearts in song

to a dreamy and almost sensuous world of escape. They sacrificed

truth upon the altar of "beauty and engendered a false and shallow

optimism that was divorced from the healthy optimism of Christianity.

For the Christian did not ignore the pain and evil in human life,

"but saw "beyond them a Father who rules in love. The effect of the

irresponsible optimists upon the faith of young persons was that in

the interesting and intelligible and winsome presentations of their

ideals they made the religious alternatives appear dreary.

ICelman's answer to these men, given primarily through litera¬

ture, was that "beauty alone cannot save a man or help him.

It all comes "bock to this one question - What is it that
you want from God? Is it "but a few fresh mornings and even¬
ings tender with "beauty? Or is it the healing of our soul's
disease and wound? ... Jesus Christ is the master of reali¬
ties, and there is no part of tragedy at which He fails and
leaves men weeping. He is no enemy of the sunshine or the
sweetness of life, "but He is the victor over its terror.1
To counsel both the Realists and the Rose-water school as to

their proper attitude towards what they saw in life, he "borrowed a

phrase from Stevenson and made it a double-edged test of sane litera¬

ture: "the beauty and the terror of the world." Neither could be

neglected. As he implied in his Among Famous Books those who cut

into life with only one side of the sword without reckoning with the

and was a convenient searchlight to use in a general study. See
the first chapter of Hugh Black's Culture and Restraint for a con¬
temporary example of this theme, "Zion 'against Greece.'"

1 John Kelman, Ephemera Kternitatis» pp. 187-188.
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This was a theme woven well into other literary lectures. But

it remained as a fact that what his generation sorely needed were

men who could recognise both beauty and terror about them, and

yet see that because of the moral loveliness which divine struc¬

ture gave to the world beauty should have first place.

ethical scepticism. Another cancerous attitude which was

fostered by certain popular writers in Kelman*s day, and contri¬

buted, he believed, a direct threat to the moral life of the Uni¬

versity community was an ethical Agnosticism which spoke glibly of

tribal lays and the relativity of morals. He found these notions

in the works of both the pessimists and the dreamy optimists, not

always clearly defined or expressed, but an exhalation that every

reading and thinking man was forced to breathe in the literary

atmosphere of the time. Swinburne was responsible for some of it.

He had smoothly implied that both vice and virtue cotild be con¬

ceived as ideally beautiful. In Thomas Hardy and others of his

school there was discernible expression of a distrust of moral dis¬

tinctions. Halet, B. G. Roseetti, Kipling, Fiona UacLeod, (Wil¬

liam Sharps) and Fitzgerald in his revival of Omar Khayyam had

offered beautiful and daring language to the bewitching appeal of

the flesh. Temptations were gilded and allowed to masquerade as

human nature; the life of struggle against the forces of the flesh

was deemed "not worthwhile" in this new age of greater freedom

where the old moralities were so often reversed. The attitude

of moral scepticism, said Kelman on more than one occasion, was

the most dangerous spiritual enemy of University men. All

the rest, drink, lust, idleness, unlimited indulgence wore a part
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of this mood.1 And literature was the "breeding ground for it.

Few would endorse its sentiments deliberately, but the evil spirit

of so many writings affected the entire generation and encouraged

a light treatment of sin and goodness.

Prominent on the list of books which cast suspicion on moral

absolutes were the writings of two men who advocated, quite openly,

new moralities s H. G, Wells and George Bernard Shaw. Kelraan had

little use for either of them. And though he knew that in their

advocacy of new moral positions they may well have had their tongues

in their cheeks, it made no difference. For, deadly earnest or

not, this sort of literature was shaking the faith of young men

and women and causing them to lower their moral barriers. Wells,

he disliked for his glib, easy and superficial explanations of the

universe, as well as for his publicised personal immorality. Of

Shaw, he said, "The nauseating thing which he quotes as morality is

a mere caricature of that vital sense of honour and imperative con¬

science of righteotisness which, thank God, are still alive among

us."2 And added to their unhealthy writings were "half a million

copies of journals suggestive of vice, low jokes and pictures cir¬

culated every week,"3
There were seven specific sins against which Kelman most fre¬

quently levelled his sights during the years of his direct ministry

to Edinburgh University students: wilful gloom, drink, laziness,

swearing, avarice, lust and bad temper. But the one to which he

1 #89, "The Young Men of the Provinces," (Notes), and #3 "The
Peality of Sin and Goodness," pp. 4-5.

2 John Kelman, Among Famous Books, p. 261
3 #96, "Public *-*orals," (Notes).
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gave most attention, however reluctantly, he approached the

subject, was lust.*
He usually prefaced each treatment of its degrading effects

upon the man's life by pointing out the type of literature that

was encouraging its potent appeals. In the Operetta House ad¬

dresses and in other student sermons, he attacked the problem of

lust by application of themes already discussed.. The notion that

this sin was natural to man's nature was acknowledged as true,

but he declared that it was more natural not to sin, that purity

was a more powerful element in manhood than the other elements of

flesh and appetite.2 In a real sense, Kelman believed that 'taste

Is morality,' and he urged men to discipline their tastes for good

books, clean thoughts and pure companions.® The Idea that no

moral facts remain certain was not with the unbridled affirmation
—

- A — —
of a righteous God In His Uhlverse, governing men's moral lives

but affording them the freedom to s hift emphasis from one moral

ideal to another.4 Honour was pictured as the essential element

in morality. It meant keeping faith with God in His moral demands

upon men. The positive side of morality was that of living under

the light of a Great Love.

These principles and arguments need no expansion, as they are

in direct context with the themes raised in the preceding chapter

on Kelman's Religious Message to Students. But what was the role

Kelraan gave to literature in combating the mood of ethical scepti¬

cism?

1 #5, #27 pp. 9-10, $29 pp. 18-19, #37, #47, #92, #97, #89,
#4, #96, and #3.

2 #5, "Ihirity," p. 4.
3 IMd., P. 13.
4 #37, "Taking One's Own Way," pp. 10, 11.
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The Great Classics of Religions Devotion were invaluable

allies in the public arraignment of immorality. He encouraged men

to read the books that faith had produced, to ponder the messages

there and discover for themselves why these works had lived through

the ages. He brought them also, to the faithful poets and novel-

ists of their own day and let their words of faith and moral certi¬

tude envelop the sensuous shouts of their contemporaries. Then,

he pointed them to men whose lives had been far from sure, to hear

their reflections on the life of lust and debauchery. Robert

Burns* conclusion that lust "petrifies the feelings" was often a

basis for his discussion of sin as habit. Heine*s life of debau¬

chery was a favourite example of how the soul is dragged down in re¬

morse and the powers of creativeness are caught in the web of in¬

creasing hopelessness and cynicism - the/bitter fruit of lust in

full retribution. He warned men of the modem problem novels

which did not advocate vices but examined them at length in pseudo

"studies." These, he said, are Just as dangerous as the ones which

speak their cause of immorality frankly, because they show a face

on the side of virtue but siibtly serve the forces of easy virtue.1
A quotation he used repeatedly In this context was Browning*s Dante

who loved well because he hated well, hated wickedness which hinders

loving." To Kelman this meant that the moral attitude of a man

should be Judged by how he both hated evil and kept ftmself dis¬

associated from it; it meant that any interest in sin other than

a sympathy for the tempted was a vicarious participation in the sin.

Finally, Kelman was bound by his artistic honesty to defend the

current excursions into realism which pictured the temptations of

1 #47, "Speech and life," p. 15.
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the flesh as Art. But he hastened to add that they crust "be re¬

cognised as records of a phase of human life and never confused

with truths

". • .if any of them aspires to "be prophetic, and to claim
a serious place among the spiritual counsellors of our time,
that is a different matter. If we have to make a choice, it
must "be wiser to be merciless to the flesh in order to save
the spirit, than to be merciless to the spirit in order to
gratify the flesh."1

III. The Positive values of Literature.

Apart from the defensive value of certain literary figures

when they were judiciously arrayed against their heretical and per-
5

.y •; ; * '• i. '-V • : V-' "• '■ i * i * '• « ' ' •
nicious kinsmen, there were many other advantages that they afforded

one who would influence student thinking in Kelraan*s day. Some of

there more positive attributes of good literature were expressly

set down by Kelman on various occasions. Others are so obvious

that they leap out of his employment of literature to offer their

counsel of effectiveness.

Interest. One positive value which should be enlarged upon

briefly even at the risk of becoming pedestrian is that Keirncm was
' '

* )

following the first law of influencing conduct - fix upon the

interests of the individual and move along their currents to cap¬

ture his heart and will. The abundant indications already set

forth Indicate that students in the early years of the twentieth

century were excited about their immediate heritage of Victorian

literature. The highway of interest wad, thus, plainly marked.

If a man had a native gift for literary insights and appreciation,

he was foolish not to put it to good use in his own pastoral locality.
i

1 John Kelson, The Road. Volume I, pp. 70-71.
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And these conditions offered unique opportunity to bring in people

who were completely outside the Church itself, or who dwelt in

"the suburbs of Zion." Men and women could be persuaded to come

to a discussion of general literature in the congenial atmosphere

of a private home although they would avoid completely any group

that carried the name of "Bible Class" or met in a church hall.

Once they were part of the group, their aesthetic interests could

bo satisfied by a treatment of the literattire that was fair, ap¬

preciative and thoughtful. But also their lecturer could rise to

the opportunity of deftly capturing the literature for nobler ends.

The student who wrote the following words had come right to the

heart of Kolman's methods;

"He believes in literature, not merely as the art of us¬
ing words beautifully, but as the worthy expression of great
thoughts and great actions and aspirations, as a thing of per¬
manent moral value."1

The contribution of "soul" and "living experience." Judging

the positive values of literature from the standpoint of a detailed

study of the Classics of Devotion and Religious Jbcperience, JCelraan

believed that good literature gave "soul" to a man. It flooded

life with beauty, noble aspirations and the consciousness of that

Innate yearning for contact with the ultimate realities. The man

who has been steeped in the best literature that faith has written

can hardly be less than mellow and appreciative and humble. As

Kelman put it:

Sometimes you have met a man who impressed you as a really
great soul. You hadn't been long with him till you found
out that he had been reading. He had been patiently living
with great boolcs. He had got in among splendid thoughts and

""**

1 The Student. "John Kelman," 28 December, 1904, p. 17.
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some of these had "become the light of his life. That Is the
very purpose of fine literature.*

With & trained guide, nen could "be "brought to those elements which

contribute to "soul" in the works of idols of a later time, men

like Meredith, and Pater and Stevenson,

What about the medical, the colonial, or the commercial stu¬

dent who had little interest in literary matters and left the

Operetta House for his "digs" eschewing the Bible Class that

often followed? Was there any justification for Kelman" carry¬

ing his literary allusions over into the addresses that were atten¬

ded by many who had no interest in novels or poetry? His answer

was that the function of great literature, particularly of poetry,

was to help the preacher grasp a man's soul; the poetic expres¬

sion of truth, in the figure of a French Itystic, "keeps open the

Great Routes which lead from the visible to the invisible." That

is why so much of the Bible was cast in poetic cadences. "There

is no religious truth," wrote JCelman, "however simple it may appear,

which does not need poetry for its last expression."2 Poetry is

natural to every man as he gropes for that which lies behind the

veil. It helps unchain the petty, earth-bound pursuits of most

men by opening up a heavenly region of pure and inspiring thoughts:

Men, whose life is spent in business, in trade, in the
grind and hackwork even of professional life, come to church
needing sympathy, needing to be drawn above the world to a
finer region. It partly accounts for the undoubted loss of
touch between the pulpit and the pews in some quarters, that
the preaching has been too dogmatic, too prosaic, too much
like the routine of daily life.3
1 #27, "The Market of Soulsp. 22,
2 John Helraan, "The Value of Poetry to the Pulpit," Ty

Student Movement. 1900 (exact date of article unknown), p. 9.
5 Ibid., p. 10.
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Then, from another standpoint, Kelman "believed that litera¬

ture was valuable in the work with those who had no native ap¬

preciation for it, "because it enabled the preacher to place "be¬

fore them, in "brief extracts, the invigorating lessons from ex¬

perience of men and women whose names, at least, were familiar,

Rxperienee can speak to experience - this was an elementary thesis

with Kelman, The poets and novelists to whom he so often refer¬

red in his Operetta House messages were introduced there, not only

for the beauty of their style, hit to illustrate the living ex¬

periences of their wrestling with sin and doubt. The force of

the quotation was centered in the fact that it sprang from life.

To illustrate, for example, the unseen workings of the Holy Spirit,

as it v/oos men back to the faith of their fathers, he would use

Chesterton's account of the yachtsman who started out on a voyage

and ran aground on what he thought was a new island only to find

that he had run up his flag on the pavilion of Brighton and dis¬

covered JSngland. Pater's garius was often used as an example of

those hidden forces of Christianity which assist the pagan grop-

inge of man for sure religious foundations; or he called upon the

letters and biographies of George I51iot, William Sharpe or Robert

Louis Stevenson to illustrate the same point. He seems purpose¬

fully to have chosen the more contemporary writers to illustrate

his Operetta House addresses1 because he wanted to put across the

idea that these were experiences hewn out of the present age, ap¬

plicable to the conditions and persuasions of men in the twentieth

1 There is not a single reference to Bunyan or Dante in the
O.H. addresses and only rare literary allusions to any writer
earlier than the nineteenth century, although Kelman was a real
student of Bunyan, Dante, Bacon, Chaucer and I'ilton,
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century - not the meditations or conclusions of a remote and

unrelated past.

Separation of Secular and Sacred. As Xelman indicated in

more than one volume,* he "believed that since God's revelation

to man is manifold, it necessarily encompasses the whole of life.

A man's faith can never "be departmental!sed far off from the

world and kept aloof from life. "That is a view of faith which

has already cost us dear. It has impoverished the sacred and

exiled the secular."2 The great contribution of psychology was

that it had examined the phenomena of conversion and had presen¬

ted a God who is nigh; it had forced religion to discard the

gloomy sense of remoteness of sacred things and offered a Word

which was in the hearts and mouths of men.? This cause was also

well served by the proper study of llteratxire. Kelman thought

that literature had a divine side just as theology had a human

side. Thus ho could write a book on Robert Louie Stevenson's

"faith," a notion that genuinely shocked many who could not bring

themselves to associate Stevenson with religion in anything like

the ordinary sense of the term. Yet Kelman, alive to the uses

of literature, had woven from Stevenson's writings a fabric which

showed the great designs of God at work in his soul. Here was

an instance of his consecration of literature, one of the command¬

ing forces of life, to show that nothing, however secular, is hid

from the transforming touch of the ITaster.

It has often been said, to note an interesting side point

l See Preface to the second edition of The Faith of Robert
Louis Stevenson and p. 34 of The Courts of the Temple.
111 " '« 11 1 ■ ■ II I II ■ I ■' ■ |»

John Kelman, The Faith of Robert Louis Stevenson, p. x,
3 Ibid,, pp. 284-285.
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about Kelman's book on Stevenson, that this work was in reality

"the faith of John Kelraan," Surely there is much of Kelman in

it. He admitted this in a letter to a friend written twenty

years after the book was published, but he added, "... yet X

am more than ever persuaded that the real R.L.5. which it tries

to portray is a true if one-sided portrait of the real man."1
Kelnan was preaching to men through his interpretation of Steven¬

son, and his own message was naturally entwined in the work.

An interesting example of how he threaded his characteristic mes¬

sage into the life of another man is found in an address entitled

"In Meraoriam, the Marquees of Dufferin and Ava," delivered in the

KcBwan Hall in 1902. After reviewing the life of the deceased

Lord Rector of Edinburgh University, he examined his rectorial

message of that year and said:

The whole outlook is hopeful and healthy ... the views
of one whose life-ideal was the service of God and man. Do
they not shame into Insignificance those morbid and listless
moods which at times beset us{ That is your Lord HectorTs
great message to yo\i all - a demand that you shall believe
in life - in its possibilities, in its Infinite opportunities,
in the glory of its success, in the meaning of its trials,
in the sweet uses of its adversity . . . Life's deepest
meaning is understood only when we take its public service
and its private experience as a trust from Hira ... God
trusts us, let the memory of God's servant help us to remem¬
ber and to be faithful to that trust."

Kelraan was not deluded about the fact that many of the men

whom he admired so strongly, Stevenson, Browning, Carlyle and

Arnold were separated from orthodox Christianity by a chasm of

considerable width. ITor did he attempt to gloss over it.

Rather he took their departures from orthodoxy as illustrations

1 Letter of John Xelraan to Miss !Tabel Garrett, December 20,
1922,

2 #33, also The Student,- 20th February, 1902, pp. 385-389.
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of our own revolts from dogmatic definitions, and reiterated his

conviction that "behind each painfully inadequate attempt to

formulate creeds that will express faith, there is, "... an

immense fund of Unconscious Christianity,which un&er-girds it,

preserves it, and, perhaps, saves it.

The Minister's Personal Gain from Great literature. Xelnan

ho 1:1eved that the minister who dwelt long hours with great litera¬

ture was adding much to his own character and enhancing his per¬

sonal message as well as the presentation of it. It gave him a

catholicity of appreciation which helped him to hear with sympathy

and true understanding, the many "burdens of others. An acquain¬

tance with contemporary literature helped direct a man's preach¬

ing; it pointed up the deepest problems of the age and it offered

an index to the shifting centres of the generation's opinions.

The study of a poet or a novelist with care rewarded a man In an

influence on his style, habits of thought, emphasis of interest

and tone of feeling - all of which are matters of vital importance,

affecting the message and the very soul of the preacher.2 The

study of an author or poet "blessed with keen insight Into human

nature can lay "bare for the minister the moral situation, mental

development, and emotional crisis of man; and this is, surely,

1 John Kelman, Prophets of Yesterday, p. 74 also Faith of
Robert Louis Stevenson, pp. xvi, 4.

2 John Kelman, "The Use of Poetry in the Pulpit," The Student
Movement, circa. 1900, p. 34, Compare with John Oman's obser¬
vation that, "All kinds of defects in our present system of theo¬
logical education are vociferously insisted on, but I am not sure
of ever having heard what seems to me the chief defect even men¬
tioned. This I take to be ignorance of literature, and often at
least, to be the reason why there is so much argufying and rambl¬
ing remarks, without order, form or distinction." Coneeraing the
Ministry, p. 166.
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the country of the preacher. "Next to "knowing God," wrote Kel-

raan, "it is most essential for him to know what is in man."*
One of John Kclsan's great friends2 has related that once

some of his fellow-ministers presented him with a Bible, as a

humorous reminder of the "book with which Bible Classes are sup¬

posed to concern themselves. There is no indication, though,

in his sermons or in his lectures, that He lawn did not keep his

passion for literature in firm rein always. The method was ser¬

vant to the supreme mission of bringing young people to the side

of Jesus Christ. He believed that the Bible was God's Word, that

it spoke to men's consciences and deepened their faith as no other

book, but he saw God's presence in great art, as well. True art,

to Mm, was that which expresses a personality worthy of expres¬

sion. The range of the operations of the Holy Spirit is wide as

the interests and the concerns of human life.3 And the artist

who has opened his own inner life to the activities of God in His

world can receive revelations of the Holy Spirit which call forth

our reverence. These men, attractive to the eager minds of a

reading public, can open broad vistas of Christian experience,

teach essential Christian doctrine, and counterbalance the Satanic

forces which serve in another literary army.

1 John ICelman, loc. cit.
2 Henry Sloan Coffin.
3 John Kelman, Ephemera Bternitatis. p. 152.



CHAPTER V.

JOHN KSLTAK AS PREACHER

This chapter is concerned with Kelman's direct and indirect

counsel to those who would influence the conduct of young men and

women through preaching. There are many obiter dicta on these

matters hidden away in his literary commentaries and printed

sermons. From tine to time in his many articles for publications

like The British 'Meekly. The Student Movement, and The "Expository

Times he has had something to say about homlletics. An examina¬

tion of his student sermons for the patterns of style, illustra¬

tive material, structure, and general preaching objectives con¬

tained therein will also bring out salient points about the art

of preaching to students. Quotations from Kelman1s The ffar and

Preaching lectures will be used in this chapter because these

lecture are founded on the unstated thesis that what he hnS to

say is drawn from both his student and wartime experiences. The

lectures entitled "The Preacher as Prophet," for example, is but

tho re-written conclusion of a sermon delivered at TTorthfield,

Massachusetts in 1902, when he was speaking directly as a student

worker.

I. The *fan.

A man's peculiar siiccess as a preacher and his advice in

homilotical matters cannot be divorced from his personality.

The relevance of Kelman's counsel to preachers can best be



evaluated when he is seen on the platform in a setting adapted

"by him to appeal to men in a particular situation: the Operetta

House in Chambers Street, Edinburgh, opposite the Old University

of Edinburgh,1
The Operetta House was a tawdry little variety theatre, shabby

and draughty, which could only accommodate, including its small

gallery, between six and seven hundred students. In appearance

it v?as most unpromising, and the dust and draught made a visit

there a matter of some self-sacrifice. But it was near the Uni¬

versity. Entrance was by matriculation card only and the Edin¬

burgh University Student reported year after year that the services

were crowded to capacity. On the stage in front of the curtain

were a small table and two chairs. There was always some music,-

a piano, a cornet or a male quartet. And when the hymns were an¬

nounced, the men joined in, singing the tenor and bass parts from

memory. The service began at seven o'clock on Sunday evening.

Kelman would enter a few moments before the hour accompanied by

1 This picture of Kelman and the Operetta House meetings is
drawn from accounts by G. F. Barbour in an essay entitled "Some
Memories of John Kelman," in Essays and Addresses of G. F. Barbour
edited by A. F. Giles, from another essay by Barbour on kblraan in
The Tradition of St. George's West, articles by K. J. Ilagan in
The Record of the United Free Church of Scotland (June, 1929, pp.
257-259j and The University of Edinburgh Journal. Autumn 1929, pp.
166-167), Hector 'acpherson m The Young "an. (June, 1908, pp. 181-
185), from articles and appreciations by various students in the
Edinburgh University Student magazine, newspaper tributes at his
death by various friends and admirers, pulpit tributes from various
eoixrces and the reminiscences of Dr. W. Bums, Robert Aitken,
Erskine Blackburn, John PacKae, Henry Sloan Coffin, AMrew »V. Black¬
wood, R. K. 'Tartin, Principal John Baillle, E. J. Hagan, Sir Fre¬
derick Whyte and many others with whom the author of this thesis
has talked informally or had correspondence over the past two years.
Any direct quotation or impression that is at variance with the
general impressions will be credited.
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the chairman for the evening;. Usually the chairman was a pro¬

fessor or csenior lect\irer. Some were from the divinity faculty,

others from the arts or medical faculties, and occasionally the

Principal would preside. The keynote of the service, which never

varied, was informality and absolute simplicity. There was a

hymn, followed by a Scripture reading, a short prayer, another hymn,

and then the address which was concluded with prayer and a hymn.

The chairman would usually give an extremely brief introduction

and ICelman would stand before the students. They saw a tall, lean

man, clad in a short black jacket and dress slippers (which he

usually slipped on his feet for comfort 3ust before entering the

hall), wearing a clerical collar but no bands, and carrying a sheaf

of notes in his left hand. Kelman's features were most often do-

scribed as "ascetic" by his hearers. His eyes seemed sad until

he began to speak; everything in his demeanour gave evidence that

he considered this an extremely serious business. His gallant

bearing and strained face, which was yet so startling in its boy¬

ish appearance, added effectiveness to this genuine air of solem¬

nity. Each evening there was an announcement that forbade re¬

porting of the meeting or "buttonholing" of those who attended.

Then the preacher would launch directly into his address, speaking

for about forty-five minutes with a vibrant intensity that kept his

audience hushed and tense as he laid bare his theme, marching

through argument after argument until he called upon men with pas¬

sionate eamestnoss in the closing minutes to place their lives on

the side of Jesus Christ and go forth resolved to face the thrilling
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adventure of life with 3oy and disciplined nobility. Men have

spoken of the sigh that would run through the house when he "brought

his words to a close. "John Kelman seemed to be burning himself

out like a coal from the very altar of God as he gave himself to

his great congregation of students," wrote one observer thirty-

five years after hearing Kelraan.* So captured were the students

by Kelman'c drawn face, his energetic gestures, and clear, musical

voice, that there was a genuine sense of release at the end. Most

of the men who have written or spoken about these services have

characterised them as essentially "inspirational." That conclu¬

sion is a tribute to Kelman's presentation of the matter, because

the manuscripts show without the slightest shadow of a doubt that

he was really battering down intellectual positions which preclu¬

ded the Christian affirmation and was, with much cere, building

through each series a pattern of arguments and reasoned conclusions

that developed into practical suggestions for Christian living.

One who wrote about his work while it was in progress put the

matter quite accurately when he noted:

It has been said by some that he deals too much with in¬
tellectual difficulties. But he goes on lines which he has
found most helpful to men. And no one is more absolutely
evangelical. He is always leading everything up to the great
facts about Christ and what they imply for us.2
The atmosphere of "Inspiration" which clung to the minds of

his hearers was undoubtedly placed there by the appearance of the

preacher, his obvious earnestness, and the closing appeal which

always related the intellectual considerations to Jesus Christ.

1 J, S, Park, The Miracle of Preaching, p. 155.
2 Hector Macpherson, John Kelman," The Young "an. pp.

180-184.
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The students knew Kelman to be a real man, speaking to men about

things that were absolutely essential to every man, He had none

of the distracting pulpit "frills" that co\xld easily have gathered

about a message such as his. Every gesture was spontaneous! and

his voice was entirely natural, not a "padre*s voice." lie did not

have a booming voice, or a particularly fine natural instrument,

but he spoke distinctly and rapidly with excellent spacing so that

it had a carrying power that was most advantageous without afford¬

ing any appearance of strain or of "oratory,"

Kelraan was a born humorist. His puckish temperament en¬

couraged the exchange of wit, and he was so utterly free of self-

consciousness that he was famed as a raconteur. The Edinburgh

University Student occasionally published his jokes in their "Miscel¬

lany" column, and many anecdotes repeated on the floor of the Gene¬

ral Assembly were attributed to him. But, interesting enough,

there are only two traces of humour (both in prefatory remarks) in

the manuscripts which represent his fifteen years at the Operetta

House I lien who heard him many times have remarked about this fact.

Quite obviously he entered into his work with a seriousness that

was genuinely contagious. The spirit he wanted earnestly to main¬

tain through the years at the Operetta House is well summed up by

his opening statement to those who first gathered to hear the man

who was tm trial" as a successor to Henry Brummond:

It so happens that I am a minister. But it is not as a
minister that I stand here. I want to come among you, if you
will let me, as a student back again for a while in Alma Mater,
as a man talking freely with other men. For the meantime I
have no church, no profession. You and I are facing life

1 Br. VI. Burns, thinking back over thirty years to these ser¬
vices, recalls that the gestiire he remembers most vividly was
TCelmnn*s c\istom, in an impassioned moment, of swinging his right
hand straight up over his head.
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together from the same point of view. We are men who do
not find either faith or character an easy matter. The
odds seem to "be often against our coming out right. We
want to come out right, and we are going to talk mainly
about that.

If you will take me so and give me your confidence, one
thing I shall promise you in return. I shall not say one
word to you "but what I "believe with all my soul, and not
one of these "beliefs but 'has cost me something.*
Here was the "mood" of the Operetta House meetings. The

roan who established it so disciplined his infectious personality

that he was able to lend inspiration to intellectual appeal, with

a passion and a seriousness that completely captivated four stri¬

dent generations at the University of Edinburgh.

It was customary for Kelman to hold an "after-meeting" im¬

mediately following the closing hymn. Not all the men stayed

for this meeting, but the large majority of them did. He would

come dorm from the platform and speak from the front of the area

seats for the fifteen minutes to half an hour in which he carried

forward the subject of the evening. He did not write out what

he had to say in the after-meeting; only a half-dozen notes on

each set of lecture cards give an indicati on of his further re¬

marks. But usually he sought to deal ". . . in a more intimate

way with the difficulties of mind, heart and conscience which he

knew wore oppressing his hearers, and renewed his appeal for

personal decision."2 The after-meeting was also closed with a

1 #2, "Taking Oneself Seriously," (29 October, 1899) p. 1.
How well he was able to realise this ideal is seen in the testi¬
mony of a student reporter who wrote an appreciation of Kelman
twelve years after that opening address: "Wherein does Kelman's
great power over men lie? It lies in his humanity; he stands on
no pedestal; he is one of ourselves. His is not the voice of a
preacher; his is the voice of a brother-student." The Student.
Volume IX, 1911-1912, p. 145.

2 G. F. Barbour, Essays and Addresses, p. 82.
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hymn and Kelman would pronounce the benediction after which men

would often ". . .go quietly avray either in email groups or

solitary to their rooms, unwilling that every-day conversation

should remove the solemnity of the message from their minds,

Kelraan refused to have an offering at these services and he did

not follow Drummon&'s custom of a communion service at the close

of the winter's meetings; but on the last night he would ask the

men to shake hands with him as they left the building,

... and to treat this handgrasp as a kind of wordless
sacrament ... of their resolve to live by the Faith of the
Son of God, "I well remember," wrote Barbour, "the impres¬
sion, as we filed up the steps in my student days, and he
stood with set face grasping hand after hand, of the spiri¬
tual strain which he bore, as 'virtue went out of him* and
he gave us this personal yet truly sacramental help."2
A few additional remarks about Kelman's character and atti¬

tudes will naturally contribute to the picture of him as preacher

and pastor. He was extremely energetic, not so nervous as alert

and quick in his actions. There was evidently a radiance about

his personality that won him friends almost on first acquaintance.

"He was," said James Black, "one of the most winsome and manly

Christians I have known. To speak to him was a spiritual and

intellectual tonic. He v/as always amazingly fresh and amazingly

young."3 He was enthusiastic and gentle, a lover of good con¬

versation and a dedicated sportsman. Kis smile - and so many who

speak of him, speak first of his smile - was warm and friendly.

He was completely approachable, almost boyish. It was immediately

1 ilector -iacpherson, op. cit.. p. 184. Also see APPEBDIX B
for Br. W. Burns* notes on a typical "after-meeting."

2 Barbour, op. cit.. p. 83.
3 St. George's Church ITotes, #261, June, 1929, p. 7,
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apparent that he had learned that curious secret that a nan need

never escape from his infancy; for, a part of his spirit was

reserved as a child's playground to the end. Everyone who came

to know him felt instinctively his genuine interest in everything

that concerned them. He was a gentleman to the core, neither

argumentative nor a monopoliser of conversation. Hen were straight¬

way impressed "by his culture, natural dignity, and inherent good

taste. Behind his genial humour and unfailing optimism was a

poetic instinct that even in casual conversations gave one the

feeling that this man who could handle any theme with such subtle

harmony was both an artist and a real man of the world - a rare

combination genuinely blended in his friendly charm. That is

the word which best characterises Kelraan, "charm," The wistful

words of another Scot were truly fulfilled in him: "Ah, but

John," said Barrie's Maggie, "whatever you do, you do it so tre¬

mendously; and if you were to love, what a passion it would be.'*1
It was John Kelman's love for men that mediated his charm. And

what a pervasive passion it was indeed!

11• The Objectives of Preaching

In his Yale Lectures2 Kclman laid down three broad objectives

which he believed were the legitimate ends of preaching. The

first was testimony. 33y testimony he did not mean the preacher's

confession of his own religious experience. He meant that con¬

tinuous testimony of the Church in which she bears witness to her

1 J. M, Barrie, What every Woman Knows, p. 67.
2 John Xelman, The v/ar and Preaching, pp. 12-22.
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living faith In Christ. When understood in this great sense,

testimony is experiential and is the comprehensive and proper

object of all Christian preaching. In a lesser sense testimony

meant hearing witness to the great doctrines of the faith. There

was a great danger in accepting testimony as the chief end of

preaching although it was one of the real/legitimate objects of

preaching. The fi-rger war that testimony ever, when bearing witness

to the fundamental truths of Chrintimiity,was apt to become, not

experiential, but abstract.

When it is accepted as the main object of preaching, it
cannot fail to be in danger of becoming theoretical and arid.
The proper object of preaching must be its effect upon living
men, and not the proclamation of statements however venerable
or however weighty.^
He came to the same conclusion about education. Although

education was one of the legitimate objects of preaching, it was

not the supreme object of preaching. The systematic teaching of

the Bible and of religious truth was an unquestioned aim for every

preacher as he moves among his people. "Yet," said JCelman, "it

must be confessed th t so far as the actual preaching is concerned,

the pulpit is an extremely poor instrument of education."£ The

subject was far too wide to entrust it merely to one or two half-

hours from the pulpit eaoh week. There were other agencies in

the Church well-designed to further the desired end of education.

If the preacher allowed this to become his chief concern he would

neglect other important functions and would still wander aimlessly

from the real object of preaching, something "... more human than

Xlbld.. p. 14.
Sib id., t>. 16.
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testimony more intimate than education.

The most appropriate term for the chief end of preaching was

appeal. Much broader than "inspiration," appeal rteans, "Comfort

for the distressed, enlightenment for the ignorant, rebuke and

stern denunciation for the wicked - these and countless other lines

of operation are within its scope."2 It was a way of preaching

which grew out of familiarity with men, their needs, their minds,

and their thoughts. And it was achieved only "by T? . . putting

oiieself in the place of others, by expressing their own life."3
The preacher was a master-painter who dipped his brush into the

colours of man*s soul and painted before his astonished eyes each

aspiration, inadequacy., failure, and success. "The supreme object

of preaching," concluded Kelman, "is appeal, in the whole width

of the meaning of that word,"4 This is why Kelm&n entitled ths

first chapter of his Yale Lectures, "Reality." He believed that

the ministers of his day had not examined the real object of preach¬

ing and thus had lost sight of the fact that God was, through the

preacher, making Himself intelligible to men. People were only

willing to take religion seriously for the amount of reality that

was in it. Anything less was sham, aimless and Ineffective in

bringing about practical results in character, "The secret of

reality in preaching is intelligibility, and the secret of intelli¬

gibility is interest."^ And the secret of interest is experience,

living experience which breaks the dead grip of dogma and lays
*

T'Yoc'.' cit.
2 Ibid., p. 17.
3 Loc. cit.
4 Ibid., p. 16.
5 Ibid., p. 9.
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open the way for adventurous Christian living.

According to C. H. Dodd, whenever the New Testament writers

employed the word "preaching" they referred to what we now know

as evangelism.* Recalling that Kelman did not believe that the

three main objects of preaching were mutually exclusive, it can

be asserted with complete certainty that when he preached to

students the controlling objective was this same discipie-making

spirit which he called "appeal." He did not sacrifice "Christian

nurture" for this end. The earlier discusrlon of #his themes

built around "discipline in religion" testifies to a desired practi¬

cal balance in his preaching. Nor did he undervalue the use of

reaf on ae an instrument of evangelism. Every "difficulty of

faith" which came to his attention was afforded fair and prominent

treatment. But each theme with which he dealt in sermons to young

people had evangelism at the core. He was burning a "straight

flame to Jesus Christ,"2 to lead men to see that God never deals

with them otherwise than as Jesus dealt with men, that God never

falls with the love that was in Him, that saving faith comes to

those who can say, "'y Lord and my God." A many-sided interest

and a wide acquaintance with human affairs is involved in the work

of the ministry, Kelman once wrote, but,

All the more necessary is it to remember that the essential
reason of this profession is to persuade peonle to do certain
things, and especially one great thing. However wide may be
the horizon of its interest, evangelism is at the heart and
centre of the ministry

The rough drafts of Kelman,s student sermons which were later

1 C. H. Dodd, The Apostolic Preaching and its development.
(London? Hodder and Stoughton, 1949;, pp. 7-8.

2 #88, "Evangelism," (Notes).
3 John Kelman, The Road, I, 58.
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expanded into fully written manuscripts demonstrate how every¬

thing brought under consideration was subordinated to this govern¬

ing spirit of evangelism. His notations for concluding remarks

were not put under the heading, "Conclusion"; the final division

was almost always entitled, "Appeal." He was seeking decisions,

not graceful conclusions to homlletieal efforts. It is quite

true that he avoided asking for immediate visible results in the

Operetta House. But he pressed for submission to Christ none the

less vigorously and did not minimise the consequences of the un¬

committed life. Here are various examples of these concluding

appeals taken from Operetta House addressess

"I am not going to stand by and see all this waste and
loss of precious life going on without a protest ... I
appeal to you to close the broken ranks of Christ, to name
yourselves by His name and take His side ... whichever way
you decide, this night is critical ... You must leave this
theatre to-night either choosing Him or reject!1 g Him; and
either course will have profound consequences."1

"He is there. Your whole soul bears witness to Him. It
is a question not of argument but of submission. He must be
Master of your life • • • You will not know Him well all at
once ... But the pure in heart shall see Cod. . . Follow
on through a life of pure-hearted, whole-hearted submission
to Him so far as you have found Kim. Follow on, in a life
of prayer, that daily seeks and finds the way from the world
to Him."^

"But to you, what is He? This is our last night together,
gentlemen. Believe me, you need Him, and you may have Him.
I do not say that you may have, or that you need a very ela¬
borate theological doctrine, but Him you do need and you may
have,"2

"There are many men I know , , , good enough in life to
be Just on the edge of God*s Kingdom, but want of dec it? ion
•keeps them Just out of reach of a full Christian faith ...

1 #31, "Unconscious Christianity," pp. 27-28.
2 #19, "Atheism Practical and Theoretical," p. 28.
2 #9, "Jesus of Bazareth," p. 28.
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I pray you to end it ... "by stepning out clear upon the
true path so far as that is lit by what convictions you al¬
ready hold."A

"... decision is the one thing always possible to a
man ... How I ask you to-night to come to a choice. Under
which King? Christ or self; indulgence or service?"2

Preaching to students, was, for Kelman, an opportunity for

a masterful interpley of intellect and emotion salted with clear

practical suggestions for daily living. But the end was appeal

for a step made in faith which placed the man beside Christ, from

whence he could grow in the full nurture of the Lord.

Ill. The Preparation and Delivery of Sermons

General. A few great preachers have cultivated a "strength

of leisureliness" in the preparation of their sermons. They

have found writing an easy task, merely the "plucking from the

garden of accumulated data" the matter that they wanted to pre¬

sent to their people on a Sunday morning. Kelman was not of

that caste. He worked at sermon preparation with tenacity and

dogged energy, and found that the writing cost him ceaseless

travail of mind and spirit. His assistant in Fifth Avenue Church

wrote of him in this connection:

I had the impression that he focused on his sermons with
great difficulty. He used to warn me never to be a preacher
He would stay up half the night trying to get a point to
where it could be understood by his congregation and clear
to himself. In the morning he would appear all drawn and
haggard. But once in the pulpit all signs of weariness
left him. His mind seemed freed of encumbrances. He was
clear, earnest, sincere, convincing.3
It is not that he left off preparation until the final hour.

1#7, "The f'ood of Faith," pp. 36-37.
2 #66, "Service," p. 27.
3 Paul A. Wolfe in E. D. Jones, The Royalty of the Pulpit.

P. 94.
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Kelman seems to have had the feeling: that a sermon was never so

complete that it could he laid down as finished. Because the

message was a part of his soul, he toiled over it until the last

moment, and when he stepped into the pulpit he was so enveloped

in the theme of the hour that it seemed to boil up out of him.

It was Kelman's custom to set aside several weeks in the

summer for the preparation of the winter*s series at the Operetta

House* and a vast amount of reading was undertaken before he felt

prepared to set a message out in full. In the series of 1910,

for example, he enclosed for his own reference purposes a list of

twenty-two books that had gone into the preparation of the five

addresses for that winter. It is not at all unusual to find in

one manuscript fifteen to twenty marginal notations in which

Kelman credits each contribution from his general reading to the

thought or expression of the matter under consideration. He ad¬

vised theological students to read widely, to read books which

quickened the mind rather than those which merely supplied them

with passages that could be borrowed. ??verything that was rood

would contribute to the message. "The standard classics of

literature, the great commentaries, the living books of theology

and religion - these are the stuff for inspiration."2 He

gathered the fruits of his own reading into an indexed "Common¬

place Book" but after he had accumulated thousands of extracts

and references ho abandoned this method for the less mechanical

unlndexed notebooks.

* The Tradition of St. George's 'est, p. 59.
2 John Kelman, The v/ar and Preaching, p. 107.
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K® believed that if a man would wisely set himself to ascer¬

tain what his own line of interest was, and specialise in that,

neglecting much to the right and left of it without remorse, he

would form a system in his thinking. The thoughts that visited

him and his reading, however desultory, would contribute to this

nucleus of ideas and he would come to have a message characteristic

of himself: "A message, or a multitude of opinions - that is the

difference which selection makes. It is the difference between

the prophet and the literary or clerical hack."* The five or

six themes which leap out of Kelmanfs student preaching show how

stringently he folio-wed this counsel of selection.2 He watched

for a few ideals which appealed to young men, and when he prepared

a sermon he built his message around one of these ideals, letting

everything he read or thought enrich and enlarge it. That is

what Kelman meant when he advised yotmg ministers to draw from

their own experience when they set out to prepare a sermon and let

that experience ploy upon the material of ideas which are to be

presented to the congregation in connection with the subject for

the day.®
Structure. After such advice as this it is not surprising

to learn that Kelman was not an expository preacher. His prin¬

ted sermons average about one expository or textual sermon to five

topical ones. The Operetta House addresses were almost entirely

topical, as would be expected since they were really lectures on

1 John Kelman, "The Guidance of Thought," Our Student's
Magazine, circa 1900. Cf. The i<ar and Preaching, p. 108.

& Supra. Chapter III.
3 John Kelman, The War and Preaching, p. 106.
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specific themes. There was always a Scripture reading at these

services, but Kelman seldom applied the text of the reading to

his message. When he did so it was only to establish the nood

of a theme and was usually a very short one. There is really

no reliable pattern which could demonstrate whether he preached

more from the New Testament than from the Old Testament, But he

tended to choose the words of Jesus for texts, doubtless because

he was seeking to end on the note of personal loyalty to Him. In

his general student preaching Kelman most often began indirectly,

coming back to the text which was the basis of his message at the

end of the sermon. Many preachers have written how they have

chosen this method purposely because it is the most effective way

of bringing emotions to a height and helps break down the initial

suspicion of the preacher as a "pleader."1 Kelman agreed because

it was in line with his thoughts about the general objectives of

preaching:

If it be educational, it will generally be found best to
begin with the context and exegesis of the text, and to pass
on from these to its application to life in various connec¬
tions, ultimately leading up to present-day facts and ex¬
periences by way of illustration and application. If, how¬
ever, the main object be appeal, it will often be more effec¬
tive to begin with data of experience which have no apparent
connection with the text at all, and to shov/ a deeper meaning
in these, leading back to the text in the end and thus sur¬
prising the hearers with the religious significance of the
ordinary facts of their livos.2
He knew the value of organisation of material and deplored

discursiveness in a sermon. A remarkable tribute to him is that

he kept strictly to his subject in the Operetta House addresses.
~

1 Ralph Sockraan, lyman Beecher, 35. G. Robinson, A. J. F,
Behrends, and John Broadus. Bee B. B. Baxter's The Heart of the
Yale Lectures, pp. 272-275.

^ John Kelman, The War and Preaching, p. 112.
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That is difficult for a man who admittedly had particular themes

preening on him for presentation. Although the hones of struc¬

ture did not protrude, there was real frameworb to all of Kelman's

sermons. He varied hir. structuro often find avoided distinctly

marked divisions. In addition to the standard three point sermon,

he delivered four point messages, lectures which brobe naturally

into as many as ton points of even balance, and often he divided

his material into two main headings which, though variously ex¬

pressed, usually emerged as "Positive - Negative," "Social - In¬

dividual," and "God - Man."* Because Kelman was an artist in the

things of the soul, he delighted in character studies. Naam&n

the Syrian or Gehazi or Paul cane alive as this preacher who was

pre-eminently an interpreter of the operations of the human soul

laid hare the depths of their characters.

Contrary to his other studenrb sermons, there were no "surprise"

endings to the Operetta House addressee. He endeavoured to place

the theme in the title, and avoided the enigmatic or "propaganda"

title. The subjects for a winter's series were usually related;

and he often began with a brief summary of the previous discussions

before stating the limits of the pre: ent subject. Kelman's Hew

North sermons were not characterised with such a balanced presenta¬

tion of all sides of a question as were the Operetta House addresses.

They tended to be more impressionistic, more dedicated to sustained

appeal.s But this, too, was done with purpose: "... it is

l His favourite three point divisions for sermons dealing
with practical Christianity wore: "Before-in-After," "Intel-
lectually-horally-Spiritually," and "What it is-You can have it-
It tabes time."

S G. F. Barbour, assays and A'1-!rcri.es, p. 83.
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bettor to aim, in any ono sermon, at leaving an unmistakable im¬

pression, than on presenting with equal fullness both sides of a

case."l

Style. Kelman had more to say about certain elements of

style than most ministers who give advice on honiletical matters.

Perhaps his interest in style was due to the influence of Pro¬

fessor David lesson. Certainly it was related to his natural

literary instincts. He delighted in the style of others as is

evidenced by the attention ho gave in various volumes to this merit

in the writings of Francis Thompson, Walter Pater, G. K. Chesterton,

and Robert Louis Stevenson, In preaching, said Kelmtrn, the

essence of good style is naturalness. It should be form given to

matter yet allowing free play to a man's own personality.2

Words are clothing for the thoughts and attention given to the

choice of the exact words in which to express our thoughts is a

genuine moral exercise: . . for it is indeed simply the search

for truth in the inward parts."2 There is abundant evidence that

he was captured with this principle of the choice of exact words.

In five different volumes he referred to Flaubert's principle of

the search, the unwearied search, not for the smooth, or winsome,

or forcible word as such, but quite simply and honestly, for the

word's adjustment to its meaning,4 This principle was inserted

1 John Kelman, The 'War and Preaching, p. 113.
2 Ibid,, p. 114-118.
3 IMd.. p. 116.
4 The Road. I, 57; The War and Preaching, p. 116; The Faith

of Robert Louis Stevenson.' p. 48: Proohe ts or Yesterday. P. 17:
and Among Famous books',' 'p. 43. ~ ™ ~ "
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into many of Kelman's sermons to illustrate the power of accurate

and clear words upon character and conduct as well as upon thought

This does not mean that Kelman advocated a style which attracted

attention to itself* Anything that smacked of elegance, sonorous

periods and pure word-painting was abhorrent to him;

It is not "by the procession of half a dossen shining adjec¬
tives before each noun that an author achieves greatness and
convinces men. It is by words carefully sought for and
fastidiously chosen for their severe directness and simpli¬
city.2
He believed that if the preacher, in his search for exact

words, chose ones with highly compressed meaning, he sacrificed

forcibleness, checked the flow of the utterance, and lost the

carrying weight of his message.3 That is why he avoided theolo¬

gical terms in his messages to students. He simply had no use

for the belated, and highly compressed language of on effete

theology. As someone wrote of his preaching;

"He had the art of taking a worn theme, stripping it of
verbiage, and presenting it in a new and forceful light.
The truth v/as the same; what he did was to Show in his
penetrating way that it v/as the truth."4-
His was the language of the medical student (#6 "The Scepti¬

cism of the Dissecting Koom) and the athlete (#16 "The Athletic of

the Body). He scrupulously avoided the paradox, allegory, and

philosophic terminology because he believed that they obscured

meanings for most men. The message entitled "Agnosticism" was a

1 £See, for example, "The Preparation of Words" and. "The
Power of Words" in Ephemera Rternitatis, pp. 55-66; also, #47,
"Speech and Life."

2 John Kelman, Salted with Fire, p. 51.
3 John Kelman, The Faith of Robert Louis Stevenson, pp. 46-48
4 newspaper clipping entitled "A Born Preacher - John Kelman,

date and source unknown (circa. May, 1929); I owe this reference
to the Reverend J. MacRae of Edinburgh.
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masterly treatment in the most simple terms of the philosophic

abstractions which abound in the department of epistemology.

Kelraan usually repeated his theme several times in the course of

a long address, but he followed his own advice, "avoid the frequent

repetition of a word, especially if the word be unusual, still

more of a phrase, especially if the phrase be clever."* He had

a gift for swift phrases that made such an impression upon his

hearers that The Student would sometimes give extracts from his

addresses:

"There is a tragedy in success; the pinnacle has only
room for one, and there is only one descent - it is a crash
from the battlements."

"All honour to the self-made man; but if he takes all
credit to himself he has saved Providence from a great
responsibility."2

"Conduct is fate; to-morrow holds the balance of fate,
and you determine it not by yesterday but by to-day."

"I do not care for yoxir flimsy little canvas boat that has
been sailing about in the sun, but I do like to see the boat
with its broken mast and battered look sail bravely into
port."®

"The ministry is the best of all professions and the most
dishonourable of all trades."

"In our student days we must get in among the great prin¬
ciples of the game of life and learn them and not the neat

- dodges."

"God has done much for you. You must do something for God
and your generation, gentlemen, before your time's up."

"Kmerson has said in his own quaint way; 'Hitch your wagon
to a star.* It may seem a poor bit of a wagon we have to
drive about, but hitched to a star we know not where it may
go. The great and starry Power in this Universe is the Will
of God."

1 John Kelman, The »<'ar and Preaching, p. 117.
2 The Student. 23 November, 1906, p. 155.
3 I2lid., 14 December, 1906, 269.
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"We can and ought to teach nothing that we have not ex¬
perienced and found to hold. Our message must he written
in our own blood."

"And Y/hen a man finds the thing that is his to do, he is
anointed by the occasion and works out God's will."*

"Good resolutions, and every other device of the sort
are about .effective as chain armour is against the infection
of disease."2

Kelman's powers of observation were remarkable; and they

were closely related to his ability to fashion words which would

bring to life the things he had seen. There was, for him, an

infinite delight and wonder in common things because he educated

his eye to see both the sharp outlines of his own thoughts and the

beauties, trivialities, contours, and colours of the world around

him.

"On many voyages across great oceans," he recounted, "I
have known people coming up on deck morning after morning with
the v/eary greeting for the day, 'The sane old sea.* And yet
it was never the same, for one day it was an innumerable
multitude of broken sapphires, and another day a vast opales¬
cent expanse. The wet streets that have wearied yo\i as you
found your way home at night in the city through wind and rain,
have wasted upon your unseeing eyes a world of splendour.
To you it was a mere reflection of the lamps, reminding you
how many more had to be passed before you reached your door;
but if you had had eyes to see, it would have seemed the very
golden streets of heaven radiant beyond all the works of man.

He had an amazing capacity for noting everything is a scene

and then reproducing it on paper in the most vivid terms. G. F.

Barbour remarked that ". . .he had the eye of an artist rather

than the mind of a logician."4 His two travel books, The Holy

Land and From Damascus to Palmyra, are gems of descriptive genius.

a From notes of Kelman's Operetta House addressee, 1904-1907,
taken by Dr. W. Burns, C.I.35., C.Sc., F.R.S.E., who was a student
in the University d\n*ing that period.

J #5, "Purity, The Point of Honour," p. 16."

John Kelman, Salted with Fire, p. 33.
4 Barbour, op. clt.. p. 83.
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Here are some examples:

"Over the white lines of distant salt-marshes the de¬
tached end of a rainbow hung perpendicular to the earth,
lik© a banner drooping from the ramparts of cloud, or a
strayed spirit from Paradise wandering in empty places,"1

"In one place the sky-line of Antillbanus proper lies
towards Jabrud like an old broadsword of unrusted steel,
that sets its hacked and Ragged cutting edge against the
sky."2

"The valleys of ripe sesame and vetch are washed into
the picture in pale yellow or yellow ochre. Where tilled
earth appears it is generally variegated expanse of light
brown, or pink, or terra-cotta. The ©astern slopes of
Herwon, below the snow, shew vertical stripes like those of
the haircloth and Jute garments of the peasants, washed out
with rain and sun; or they are spread upon the roots of the
mountains like some vast Indian shawl cunningly and minutely
interwoven with red and green threads, but worn almost thread-
bare.

This "gift of vision" which Kelman shared with Stevenson

was no accident of nature. He had laboured with great care to

develop the faculty which Kuskin called "restoring the virginity

of the eye,"4 On all his travels he kept voluminous Journals.

And in free moments his pen was seldom idle as he sought the exact

words which would express what his eyes had seen. As he grew in

experience, the time came when he had so educated his vision that

he saw objects, not only with his eyes, but with his understanding

and imagination. His experience had been that of John Masefield

who looked at a sailing vessel with educated eye and sang of the

effect on his mastery of words:

1 John Kelman. From Damascus to Palmyra, p. 138.
2 Ibid., p. 06. .Also see p. 114, (street scen«|, p. 180,

$he deser^T
3 John Hainan, The Holy Land, p. 13. Also see pp. 83, 847.
4 Kelman has an excellent discussion of "the education of

the eye" in The Interpreter^ House, pp. 13 ff.
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When I saw
Her masts across the river rising queenly,
Built out of so much chaos brought to law,
I learned the power of knowing how to draw,
Of "beating thought into the perfect line;
I vowed to make that power of beaiity mine.1
Illustrations. Because he had a natural gift for speak¬

ing forcibly, simply, and vividly, SCelnan allowed his phrasing,

figures of speech, descriptive passages, analogies, and meta¬

phors to serve as illustrative material. He gained through

them the sane values of clarity, sustained interest, persuasive¬

ness, and repetition that most speakers can achieve only through

the major types of illustrations.2
Kelman averaged three major illustrations in each of

twenty-five representative Operetta House addresses. But one

must look closely to find them because rarely did they exceed

three or four brief sentences. Hany were one-sentence allu¬

sions to an historical or scientific Incident skilfully framed

to illuminate the subject under consideration. His illustra¬

tions came from five major sources listed in order of frequency

of occurrence; general literature, history, travel, science,

and Greek mythology. He did not often draw illustrations from

Biblical sources when he spoke to student groups, and very seldom

illustrated from his personal experiences or from current events.

The large majority of these lustrations at the Operetta House

v/ere "action" ones. They had to do with soldiers and war,

ships, vivid incidents from travel, and history (particularly

1 Original version of Dauber. quoted by A. W. Blackwood,
The Preparation of Sermons, p. 192. (Not to be used for publi-
cation without permission of John Maeefield).

2 Anecdotes, personal experience, biographical incidents,
and long historical allusions.
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the French Revolution and the ITapoleonie Wars). Next in impo¬

tence were illustrations of interest to medical students. These

were about photography, scientific discoveries, disease and ana-

tony. Each one was chosen with obvious core to fit the theme

so that they did not interrupt or seem alien to the train of

thought. Only two of those twenty-five sermons had a major

illxistration at the introduction or conclusion. Thus it is

obvious that he did not depend heavily upon them for attention

or to carry homo the force of his message.

It is quite another matter, however, when we consider his

use of quotations. The Operetta House messages abound with then.

In the twenty-five addresses already mentioned, Kelman averaged

twelve quotations for each address, exclusive of poetry. In his

Yale Lectures he acknowledged that, "Nothing lends distinction to

a sermon tore than a thoroughly apt quotation, but the tendency

is to quote too much, and so to spoil the simplicity of the effort,

The Operetta House addresses suffered from his quotations; they

were excessive. But he saved the "simplicity of effort" that

they almost spoiled, by honestly quoting relevant material.

Many of these addresses were lectures on subjects like Immortality,

the Historical Jesus, and Miracles, and gave him greater licence

to cite authority. "The function of quotations," he told the

Yale audience, "is to call in a higher or recognised authority

for confirmation of one's statement, or to repeat and enrich that

statement by another man's expression of it in choice or striking

1 John JCelman, The v.'ar and Preaching, p. 118.
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language."1 Although he often needed authority, hie own vivid

language did not need the abundance of enrichment that he afforded

it.

When he allowed quotations to "bunch" in an address the effect

was good, and legitimate, however. He did this often. There

were sometimes as many as five quotations leaping over one another

to drive home a point. He almost always quoted men by name in

the Operetta House, whether they were "authorities" or offered

"vivid statement of a principle."

Poetry. Kelrnan made much use of poetry in the pulpit. This

would be expected of a man who was so widely read in the poets.

He wrote two articles on the use of poetry in preaching2 and, as

has already been pointed out, prepared a discussion of Jesus as a

Poet for the Hastings Dictionary of Christ and the Gospels. He

said about the use of poetry exactly what he said about other illus¬

trative material, that It must be relevant, not decorative, or used

for vanity's sake. He thought that it was Justifiable to use

poetry in preaching because it was the most perfect speech a man

is capable of uttering in his approach to truth. vrhile the grea¬

test effect of the study of poetry was upon a man's own style, he

will for the most port find language of his own in which to express

his message. But sometimes,

. . when trying to express his. thought, he will remember
that some poet has expressed the thing he is struggling to say
more perfectly than he can express it, or in a form which has
more carrying power. Then he will borrow that finer and moro

1 Ibid., p. 119.
2 "The Value of Poetry to the Pulpit," and "The TTse of Poetry

in the Pulpit" for the Student :tovement.
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effective expression.

There is no significant pattern that emerges from his use

of poetry in the Operetta House. Some messages had as many as

five hits of poetry, others had none. In the twenty-five "con¬

trol" addresses to which reference has already heen made, there

are forty-three hits of poetry. Kelrnan quoted Browning more often

than any other poet. Tennyson wan next. And then came the

poetry of the great hymns. He did not, as a rule, quote long

passages - most often they were only two lines in length. He

avoided hoth trite material, and the obscure. Some of six or

seven passages were admitted favourites to Illustrate central

themes, and they recurred time and time again. In his sermons

to general congregations and to student groups - other than at the

Operetta House - he tended to introduce more poetry and chose

longer passages. But one rule he followed with care: he seldom

placed a poera at the conclusion of a message. This is in con¬

trast to many preachers of to-day, who are ahle interpreters of

poetry in the pulpit.2
Delivery. One or two remarks supplementary to what has

already been said about Kelman's delivery may be made. He be¬

lieved that the essential thing to be sought in one's delivery was

a form of expression that was entirely natural to the speaker.

He disliked the sensational accoutrements that some preachers

grafted to their delivery:

1 John Kelman, The Use of Poetry in the Pulpit," The Student
Movement, (circa. 1900) p. 33.

2 kolman used closing poems in only one sermon out of sixteen
fully written and published; and in only one of fifty-two sermon
briefs in Ephemera Bternitatis. James Stewart closed with poetry
in nine of iwenty-four sermons in The Strong Dane. A. J. Gossip
closed with poetry in six of twenty sermons in 'Experience Worketh
Hope and Leslie Weatherhead used poetry in the conclusions of ten of
twenty-one sermons in Then the Lamp Flickers.
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Smartness of any kind is out of place in preaching.
Smartness is trick-preaching, and "brings the level down
from that of the chariot racer to that of the circus horse.
All stagey cleverness, all intentional accidents ahd deli¬
berately prepared impromptus, a e to be condemned.1
The pulpit namner should be completely natural, and the

a assumption of language, bearing and voice was not real dignity.
*\.C\A ~ ~ "** ~ ~ ~ —

It achieved but a farcial approximation of the solemnity that was

desired. He recommended that the preacher take the sermon as

essentially a conversation with his hearers, a conversation

delivered in a good-natured manner and tone:

There is a "curate contra mundum" way of preaching which
gives the impression oi1 a young man standing up alone on
behalf of eternal truth, and at the risk of his life defy¬
ing every member of the congregation to his or her face,
even when he is uttering sentiments which it is inconceiv¬
able that any sensible person would dispute. It is wiser
and more effective to hold your welcome for granted, to
take your congregation into your confidence, and speak to
them as to people with whom you are on friendly terms."
There is no phrase more characteristic of Kelman's student

preaching than "my brothers." Hven from the written page one

can catch the note of warmth and simplicity that accompanied his

natural and direct delivery. He once related how an old man

had contrasted, his sermons with those of an evangelist in a

neighbouring tent: "He said, 'In the tent they aye say 'You,'

but when ye*re preachin* ye say 'We.'"3 It was a kindly rebuke

but a lesson in pronouns and penetrating directness of delivery

that Kelman took to heart.

Kelman did not bring his manuscript into the pulpit or on to

1 John Kelman, The War and Preaching, p. 120.
2 IMd., p. 122.
3 Ibid., p. 208.
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the Operetta Hour© stage. But he did "bring in full notes. lie

felt that the advantages of natural solf-exprosslon offered by

the extemporaneous delivery outweighed the inevitable loss of

style and continuity that resulted from abandoning the manuscript.

Although he continued to write out all but a very few of his

Operetta House addresses, most of Kelraan's regular student ser¬

mons were, after abo\it 1900, never prepared beyond full note

form. The advantage of this method of preparation said Kelman,
was that the preacher,

...brings only the structure of thought, and finds his
language in the hearts and eyes of his congregation. His
sermon will doubtless be a rougher-edged and less literary
production than that of him who writes it out at leisure
beforehand, but there may be a positive advantage in that.
Our aim is not literary polish or completeness, but direct
hits upon men's conscience, intellect and heart; and the
rougher edge may give the deeper wound.1

IV. The Preacher as Priest.

Kelraan's convictions about the prophetic office of the

preacher have been studied in the chapter on his Religious

Hessage. The prophet's task was to mediate by means of persua¬

sive or commanding speech between God and man. He was called

upon to preach positively and not negatively, to moke goodness

fascinating and. faith convincing. The revelations which came

to the prophet came through his experience and his study; so

it was that Kelman felt anointed by his personal experiences to

proclaim a prophetic word about disciplined faith, man's best

self, and the duty of ,1oy and gladness.

The preacher as priest was concerned with the silence of the

soul:

1 Ibid., p. 121.
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"The inner world of doubt and faith, anxiety and con¬
fidence, repentance and moral triumph, longing and apathy,
is for the most part a silent world. We try to find relief
in language for pent-up emotion, hut the words will not
come. We try to pray, hut know not what we should pray for
as we ought . • • The priest finds utterance to God for the
people, and breaks the silence of their souls in fitting
and reverent expression of their desires find thoughts

He stood as mediator between God and man in the sense that he

helped to stimulate communion by providing it with fitting lan¬

guage, or by awakening the slumbering desire for it.

Because of the character of the services at the Operetta

House, Kelman was not able there to exercise directly certain

priestly offices of the preacher. Prayers were brief and the

"sacramental hand-shake" was substituted for the communion ser¬

vice. But there was a planned structure for the worship at tho

Operetta House, just as in the services at JCelmanfs own chiirch,

and reinforcing his appearances before all student groups was the

priestly function of pastoral contact with them so that he could

establish a personal rapport which would flow into the sermon,

address or lecture.

Worship at the Operetta House was brief, but we11-integrated.

The hymns, Scripture reading, and special music v/ere controlled

by the subject for the evening and, v/lthin the limitations im¬

posed by the special need for familiar selections, did not stand

apart from the address Itself. Kelnan believed intensely in

this ideal of making all details of a service - except for the
J. .. ; ' ■ 1 •* f ' ' ■> f i •••' ! ' i.Jm

intercessory prayer - relevant to the main subject. "This is not

3. ibid., pp. 154-155
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to say," he would add, "that the sermon shall dominate the ser¬

vice, and draw every other item into line with itself. It is

the subject which otight to dominate the sermon, the prayers, the

reading and the song."* He urged this unity of worship struc¬

ture "because he felt that, "the "bane of all our work is the dis¬

tracted and discursive thinking upon religious things which is

the habit of so very many of those to whom we preach,"2 Here

Kelraan ported with Oswald Dykes, a fine student of all things

worshipful, who advocated that the service should sacrifice unity

in an effort to satisfy the widely different religious needs and

moods of those assembled.3

Kelman maintained a close pastoral relationship with students.

He knew how necessary it was to add the weight of the preacher's

personal witness to his platform message; and only by intimate

knowledge of the lives of those to whom he ministered could he

hope to speak to their peculiar problems of faith and character.

Naturally Kelmar. had a direct relationship with those students

who were actually members of New Forth Church (and later, were

members of Free St. George's). He was assiduous in his pastoral

visitation. This was what distinguished his ministry in Hew

York City from that of his predecessor, John Henry Jowett.

1 Ibid., p. 165.
S Ibid., p. 165.
3 Kelman revised and made suggestions for Dykes* treatise

on pastoral theology entitled The Christian Minister and his
Duties. This volume, though dated ih some respects, remains as
one of the finest manuals for students of the ministry. In much
of his writing on the devotional life of the minister and the
conduct of public worship, Kelman shows a real debt to Dykes.
It is interesting to note that J. R. P. Sclater, Kelman's succes¬
sor at Hew North Church, was also deeply indebted to Dykes for
counsel on matters of worship. See J. R. P. Sclater, The Public
Worship of God (Yale lectures, 1927) p. lx.
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Immediately upon talcing up hi a duties at Fifth Avenue Church,

one which had long "been considered a "preaching point" rather than

a genuine pastoral opportunity, he set out to visit every member

of his congregation* "I can't preach under a thousand visits a

year," he said.* And how many lonely students in Edinburgh "digs"

were startled to find that the man who rapped on the door was the

tall and genial preacher whom they came to know affectionately as

"J*K."I He made a point of being present at athletic events -

indeed, he was called the "sky-pilot of the •Varcity"* - and other

University functions. He was a constant frequenter of the Student

Union. And because he v/as called upon to conduct so many meet¬

ings at the University, he had an entree to student life that

afforded him pastoral opportunities far beyond the limits of his

Hew Horth congregation.

Kelman intimated at each Operetta House service certain

evening hours in the following week during which he would be avail¬

able for consultation about problems of faith and living too per¬

sonal for treatment in "Difficulties of Faith" nights. Ho re¬

cord of these counselling interviews is known to exist, but it

is certain that many hundreds of young men brought their problems

to Kelman's study. For a time his intimations at the Operetta

House indicated that so many men were anxious to see him that he

had set aside several additional arentngs for counselling.

All of Kelman's Sundays in Edinburgh ended with an informal

supper in the manse. Eight or ten men were usually present and

Kelman would vary his invitations so that a good cross-section of

1 w. E. Sangster, The Approach to Preaching, p. 71
2 The Student, volume 5, 1907-1908, p. 73.
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the student body was represented. After supper, in an atmos¬

phere of tobacco and good fellowship, Kelman led th© roaming talk

over books and men. While never dominating the conversation,

he kept it effortlessly on the highest levels and gave these men

a new and friendly side of the intense preacher of an hour or two

before. Here Kelman was giving full play to the priestly quali¬

ties which so affected the messages that he brought to young

persons: an open-hearted human sympathy tinged with imagination,

"A ministry," he wrote, "that moves from point to point
of thought which has emerged from intercourse with men . , ,

is an ideal ministry. Our sense of men's danger, our com¬
passion for their perplexity, our desire to save their souls,
all tend to die out in a comfortable routine of church work.
Give your hearers much opportunity for keeping these things
near to your heart, and so inspiring you with the messages
which most they need,"1
Kelman's prayers were carefully prepared, although he often

did not write them out. In accordance with his advice to minis¬

terial stiidents, he usually avoided both the verbatim preparation

which makes prayer a recital of a fixed form of words, and the

entirely unpremeditated speech which tends to become slovenly.

Instead, he would think out some general line along which the

prayer would grow in structure and would take this selected and

ordered succession of thoughts into the pulpit, leaving himself

"free to follow that sequence in whatever language, and with what¬

ever proportion allotted to this thought or that, the moment may

suggest.2 His prayers were singularly free of meaningless

generalities, and so became not recitations but true Intercourse.

1 John Kelman, The "v'ar and Preaching, p, 164.
2 Ibid., p. 161.
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It was his custom to set aside some time as the hour of service

drew near to steep himself in the style and thoughts of the

masters of the devotional life "until one's own atmosphere has

"been Infected with its spiritual hreath as with some rare essence,^

Thus, he "brought to the pulpit the essential conviction that

prayer is a spirit and not an art.

Y



CHAPTER VI.

Conclusion

In order to form a critical appraisal of John Kelnjan'e

ministry to students it is necessary to conclude "by evaluating

his message in the light of the needs of his day. "The first

secret of effectiveness,M Kelman once wrote, "is always that of

living in one»s own time,"1 If Kelman was able to feel the

deepest needs and appreciate the most valuable enthusiasms of his

students and could speak in the language that they demanded,

then he was effective. We should go on, however, to consider

other questions: Did he make any original contributions to theo¬

logy or to the life of the Church in College and University?

What are the leading characteristics of his message, and what is

its religious value for to-day? To answer these questions it is

necessary to re-assemble certain critical judgments already

implied or expressed in this thesis, to look briefly at the struc¬

ture and character of the Universities and Colleges to-day, and

to remind ourselves of the period in which Kelman worked with

young men and women.

I. Kelmantr» Message Evaluated in the Light of his Times

John Kelman cam© into the Ministry in 1890 at a transition

period when old ways and old theologies were breaking down. "The

date 1890," wrote II. E. Luccoek, "can be \ised as a great watershed

1 John Kelman, The Faith of Robert Louis Stevenson. p. 288.
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separating an ace of confidence in nearly every realm to one of

scepticism and dipi11nsionraent• The emergence of evolution

had "brought about a new "belief in progress. It was so evident

that evolution was a movement from the less to the more perfect
*

that no one seemed to "be curious prior to 1890 as to what pro¬

gress meant and whither it was; tending. Hence a species of

optimism, "based on natural development, had so possessed men's

minds that the idea of God bocame a luxury find was pushed more

and more into the "background. Religion was regarded as useful

in keeping society together, "but there was not much interest in

the question of its truth. Conduct was' represented as three-

fourths of life, and those who cared for ethical attainment often

divorced it from the Christian dogma. This was m age which un¬

questionably had a pathetic belief in the power of logic to con¬

vince, and of the L mp of Reason as the most illuminating of all

the lights of the spirit. Science seemed to have a superficial

advantage over Religion. It dealt, seemingly, with truths that

were absolute, whereas the truths of Religion eeencd to be re¬

lative in the sense that they were conceived of differently by

different individuals. hen were carried away by the vast

achievements of Natural Science find consequently became absorbed

in material things.2
Rut by the early 1890fo a vast change had taken place, and

the spirit of optimism was giving way to a growing pessimism.

Recent discoveries in Biblical Criticism had shattered faith for

iForeword to The Royalty of the Pulpit by R, 15. Jones, p.
xiv. 2 jj, e, Bliott-Binns, Religion In the Victorian are, pp.
168-169, 344 and 499-504.
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come; the after effects of the famous Robertson Smith care still

hung lilce a heavy pall over the Scottish Churches, In the same

year that KeInert graduated from ?Tew College, 1890, ?forous Pods

and A. B. Bruce lore the "brunt of a sharp attack in the Free

Church Assembly because of their views on Revelation and Inspira¬

tion, The most terrifying consequence of the rising religious
\

difficulties, for many, was that the religious basis of ethics was

beginning to be questioned. As men lost a grip on their morality

they lost their sense of truth and honesty - and there had been

the bedrock foundations of an optimistic era that had made conduct

and action count for so much. Those who were no longer able to

conform or believe often attempted to find substitutes for Chris¬

tianity in all kinds of obscure and even foolish cults. The

widespread spirit of doubt and uncertainty which cane at the end

of the 19th century, wrote Elliott-Finns in his excellent study of

religion in the Victorian Bra, was due,

. . not to the spread of the teaching of Schopenhauer,
i or indeed to any metaphysical cause, but to that ilattiral
Science 'which had built it up and was now to be the instru¬
ment of its collapse. The hand which dealt the blow was
that of Huxley [in his hoounor Lecturer on .evolution and
Ethics in 1893], who showed that belief in the idea of mech¬
anical progress was not Justified. The change involved can
be seen by comparing Herbert tnoneor*s First Principles and
his Principles of Sociology; the difference between them,
the loss or enthusiasm, ana the growing dulness, is not to be
explained by the writer's decaying force: it corresponded to
a real change in the mental atmosphere."*

The displacing of the exclamation point by the question nark was

an accomplished fact when Kelman began to move among students in

Edinburgh University in 1897,

^ KUiotfc-Binns, op, olt.. p. 878.
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iYoung men and women In Scotland were not generally attrac¬

ted to the Church because of the unsettling tendencies of the

age. The dogmatic positions that had sustained their parents

were of no help to them; for they needed a more elastic creed

than the severe logical system represented by Calvin. The

vestiges of Puritanism which were abundantly evident in Min-

burgh in 1899 repelled them: the Sabbath was a solemn day and

there was still a gloomy air >f remoteness about sacred things.

The notes of pessimism that were now being sounded openly from

all quarters depressed them in this "age of doubt," but below

the surface was a wistful sadness that the old faith could no

longer meet their needs,

KeXman must be given the highest praise for sensing the shift

in attitude from optimism to pessimism. The message that he

fashioned to combat this dark spirit was a gospel of health and

gladness which made an appeal of courage and faith to puzzled and

tormented young people that has not been equalled in our day.

He saw a large mass of thoughtful drifting people who needed a

profound belief in life and a conviction that it is worth living.

And ho reached back into the optimism of the preceding generation -

a shallow optimism that was severed from its Christian roots -

brought it forward end purified it with the spirit of Jerus Christ

who said "Kc^oice and be exceeding glad."

While TCelmn was seeking to effect a shift of emphasis in

Christianity, he did not abandon the essential doctrines of the
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Christian faith to carry out his mission. He managed in a re¬

markable manner to infuse into the general re-action against the

old doctrinal system an evangelical spirit which kept it within

the Church.

"There is one great puzzle about Kelman," wrote a student
correspondent in a fine tribute to him. "The doubting under¬
graduate says to himself, 'he is a man who knows modem pro¬
blems thoroughly. Ho is well read in all modern sceptical
works, and yet, with all his knowledge, he holds fast to his
old faith.* [italics mine! It is easy to scoff at the
street-corner evangelist with his illiteracy and want of edu¬
cation, but you can't sneer at Kelman, you can't even dis¬
agree with his matter."1
Some men might have attempted to set themselves against the

representatives of the older evangelism. But not John Kelman.

His was a reconciling role in theology, not a contentious one.

This man whose mind was essentially modern spent eighteen of his

twenty-two years in Edinburgh as Junior colleague to men of entirely

different theological persuasions. And their relationships were

always cordial and harmonious!

Xelraan must be commended for realising that the coming of a

new century woe the end or the promise of the end of the conflict

between Science and Religion. With so many medicals attending tht

Operetta House services, it would have been easy for him to con¬

vince himself that It was still necessary to carry on Henry

Brummond's major role of reconciling Science and Religion. But

Kblman scrupulously avoided fighting fires that were well under

control.

He and Drummond were alike "in a personal magnetism which

sprang from entire sympathy with humanity, honour, courage, very

1 The Student. 8 December, 1911, p, 145,
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profound faith in the message which they preached,"■* and the un¬

conventional way in which they expressed it. They were "both

athletic and widely travelled. Drummond*« interest was in

Science; Kelman's was in literattire. Kblman was much the "bettor

orator, "but Drumond* © writings were far superior to those of his

successor, They went after men's reason, eschewed creeds and

formal statements of religious belief, were Cfcristoeentric,, and

-wore challenging men to live at life's noblest height rather than

convicting them of sin. Perhaps the greatest achievement of

both Xelraan and Dmmnond is that they taught young men that it is riot

only right, but in the highest sense natural, to follow Christ,

undoubtedly iCelmaa profited from Henry Drurrend's earlier minis¬

try to students. But It Is important to remember that he was in

Australia when Drummond was conducting hie most successful student

meetings, and that his rare quotations from Drumrond's works are

concerned with Drummond'e contribution to the new rapprochement

between Religion and Science. Thus, although the mantle of Drum-

aond fell on Kelman's shoulders and the two men were, in many

weyCj alike,in personality and. general theological outlook, Kel-
man's message was his own.

Was it necessary for him to give so much time to considera¬

tions of the intellectual difficulties of faith? Some people

thought that he over-estimatod the intellectual perplexities of

his students. Naturally those students who were active in the

Christian Unions were not in dire need of his defence of the

Christian faith. But more and more thoughtful people in the

*• David Cairns, "John JCelman and His Per.sago," The Aberdeen
Journal. 6 Hay, 1929.
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University of Edinburgh Who were riot organised In any way had

cone to "believe that the Christian view of the world was now un-

tenable; and had Soliaan stuck exclusivoly to a spiritual message,

these people would hot have "boon reached, This was one of the

reasons why rCelman was not closely associated with the Student

Christian Movement« Their leaders were several years "behind him

in estimating the urgent need for apologetics, and while Kelman

was conducting "Difficulties of Faith" evenings, they were recruit¬

ing men and women for missionary service or trying to persuade

students to study the Bible and attend church services.

In a very interesting chapter entitled "The Problem of Truth,"

Tissington Tatlow relates how the leaders of the Student Christian

movement suddenly realised in 1911 that the doubts and difficulties

among students, oven theological students, were becoming urgent.1
Eighteen people came together at Swanwlole in Jhily 1911 to confer.

They sifted a mass of letters and memoranda that had been received

from "well-known ministers, laymen, and students in theological and

other colleges in an attempt to find what were the prevailing dif¬

ficulties among young people regarding the Christian faith and
••

the Christian interpretation of life, whether outspoken in ex¬

plicit doubt or implied in religious indifference.

"The doubts of a specific kind," said Tatlow, "had to do
with the problem of evil, the difficulty caused by the fact
that the lives of Christians seem in general no better than
the lives of other people; and the purely intellectual dif¬
ficulties, the challenge to a belief in the existence of God
by scientific materialism, and doctrinal difficulties con¬
nected especially with the Incarnation and the Atonement.

1 Tierington Tatlow, The Story of The Student Christian move¬
ment. pp. 424-436. *""*
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Mtaiy said that vague difficulties' fwere materially increased
"by the fact, that much of the traditional terminology of
Christian doctrine was felt to he unintelligible and remote
from modem life* . • , In addition difficulties connected
with the Bible, the future life, prayer, free will, miracles,
the Holy Spirit and the Trinity were spoken about in the
memoranda sent to the committee."1

The conclusions of this conference wore summarised in a pam¬

phlet entitled Doubts and, uifflenities .^wherein it was suggested

tilat the Churches should face the fact that, "the problem of how

t?o meet the intellectual doubts of the age is the hardest and

most vital of till the problems which the Churches have to face

to-day,Several years before this conference was held John

Kelman had come to the ears© conclusion. Here is a striking com¬

mentary upon his shrewd insight into the student needs of his day.

Because Kelman called his young followers to turn towards

the happy and good things in life with determined effort and be-

cause he often preached on the theme, "Strengthen the things that

remain," some of his tainletorial brethren called him a "Christian

Stoic." They misunderstood him. In a real sense He1man was in

the vanguard of those who saw the immense religious implications

of psychological research. One cause of the decline from old

beliefs was a spiritual debility, a lack of power to take eher-

getlc hold on beliefs, even when the reason has no fault to find

with them. In attempting to solve this problem Kolman saw that

psychology may be among the most valuable of the allies of religicn

1 Tatlow. OP. cit.. pp. 430-4131.
0 B. H. Streetor, Doubts and Difficulties.
3 Streeter, op. cit., quoted Tatlow, op. cit., p. 434.
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and he eel; about deducing from William James1 psychological in¬

quiries certain principles that would "bolster the desired spirit

of optimistic interest and enthusiasm. Some of his conclusions

were extreme, perhaps. Ho placed more confidence than later re¬

search has warranted in Janes* suggestion thart the outward atti¬

tude can have a profound influence upon inner thought and character.

"Determined appreciation" sounds a hit shallow when it is viewed

out of the context of his commanding purposes. But he was being

practical In an era in which men wanted desperately to loam how

to put into everyday life the truth of the Christian faith.

They v/ere surfeited with preaching that was remote from their

daily experiences of temptation and bewildering perplexity.

Kelman offered thorn some useful principles that had come from the

infancy of psychological inquiry: the value of habits, concentra¬

tion, expression and attention. And he was using them to fix

character, not to help men "endure" the trials of life.

Hainan's use of the term "Unconscious Christianity" could bo

criticised at great length if one wished to press upon it the

findings of later psychological research. He obviously did not

distinguish between the subliminal self or selves and the sub¬

conscious process. And he failed to see that if the unconscious

forms a gathering-ground for reserves of heroism and genius, it

also turns out repulsive and disordered medleys of dream-life
/

heaped up in disordered profusion.! The fact is, of course, that

Kelman was not trying to speak a prophetic word about conversion.

1 Bee H. R, "Mackintosh's essay "The Subliminal Consciousness
in Theology" in Some Aspects of Christian Belief, pp. 214-B36.
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He was using a term that was brought into prominence by William

James* captivating Gifford Lectures?, He did not moan that deep

in a man*s underworld a psychical disposition had been formed

of which he knows nothing but which none the less is faith in

God, Ho meant that most of the men to whom he spoke had a

Christian heritage which they either failed to notice or neglec¬

ted. He reminded them, through his use of the term "Uncon¬

scious Christianity," that they valued lovo, righteousness and

honour. Although vague terminology has its perils it does not

appear that Keloan's hearers understood him to mean anything

more or lees than that because they came from Christian homes God

had girded thorn for life.

It has already been pointed out that Kelman was not essen¬

tially a theologian. He followed the Ritschlian theology be¬

cause he felt that the arguments from experience were of immense

importance to students who had wearied of dogmatic preaching.

In his use of the theme "honour towards God," he undoubtedly ten¬

ded to put too ranch emphasis upon the human response to the divine

initiative, but this was corrected in his later preaching to

students. Like many others, he made the mistake of applying the

idea of progress not only to the biological realm but to morals.1
1 in one early sermon he said, "Man, as I believe, is the

child of evolution finding his way home to the Father's house from
the far-off country of merely animal struggle and desire. He is
already far on his way. If we look back even a few centuries,
we can se^ that the standards and ideals of purity have advanced
far already. Old coarseness and brutal ,sensuality lies al¬
ready 'burled deep under the ever-rising level of the world's
whitening holiness.' , . . , we are looking forward, gentlemen,
all of us. We have come in sight of purer and more spiritual
ways of human life and thought, and v/e are going to reach them."
#5 "Purity, The Point of Honour." no. 18-1R-
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After the First World War, JCelmon abandoned his? references to

"man's spiritual evolution," to God's'gentleness In judgment,"

and clearly modified his "gospel of healthy-raindedness" by talcing

Into account more realistically the suffering and pain in the

world. In later years there was also much -less emphasis in his

preaching on the joy of labour and duty for its own suite and more

on the Christian ideas of consumption and fulfilment,
/v

Kelman's greatest honiletical weakness lay in the fact that

he was not, essentially, an expository preacher. He tended to

string together certain favourite themes or to preach from the

"surface" of a text. Also, he found it necessary to lean rather

heavily upon his descriptive powers. His published sermons are

not nearly so effective as hie fully-written Operetta House addres

ses. .Many great preachers who preach from notes find it extreme¬

ly difficult to place their words, fashioned almost In the heat of

the hour of delivery, upon the cold page. But even though his

printed works are not representative of his best efforts, they are

I believe^ superior to the student addresses of his contemporaries,

J. Harry Miller's Rapture of the Forward View is much too general,

and is top-heavy with biographical illustrations, R, E, Welsh's

God's Gentlemen builds entire sermons around literary themes, is

not remotely expository and often loses the theme in the illustra¬

tions. mho student sermons of thirteen prominent ministers pub-
-'•''Cm . *" t. - _

lished under the title The Ladder of Life1 are all "young men"

Fred. Luke Wiseman, George H. Morrison, James Moffatt,
George Milligan, Alfred Rowland, W. J. Townsend, G. Currie
Martin, and others.
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sermons, with underlined morals and Irritating platitudes*

Francis Peabode's four volumes of chapel talks to young menl
are devotional messages that are far too brief to offer an

adequate consideration of the doubts and difficulties that

were assailing young minds at the end of the 19th century.

Henry Sloan Coffin's University Sermons are more helpful, as

are Hugh Blaclc's UnIvors i ty Sermons. but they are not of the

calibre of Kelman's strong evangelistic messages• The early

works of J. R. P. Colators and A. H. Gray^ are also helpful

but they are obviously following Kelman's lead and have not yet

found their own special mesrage nor developed skill in the

choice of illustrative material.

XI. Religion in the University of To-dqy

In order to forw a picture of the student situation

to-day I have drawn heavily upon Sir Walter Uoberly's The
Crisis in the University and the series of "University Pamphlets'1'

which preceded It.4 I was also privileged to attend the first

1 uornlngg in the College Chapel (First Series)» Uornlnrs
in the College Chapel (Second /'eric's), Afternoons In the College
Chapel, "and Sunday evenings In the College Chapel.

^ Tixe Enterprise of Life
?' ./hat's the Good of Religion?
4 The "ind of the Modem Uhiversi ty by John BallLie;

ObJectiVl'ly hud' Impart1allty by H. A, Hodges; The Christian in
the •'odeHiTHrverrlty by H.A• Hodges; The Foimdatioris of a
Treo tlniverr'Tty' by" ' Porothy U. Sroraet; ChristianityiTee'd' of a
fire a Un .1vers 1 tyTy A. R. Vidler; Universities Under Fire by
Colin Forrestor-Paton; Calling All freshmen by Paul ;hlte;
The Place of a Faculty of Theology in the University To-day by
!Tnh'ioi'' 'I'.' Jenkins'; Religion in tne university "by la'vi'd'" Paton;
v/ork and Vocation by''//. G. Uymo'ns; Vocational and Humane Edu¬
cation In the "tfnTverr i ty by L. A. Re id; and Us lis of '/'esldencc
"in" '"odern 'Universities' A Group Report. ~ ~
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post-war General Conference of Colics© and University Chaplains

which was held at Wimbledon In January 1951 "under the direction

of the leaders of the Student Christian Movement of Great Britain

and. Ireland, Many of the ideas expressed in plenary sessions

and in commission meetings at this Conference have found their

way into this chapter.

The most marked characteristic of the present-day student

is his insecurity or anxiety. It is a physical Insecurity to

which the recent 'Mr and the Atomic Age have contributed, hut it

is also matched hy a moral and spiritual insecurity. The Uni¬

versities have not helped in this insecurity. The old ideal

picture of the University as a place where truth is pursued for

its own sake, leisurely, is almost a thing of the past. The

growing needs of a technical society have placed tremendous

pressure on students and staff. It io difficult to get in the

University; and it is difficult to stay in. Courses are

atomised and, while the ciuontity of information demanded of men

is continually rising, because of specialisation, the University

has become a place where a multitude of studies are conducted,

"with no relation between them exe opt those of simultaneity and

juxtaposition."1 "Thereas once there was a common core of cul¬

ture, there is now no common frame of reference or stock of

fundamental ideas which can be a meeting-ground between student

and student, student and faculty or, for that matter, between

faculty members themselves. Nowhere are students confronted

with the challenge or the opportunity to see life steadily and

whole.

1William Temple, nuoted in Sir Walter Moberly, The Crisis
in the -Olivercity, p. 59.
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To-day there is very little moral instruction in the Uni¬

versity. Wisdom concerning the art of living is not transmitted

to the student even "by implication. Value-judgments are In¬

dispensable to the organisation of life, yet the university does

not try to disentangle and examine critically the assumptions and

emotional attitudes underlying the studies that the student

pursues, the profession for which he is preparing, the ethical

judgments which he is accustomed to mice, and tho political or

religious convictions he may hold.-*-
One might ask, "Did the "University do this for the student

in Kelmart* s day?" There are two answers to this question. In

the first place, the majority of professors in the Scottish Uni¬

versities were active Christian laymen who gave their students

not only training in the acquisition and handling of tools, but

appreciation and criticism of the larger purposes for which those

tools, were to be used. There was decidedly a Christian con¬

science behind their teaching responsibilities. Secondly, even

the professors who were not closely allied with orthodox Chris¬

tianity attached supreme importance to and believed firmly in a

system of objective values. And they had substantially the same

standards of what was good and evil in conduct as their colleagues,

But it is "the validity of any moral order at all that is in

question to-day."2 Kelman saw the beginnings of this attitude,

fostered by certain writers who questioned moral absolutes. But

1 Uoberly, op. cit.. p. 70,
2 Moberly, op. clt.. p. 52.
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then It vrar still a sly thing, not so fixed or held so openly.

To-day, particularly in Europe, amoralism is widely prevalent,

and our own abler young nor, will accept nothing from tradition -

ethical culture included - without searching examination.

There are many signs of hope in the Universities, however,

Observers in America and in Great Britain agree that the seculari¬

sation of higher education has reached its peak: and that the col¬

leges and universities have recaptured much of their lost concern

for the religious development of their students and have in¬

creasingly assumed responsibility for such nurture. liven the

newer universities in Great Britain whose tradition lias "been

thoroughly secular have Begun tentative, if rather timid, experi¬

ments in the direction of corporate religious observance. The

air is clearer now than it war. in the 19th Century. For even the

opponents of religion see that the choice is between "God or no¬

thing." The University seems to realise that it oan move tovards

complete secularism or towards Christianity; it cannot remain in

its present state of neutrality. The encouraging indications are

that the University is starting to recapture its Christian heri¬

tage.

To-day the Scottish Universities (except Edinburgh and Dundee

Universities) possess University Chapels'/and hold University Ser¬

vicer. Glasgow and Edinburgh both have chaplains. There are

inter- and un-denominational agencies in the Scottish Universities

whose work is supervised either by resident or travelling staff
'

'i Uerriraon Cuningglra, The College Seeks Religion, p.l and
"oberly, op. cit., p. 275.
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secretaries. There are also "cell groups" that are attempting

to strengthen the moral character of higher education from with¬

in. The churches often appoint, or expect some ministers in

the University area or vicinity of the College to provide in

some special way for the needs of the students. The spiritual

life of Scotland has "benefited greatly from the ministries of

such men. They have fostered the fellowship and instruction of

the University denominational societies, and have assumed full

responsibility for the pastoral needs of the students attached

to their denominations.

III. The Relevancy of KelnanTs "Teesage for To-day.

Dean Inge once said that this is "the century of disappoint¬

ment." W© have made great scientific advances in the forty

years that separate us from Kelamn's ministry to students.

But, as has "been pointed out, there is a sense of cultural thin¬

ness and poverty, sharpened "by the convulsions of our day that

has made the student pessimistic about the future. He in

deeply aware of the fact that "beneath the veneer of civilisa¬

tion has been revealed perverted and satanic man.*
This means that the minister to students to-day must, as

Kelman did, preach a message of optimism and glad encouragement.

Hot sheer optimism that cuts the nerve of moral effort, that

consists in not looking at the facts of life but nursing a

pleasant mood without reference to them; but optimism that takes

into account the suffering and the sin in the world, that asks

1 Hoberly, op. cit.. p. 15.
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surrender of many selfish things in life in order that we nay

"be really free for fullness of living and the deepened apprecia¬

tions that accompany the Christian view of the world,

"It is this," said is&tthew Arnold, "which made the for¬
tune of Christianity, - its gladness, not its sorrow; not
its assigning the spiritual world to Christ, and the material
world to the devil, hut its drawing from the spiritual
world a source of Joy so abundant that it ran over upon the

i material world and transfigured it

It mist ho an optimism that, like Kelrnnn's,, trusts in the

possibilities of men. For this, I believe, was the secret of

his great success with students: that ho had faith in the good¬

ness of God and in the possibilities of man. "John P.. Fott,"

wrote Tissington Tatlow, "has always got the best out of men by

his optimism and confidence in them. I have never forgotten

this."2 In these tines of disillusionment, anxiety and drift,

no man who works with students can afford to forget it.

Kelisan found it nocossary to throw off the shackles of creeds

and dogma end appeal to students by emphasising that the histori¬

cal revelation of God in Christ is apprehended by faith but veri¬

fied in experience. It ic still necessary, in preaching to

students, to bring dogma into vital connection with experience

and appeal not to abstract truth but to the actual facts of life.

But it is no longer necessary to take the attitude (as Kclman did)

that students will shy away from the words, "creed" and "dogma."

They are not the immediate heirs of a stern dogmatic past as were

d Matthew Arnold, "A-says in Criticism, p. PPO.
2 T&tlow, op, cit.. p. 166. 11 Was""also the secret of the

appeal of John Ihmter, tho Congregationalist preacher, to the
students at Glasgow University (1887-1901), Gee John Hunter
by Leslie Hunter, pp. 166 ff.t aleo pp. 94 and 133.
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students in the early years of the century, Any ministor to

students to-day can testify to the numerous invitations he re¬

ceives to speak: on "What the Church (or the Denomination) be¬

lieves." One of the interesting phenomena of the present-day

demand for security is the ease with which groups who present

dogmatic faith and hold attitudes of puritanical conservatism in

personal and social ethics, can gather numerous followers in

the University. Students, then, want to know what the Church

teaches through its creeds, They arc not reluctant to accept

creeds If they can understand them.

It is still true that students want strong thinking in

sermons; they went preacher^ to grapple with the deeper-1 issues

of life. The immense success in America of Reinhold riehuhr,

Hels Ferre and Elton Trucblood as University preachers verifies

that fact. But students also want Christian guidance in their

practical relationships, particularly in their sexual relation¬

ships. Kelnian was able to maintain an excellent balance be¬

tween the intellectual difficulties of faith and practical

Christianity in his preaching. We can learn much from his in

this respect. And particularly we must remember that he bellowed

that young people wart to bring their brains to church.

The minister to students to-day would not bo Justified in

devoting the time that JCelraan did to a consideration of the re¬

ligious values of literature, Kelman was riding the crest of

a wave of literary interest which has decidedly subsided. It

is most useful to remember, however, that current trends
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In literature are usually accurate reflections of the moods of

th© ago.* /aid it is certain that a {sinister who is able skil¬

fully to interpret men like Au&en, 331iot, Fry, Joyce and others,
will attract some students who might otherwise he unreached hy

th© usual religious education programme» Surely it is wise for

th© minister to follow Ke Irian in encouraging all young people to

read the hast literature, Great literature find mature religious

awareness have ranch in common.

"Perhaps," wrote Alfred Hoyes, "the strongest part of our
literature is its unconscious religion - that breath of
another and a more abiding world which it has conveyed to us.
For two thousand years in the greatest art and poetry of the
world there has been this profound affinity with religion."2
The greatest contribution that Xelman made through his

interest in Literature was in reminding his fellow-ministers that

the secular and sacred are not separate water-tight compartments.

In his day it was religion that had to he reminded of this fact.

To-day it Is the secular forces in the University that have stood

aloof from the ordinary facts of life, end have refused to ack¬

nowledge that in our own national tradition, goodness is linked

- J, Isaacs in his An Assessment of Twe r„tleth-Cer.tnry Litera¬
ture characterises the contemporary literary scene, In AutLen's
pHraso, as "The Age of Anxiety," obsessed as it is with "the human
predicament,"and reflecting an atmosphere of insecurity. Also
Frieh Heller in r. discussion of Oswald Cpengler and the hre&ica-

• ment of the Rlf torleal Imagination on the h.h.C. Third .. rogramrae,
July let, 1951, used the oerslmlstlc trends in modem literature
to prove many of his conclusions about Spongier's puzcXing position
in modem thought.

£ Alfred Foyer, The ITnkrovm Cod, quoted in The Highways of
Reading by J, R. Fleming, p, 9. For an int©renting and Informa¬
tive discussion of the relation between Literature and Religion
see the chapter on "literature" by Douglas 21. Knight, Assistant
Professor of Tnglioh at Yale University, in College Teaching and
Christian Values edited by Paul M. Idmbert: ' Xs'roc lat Ion Prebe,
!!.?., 1081.
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inseparably with godliness, and have in the name of "objectivity,"

studied subjects without any reference to theology. The Uni¬

versity Chaplain to-day must present the gospel to the University

in such a way that it will penetrate not ai]y the deep and hidden

places of the lives of the students and factilty, but also the

subjects in the curriculum. "Admit a God," said ITewraar, "and

you introduce among the subjects of your knowledge, a fact encom¬

passing, , closing in upon, absorbing every other fact conceivable,"1
One fact which must control the thought and work of the

minister to students at this time is that, "the churches them¬

selves are at the moment of peculiar delicacy in their growing

understanding of what it means to confess that the Church is an

ecumenical body,"® Ho must give more thought to corporate acts

of worship than Kelraan did. It is particularly necessary that .

he provide his students with an ecumenical appreciation of sacra¬

mental worship. And not only must he introduce them to a type

of Churchmanehip which Is in line with this new recognition by

the various denominations of what it means to be men and women 'In

Christ,' he must help them relate this Churchmanehip to the realit

of the denominational machine. The unity of the Church is of

paramount importance to-day. JCelman was not able to foresee the

developments that led uc torhis hour. Consequently there is not

1 John Henry Ifowraan, The Idea of a University. p. 26,
2 "The Life of the Church in College and University and the

Place of the 3.C.U. Within It." n.C.1r. Press (for PRIVATE
clrcnlc.t1on onlj, 1950, p. 3.
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any strong thinking ahout the Church in his preaching that would

"be of value to this age in 'which there is a searching for, and a

dim apprehension of, the Church which is none of us, and yet io

all of us.

Some of 5Celmanfs favourite themes would not help the preacher

of to-day, "Honour toimr&s God." would not stir students in these

times. It implies on obligation which the average student does

not feel. It would also be unnecessary to give so much atten¬

tion to the "historical Jesus proofs," The modem student is

not so concerned about whether Jesus existed as about whether He

is relevant to the conditions of to-day. Xelman knew that he

must preach a spiritual view of the world to an age drugged with

a thorough-going materialism. Because the self-confidence of

people to-day has been shaken it v/ill not be so necessary to

affirm the reality of the spiritual, "We are no longer tempted."

wrote ISddington in Science and The Thiseon World, "to condemn the

spiritual aspects of our nature as illusory because of their lack

of conereteness. We have travelled far from the standpoint

which identifies the real with the concrete."1

Although Kelman wanted men to do many things, he wanted them

to do one great thing, accept Jesus Christ as lord and as Friend,

He may have lacked interest in orthodox Christoiogy but his teach¬

ing was Christocentric. Indeed, it grew more and more so through

the years,
'

^ Quoted, James Stewart, Heralds of God. pp. 51-52,
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"I remember asking one of Ms disciples, a first-rat©
student, if he could nun up Kalman'a gospel in a few words,"
wrote David Cairns. "He did it in three prepositionss-

First - God is the Universal Father.

Second - Thore are some things which no gentleman
at any price ought to do, hut which it is exceedingly
difficult not to do.

Thirdly - Jesus Christ alone makes it possible for
His followers to live whole-heartedly within God's
Fatherhood, and to win the victory over those sins.

Years afterwards I told Keirian of this summary of his
evangel and asked if it were accurate. His answer was
'Yes, hut I would lay more stress now on the third point
than I used to do.?"i

The conditions in which the Gospel of God must "be received

vary in certain respects from group to group and from age to age.

But the Church must remember, as John Hainan did, that she is

not merely preaching to people who happen to be young students;

she is confronting men with the living God in the person of

Jesus Christ and seeks a response with her hearers' heart and

mind and strength in the particular situation of young people

in college.

iThe Aberdeen Journal. 6 May 1929.
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APPENDIX A.

Bible Class 1907.

This is a four page brochure entitled "Dew North Church,
Forrest Road, Edinburgh: Evening Servicer; Conducted "by
Rev. John Kelman, M.A., 1906-1907.

SUNDAY EVENING CLASS I
Spring. 1907

THE BURG ATOR 10 OF DANTE

Jan. 13 Cantos 1, 2. The Chores of Purgatory and the Celestis
Pilot.

»? 20 Cantos 3-5. The foot of the mountain - Souls kept
outside by rear-on of contumacy, late
repentance, and violent death.

Tf £7 Cantos 6-7 Sordollo and the Valley of Princes.

Feb. 3 Cantos 8-9 The Guardian Angels, the Serpent and the
Gate of Purgatory.

TT 10 Cantos 10-12 Circle I. The Proud.

ff 17 Cantos 13-15 Circle II. The Envious

fl 24 Cantos 15-17 Circle III. The Angry.

"ox* 3 Cantos 17-19 Circle IV. The Slothful.

t? 10 Cantos 19-22 Circle V. The-Avaricious and the
Prodigal.

tt 17 Cantos 22-27 Circles VI. VII. The Gluttonous and
the Wanton.

?r 24 Cantos 27-30 The Earthly Paradise and Beatrice.
!? 31 Cantos 31-33 The Rivers of Paradise and the Tree of

Knowledge.
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BOOKS RECOmraSJDED

Cary's Translation.

Rotes in the Editions of Plumptre, Longfellow, Oelsner (pub. Der

Rosa Selfe's How Dante Climbed the 'huntain;

Selfe and Wlcksteed'e Selections from yillani's Chronicle;

Hoore's Studies in Panto, Vol. II.

Church*b Dsray on Dante.

Toynebee's Dante Dictionaryt

Gardner's Dante. (Temple Primers).

Wiolceteed's Dante.

Toynbee's Studies in Dante.

Butler's (translation of Seartazzini) A Companion to Dante

Carroll's Prisoners of Hope.

SUNDAY EVENING CLASS

Autumn. 1906

Oct. 7 God's Ideal for Israel - Theocracy and Revelation
rf 14 Class does not meet

" 21 Solomon's Policy of Orientalism.
" 28 Jeroboam's Attempt at Democracy.

Nov. 4 Basha and other Soldier-Kings - Israel's Enemies and
Ware.

" 11 The Fortresses of Israel and the God of Battles
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SUNDAY SmiKG CLASS

Surfer, 1907.

ROB35RT BR ($W IKG • S TRACKINGS

ON DBATH AND IMMORTALITY

Jnne 2 Death as Rnensy - Prospic©, etc.
" 9 Death as ^rstery - La Saisiaz.
• 16 Death as an Incident in a career - RaVhi hen Ezra, etc
" 23 Death as an Increase of Life - Paracelsus, etc.



APPKNDU. B.

After-meeting Hecarles.

(Botes taken by IV. Burns at the "after-meeting" following
He1man's address at the Operetta House entitled "The Unknown Self."
The date was T'ovenher 86, 1005. This is the fullest record that
is known to exist of KeIrian's remarks at an "after-meeting.")

"How yon may think this very mystic. But I think it is
the easiest pert to understand. duet to let you see clearly
what X mean, look at three men whose real selves Jesus found.
There was a roaring fisherman, who worked on the sea of Galilee,
using plenty of strong language, and doing his daily work in
his rough fashion. But one day Jesus looked deep into his eyes
and said, "Thou Shalt he called a Hock," and that rough fisher¬
man "became the steady pillar on which Christ's church was "built.

Then there was another of those who were closest to Christ.
This second man was a dreamer of beautiful dreams and then could
get tip and do very dirty things. You can imagine it - under
that Syrian sky - how he had sublime thoughts and then would
want to call down fire from heaven on the poor ignorant Samari¬
tans. Christ laid hold on him, and he found himself. lie
became the great idealist of the Christian Church.

Another man there was - as strict a Pharisee as ever lived.
If you disagreed with him on one point, he would make the place
too hot to hold you. But when Christ came to him he became
the great intellectual power in the world for Christ. Paul -
the once intolerant - found himself.

And you see how each one of these as Christ shone upon him
blossomed forth Uke the dawn of spring. So can He do with you
But you may say: "That was all right when Christ could be met
face to face." Why men, Christ has never been absent one day
from the earth. Sooner or later you have got to meet Him.
3k it now. Co home and read his words - there in your room
alone, between you and Him, ask Him to make you a man - your res
self. Then you can go ahead, certain you are on the right
lines for you know yourself through Kim. . . Until a man stands
before the Cross and that heroic Figure on it and feels that
there all his sins are done away, he can never know himself and
be of use in the world,"
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1902. 3 1 PP-
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1924. 22 pp.

B. Books with Peroword by Keiiaan

Crooney, P.G. t Tic Church and Youn • Hon. (Intrcdocticn to the
British Bdi'tl n by JohnKolbaa)! London: Pleaing H. Hovel)
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Company, 19 3. 253 PP.

Title. ]sr«.» hoperice if ill lam llcle. . . (Introduction by
jchn Kelman, pp. 5-1<;; Ixnat n: w. alia 2* Chambers,
Ainited, 192 •

fatten, J ha A,, Th. Decc.raticn cf the Cr ss. (Ft reword by
J hn Kolman, pp. ix-x;; 1 cnSTas "Janes C arke and Company,
1918.

C. Pamphlets

, Tito Sunday Qu .sti..n As It Stands T day, Hdinburgtu
ledinbuFgh Hollo;itus iract' anSPBce:: sc;ciety," 1899.

5 . hsjor . To iri; • C lUJCh .erardin the Jud; mc.;.h f
FH5* IlTuse .i' T*rds 1 Au, natTh 4. i^itibur'jlii Fdinbur£h
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Press, 19*3^

» ait Ycu iko Men! (An address delivered in ti e Git,.*rori.nn^s—oa-trt!T7uly, 1915)i CEIoogcoj Jones
EacLehcee and Sins, 1915.

• Prayers and Meditations. Hew Ytrk: fifth Avenue
Presbyterian (Jnurch, 1929.

D. Sera n Pamphlets

Ljelnaa. J ha. In M mcry cf Helen Bess Bwlnr:. Perth: iUi . & J.
Hay, 1396.

He Gave Thanks, Hew Tcrk; fifth Avenue Presbyterian
uiiurcTT^ Ifcvaibor Z/>t 1919#

. The Word of the Lord iiiduretb Forever. Hew Yorks
35TthTvoaS~l'FTs^Tdraan Chare!'., Jocer/jo: 7, 1919-

, The Shields of the forth Beimr; unto God. Hew Yorkslorlh A*eti!u* proslytorien Church, February- 2^, 192. •

. The Gates cf I&nhteiusncss. Hew York: Fi£th Avenue
j.r obyt'jrian Church, March 21pi92 •

. The Pilar la Fathers. Hew Ycjks Fifth Avenue
atoobytor iaa cburch, November, 28, 192 .

, If I Had Net Ccme. Hew YcjSes Fifth Avenue Prosbyfccriaa
5Hirc!i7 Tfc3mborO-5T~T921.
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• Star fee c£ sfc. Go rie'G. Hew Ycrkt Fifth Avenue
TF*BtyFjFTaH~CHureh, January 16, 1921.

. The Hie la ; Tide. Hew Y rkt Fifth Avenue Presbyterian
"CHarch, January 2T71923.

and Pbbruary 4, 1923.
. Habit nal Dedication. Hew York t Fifth Avenue

pr.-shytcrioa uimrch, i*ebruary 11, 1923<

, There Cane Cub This Calf. Hew Yc rk s Fifth Avenue
frosbyterian ChurctT, February 18, 1923.

• They Shall Be /afraid of That Which la Bl-h. and Load
BS-k~^t Aefc mat Ts goc-TaarTcrToT —iiaTorfc,
""HfHT Ivehue Presbyter ian Church"JT7anu^ 27, 1924 and
Fabruary 3, 1924.

3. Sermons in Series

Seaman, J ha, "The Cr- so——'Tbo Measure of the World," Great
Modem Serpens. Ilohart D. McKeohan, editor $ Hew Perks
Wxmhm d* Mevell Company, 1923# Pp. 147-163•

, "Thu Garden and the Cross", British Preachers. 1925
Sir Janes Marchant, editor; Undent .P. Putnam's Scur,
1925.

_ 'If Christ Had Hob Come," The Christian World Pulpit.
March 22, 1925*

w

P. Periodical Articles

. "Tlx Mind of a Child," The Expository Tines. April"15$. Pp. 296-302. * 1 —* ^sass"
John Xe. man, "George Adam Smith," The Student. (EdinburghUniversity), Sohruaxy 16, 1&9. frp. 259-432.

Soae Secrets of Christian Influence," The Student
Movement. December, 1899* Pp. 56-56.

. "The Value of Poetry to the Pulpit," The Student
Movement. (January), 1900# Pp. 8-11.

« "Tlx Salt of the Earth," The Expository Tines.
'December, 1900. Pp. 111"»114.

, "Tlx Guidance of Thought,** Our Student's Mamsine
1900. p. 198.
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'l'ho !agent*s Aevloir ha,-asine. June, 19 ♦ Pp. 34J-353•
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March,' 19^1#
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■December 10t 1903. P. 1261.
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, "I Shirst," to Hirhi and itn ss. July, 19 4.

. "An Aspect of Christian Mission Y/erls in the Hearer
TSsu," ■ ur Student>s Ma: asirr-, Ncveober, 19 7.

, "Appreciation at' Sir rillias A* Snith," S. c Edinbur-
2aUtalicn Chronicle, June, 1914.

, "A Message to the Students of Edinburgh University,"
She . Indent. July, 19-5.

"Six) Student's Attitude Scwards bcubt in there,"
Sh Student 11 veiaent. (n.d.)

. "She Use if Poetry in the iulpit," She Student
hey..ment. (n.d. )

, "Is Shore a .future 1 ifc?" She v.esbninstor Larasine.
TnTd.) "

. "Jesus Christ's Bxaaplo in Intercessory Prcyer." Sbc-
Itissi- nary Itcc rd cf the United Free C urch. (n.d. j

. "Britain and .oaerica," Sir.- Christian - rk. (n.d.)

G. Essays

J ha Kclnaa, "A Presbyterian Apprcach," Idc. Is cf Science and
Faith, J.E. Hand, edit, r? head as Go r<e ITTlen. 19, 4.
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, "Christ as a Poet," Uicti nary of risb and She
Geepels. Janes Hastings, cd'itcrt xdr^ourr-fcV ' h ""f» Claris.
Wll. Pp. 372-376.
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H# Unpublished Student Sermons and Ad fosses

Operetta house ,.d resses:

Helnan. John, / 2 "Taking (,noo ,lf Dcriously#" October 29,
1399• Also delivered at Hew ITcrth Church, 21 pp,

t Jt 3 "®© JRoality of Sin and Goodness," November 5,13$. £5 pp. .

, /4 "Second C'rmnces." November 12, 1399 and November
13, 1909* Also delivered at Hew North Church, 24 pp,

, M 5 "Purity, Thw Point of' ' oncur#" November 19, 1399
and, in part, November 17, 19 7* Also delivered at How
North Church, 29 pp#

« / 6 "The Sceptic isa of the Bissec tin;: Acon," December
7, 1899# Also delivered at Hew Hearth Church# 27 pp,

, M 7 "The Mood of Faith#" Joe cbor 3$ 1399, loveober
l3, 19 4, and November 14, 19 9. Aloe d ivercC at
Aberystwyth University} flew North Church; KcrtlnTield
Massachusetts; and St. Andrews University, 37 PP.

. / 8 "Evolution, Immortality and Inspiration." D-cenbor
127 1899* 35 PP.

, / 9 "Jesus of Nasaroth." December 17, 1399, December
li, 19- 4, December 5* 19 9 and v mbcr 1 , 1912. Also
delivered at Glasgow University; Aberystwyth University;
Cambridge irosbyterion Church; and Ncrthfield, Massachusetts,
29 PP.

, / 15 "Cyrus." November 19, 19 5 and, in part, in 19^8.
Also delivered at Aberystwyth University} Canuriaye
Presbyterian Church; Glasgow University Christian Union;
and lie Nor th Church#

, / 14 "Prayer#" December 4, 19'4. Also delivered at
i> ods University; St. Andrews University; Cambridge
University; Columbia Teachers* Col ege. Now York City;
Dundee University; Glasgow university Christian Union;
Bangor University; Nortlifield, Massachusetts; College
Chapel, Mansfield; Oxford, New berth Church; and in
eighteen other churc es, 11 pp, (Notes)

, & 16 f,Tbe Athletic of the Soul," November 13, 19C0.
Also delivered at Hew North Church, 31 pp#

, / 17 "The Redemption of tho 3cdy#" November 25, 1900
and. in part, November 1?, 19 ?• Also delivered at New

'

» reh Church, 31 PP.

, M 18 "Is It Worth While?" December 2, 1900 aid in
1912 Also delivered at New North Church, 3 PP.



« / 19 "Atfeeism, practical and Theoretical." December
"9# 1900, end In part, in 19 7. Also delivered at Hew
North Church9 28 pp.

. 0 20 "Clirist and Evolution," Oocenter 17, 1900. 30 pp.

, 0 22 "Habits," Hovanbar 22, 1908. Also delivered at
lieu North Church and in two other churches, 1<: pp. (Hot s),

, 0 23 "Doubt," November 33$ 19 4 and, in part*
November 14. 19 9, Also delivered at Nor bhftold,
Massachusetts? Hew North Church? and cm G,C,E.C®nfereaoo,
9 PP, (Hot@s>.

. 0 24 "Shitli," He van ber 14, 1909, Alec delivered at
How Herth Church and in two cth r churches, 12 pp, (Hot a),

« M 2? "The ilarlcet of Goals." November 17f 1911,
November 24, 1907 and November 17# 1912, Also delivered
at Nerthfield, Massachusetts. 24 pp.

, 0 28 "T nptation," He vonbox 24, 1901 and December 1,TV!?. » pp.

, 0 29 "Scam Difficulties of lolief." December 1, 1901 .

l^PP.
. 0 30 "flic Question cf Miracles." December 8, 1901.

Also delivered at the Ministers' Theolcgicol Club,
Edinburgh. 28 pp,

, / 31 "Unconscitus Christianity," Delivered on three
cccaoxons at the Operetta House (n.d.) and at the Cambridge
Presbyterian Church, 28 pp.

t 0 "Gcd»c frost in Man," November 1G, 1902, Also
delivered at I ansfi,Id Collego, xford; Aberdeen university
Student Christian Association? Cambridge Presbyterian
Church; and on six other occasions. 23 pp. (Notes),

_ , / 37 "fdoinc One's own Vcy," November 23, 1902, 21 pp.

, M 38 "Difficulties csf faith." November 30# 1902.
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